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Abstract
Malaria, caused by protozoan parasites of the genus Plasmodium, affects millions of
people and is a leading cause of childhood mortality. Antimalarial treatments save lives and are
an important cornerstone of the global malaria elimination strategy. Unfortunately, drug
resistance continuously threatens the efficacy of these important public health tools. While the
current antimalarial pipeline is more robust than ever, drug development still has not kept pace
with parasite evolution; resistance to frontline artemisinin-based therapies has emerged, and no
new classes of drugs have yet been approved which could replace these treatments should
resistance become globally widespread. To get ahead, we need to better understand how drug
resistance evolves, and ideally, use this knowledge to design novel treatment strategies that delay
the emergence and spread of resistant parasites.
In this thesis, we characterize the evolution of resistance to novel antimalarials targeting
the Plasmodium dihydroorotate dehydrogenase (DHODH). Our group and others have identified
many compounds with diverse chemical structures that inhibit this enzyme. Interestingly, we also
observed that resistance to one inhibitor often confers increased sensitivity to another DHODH
inhibitor of a distinct chemical class. This phenomenon—broadly known as collateral
sensitivity—opens the possibility of designing compound combinations that create an
‘evolutionary trap,’ blocking the emergence of resistance pathways.
In Chapter 1 of this thesis, we review the biology of Plasmodium parasites and outline the
factors that influence the evolution of resistance. We propose a framework to better predict the
iii

propensity for resistance to novel antimalarials. In Chapter 2, we assess the evolution of
resistance to the DHODH inhibitor DSM265, a clinical antimalarial candidate. We find that
resistance emerges readily both in vitro and in a mouse model of in vivo infection, and can be
conferred by 13 distinct point mutations in DHODH. Our findings suggested a high risk of
resistance for the clinical use of DSM265, a finding which was ultimately corroborated when
resistance to DSM265 emerged during Phase 2 clinical trials.
Chapter 3 of the thesis explores the landscape of cross-resistance and collateral sensitivity
to Plasmodium dihydroorotate dehydrogenase inhibitors. From this work, we identify pairs of
compounds exhibiting complementary activity profiles to varying DHODH mutant lines. We
hypothesize that treating parasites with these compounds in combination will suppress the
emergence of resistant parasites. In Chapters 4 and 5, we directly test this hypothesis. In Chapter
4, we perform in vitro selections with DSM265 and TCMDC-125334, a pan-mutant active
inhibitor. Combination treatment selected for cross-resistant parasites that are evolutionarily fit
in competitive growth assays. This result emphasized the mutational flexibility of the DHODH
enzyme as a key limitation of this treatment strategy. In Chapter 5, we treated parasites with
another DHODH inhibitor combination—DSM265 and Genz669178—using both in vitro and in
vivo platforms of selection. Interestingly, while cross-resistance to this combination arose readily
in vitro, the emergence of resistance was suppressed in the mouse infection model. This finding
demonstrated that pharmacokinetics and the in vivo environment can influence the evolution of
resistance, highlighting the importance of in vivo models to study these dynamics.
Throughout these chapters, we characterize several factors that impact the propensity of
resistance evolution. In the final chapter, we discuss common themes that emerged, as well as
key take-aways for future drug development efforts.
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Chapter 1

Introduction to the evolutionary dynamics of resistance in the malaria parasite
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Public health impact of malaria
Malaria is a devastating infectious disease that has had a profound impact throughout
human history. The disease is caused by protozoan parasites of the genus Plasmodium, which are
spread from person to person by Anopheles mosquitoes. The parasites replicate within human red
blood cells, causing fever, chills, and other flu-like symptoms, and in more severe cases,
complications such as anemia, cerebral infection, and organ failure. Ancient texts dating back
thousands of years from China, India, Greece, Egypt, and Mesopotamia describe debilitating and
deadly symptoms characteristic of malaria. In the 20th century, it is estimated that between 150300 million people died from malaria, accounting for 2-5% of all deaths during that period [1].
Perhaps the most telling evidence of the toll malaria has had on humanity is the marks it has left
on our genomes. Malaria infection is the driving selective force for a variety of red blood cell
variants that are found in high frequencies within human populations across the globe [2].
While malaria has largely been eliminated from the Global North, almost half the world’s
population is still at risk, specifically those living in the World Health Organization (WHO)
regions of Africa, South-East Asia, Eastern Mediterranean, Western Pacific, and South America
(Figure 1.1). In 2019, there were 229 million cases of malaria and 409,000 deaths. Over 90% of
both cases and deaths occurred in sub-Saharan Africa [3]. People living in endemic regions who
are repeatedly exposed to malaria build partial acquired immunity over their life-times [4]. Thus,
young children are the most vulnerable to severe disease and death. Tragically, despite being
both a preventable and treatable disease, malaria remains one of the leading causes of mortality
in children under five years of age.

2

Figure 1.1: Countries with indigenous malaria cases in 2019. World malaria report 2020: 20
years of global progress and challenges. Figure 3.1. Geneva: World Health Organization; 2020.
Licence: CC BY-NC-SA 3.0 IGO.

Malaria control efforts and the emergence of drug resistance
Human efforts to lessen the burden of malaria also span far back into history. One of the
first recorded treatments for malaria was in the 1600’s. The indigenous people of what is now
modern-day Peru, Bolivia and Ecuador used the bark of the native cinchona tree to treat a variety
of fever-causing diseases. The Spanish Jesuits learned of the healing properties of the bark, and
took it back to Europe, where it gradually grew in popularity as a treatment for malaria [5-7]
(Figure 1.2). Eventually, synthetic derivatives of quinine were developed, including chloroquine,
which became the drug of choice in the late 1940’s. As a safe, cheap, and effective medication,
chloroquine treatment was one of the mainstays of the Global Malaria Eradication Program
(GMEP) of 1955. Unfortunately, in the late 1950’s, resistance to chloroquine emerged in
Southeast Asia, causing treatment failures. Chloroquine resistant parasites spread throughout
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Africa in the 1970’s and 80’s, causing a resurgence in cases and an estimated 2 to 3-fold increase
in severe disease and death [8].

Figure 1.2: Historical malaria treatments and the contributions of indigenous people. We
can thank the sophisticated botanical knowledge of the indigenous people of South America for
the eventual development of quinine and other related antimalarials. Shown above is an image of
the bark of the cinchona tree (left), which was ground into powder as a treatment for a variety of
febrile diseases. The tree is native to the Peruvian rainforests (right). Unfortunately, the historical
contributions of these indigenous peoples, whose names are not recorded, are often overlooked.
By some accounts, Europeans intentionally manipulated the narrative of who discovered the
cinchona tree’s healing properties to lay claim to their seeds in the 1800’s [7]. This is one chapter
in a long global history of ‘stolen knowledge.,’ and the scientific community today continues to
undervalue the contributions of traditional knowledge in ecology, biology, medicine, and other
areas. While not the major focus of this thesis, this is an important issue for scientists to
recognize and address. For more information and perspectives see [9-11]. Image credits: LeftCinchona officinalis 001.JPG. Author: H. Zell. Accessed via Wikimedia Commons under
Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0. Right- Manu National Park-71.jpg. Author:
Corey Spruit. Accessed via Wikimedia Commons under Creative Commons Attribution 2.0
Generic.

Since the 1950’s, drug resistance has continued to pose an obstacle to malaria control
efforts. Resistance has been detected to every antimalarial drug and drug combination that has
been used for clinical treatment of malaria (Figure 1.3). In the mid-2000’s, resistance to the
frontline drug artemisinin emerged in parasite populations at the Thai-Cambodian border.
4

Resistance to artemisinin combination therapies (ACTs) has since spread throughout Southeast
Asia, causing delayed parasite clearance [12, 13]. Fortunately, artemisinin resistance is not yet
widespread in Africa. However, history suggests it may only be a matter of time.

Figure 1.3: Time from clinical use to resistance first reported for various antimalarials and
combination therapies. Adapted from Blasco B, Leroy D, Fidock DA. Antimalarial drug
resistance: linking Plasmodium falciparum parasite biology to the clinic. Nat Med. 2017 Aug
4;23(8):917-928. doi: 10.1038/nm.4381. PMID: 28777791; PMCID: PMC5747363.

Evolutionary potential of the malaria parasite
Antimalarial resistance, like all drug resistance, arises due to a process of natural
selection, in which drug exposure acts on pre-existing genetic variation within a population to
select for resistant lineages (Figure 1.4). The emergence of resistant variants depends on both the
population size and the supply of genetic variation. In malaria, genetic variation is caused by
random mutation, as well as mitotic and meiotic recombination [14]. The parasite population size
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varies throughout the malaria lifecycle. Expansion of resistant variants in the population will
depend on the resistance and fitness phenotypes conferred by the resistance mechanism.

Figure 1.4: Diagram of the evolution of resistance. (1) Emergence- A resistant clone arises in
the population due to random mutation. This is a stochastic event dependent upon the mutation
rate and the size of the population. (2) Selection- Upon treatment with an antimalarial, there is an
increased probability that the resistant clone will survive and reproduce relative to the rest of the
population. This is dependent on the resistance level of the clone and the amount of drug
exposure. (3)- Establishment. The clone replicates, reaching a frequency within the population
such that random extinction due to genetic drift is unlikely. This is a stochastic event dependent
upon the selective advantage of the clone and the population size. (4 or 5). Expansion. The clone
continues to replicate, either taking over the population or coexisting with sensitive parasites at
an intermediate frequency. Reviewed in [15]

Life cycle of the malaria parasite
The life cycle of the Plasmodium parasite is complex, and informs our understanding of
both drug treatment and drug resistance. For the two major human pathogens, P. falciparum and
P. vivax, the life cycle begins when an Anopheles mosquito carrying Plasmodium sporozoites in
its salivary gland takes a blood meal. Motile sporozoites are injected into the bloodstream and
migrate to the liver, where they infect hepatocyte cells. Only a small number of sporozoites
(~10-100) are injected and successfully reach hepatocyte host cells. However, in one of the most
rapid series of replications that is known in eukaryotes, each individual liver-stage parasite
produces up to 90,000 new merozoites [16]. In P. vivax malaria, liver-stage parasites persist in a
6

dormant state known as hypnozoites, and can be released months or even years later, causing a
relapse of disease. However, for P. falciparum, the infected hepatocytes rupture after 7-14 days,
releasing the merozoites into the bloodstream, where they invade red blood cells (RBCs) (Figure
1.5).
Inside the RBC, the parasite undergoes a 48-hour cycle of growth and replication,
moving from the early ring stage, to the more metabolically-active trophozoite stage, and finally
dividing via schizogony to form 20-30 new daughter merozoites. The blood-stage replication
cycle is characterized by a marked expansion of parasite biomass. Within a single infected
patient, there can be 1010-1013 parasites at the height of infection [17]. (Note that in P. vivax, such
high parasitemia is not reached, as this parasite species only invades young reticulocytes [18,
19]. Roughly 1-2% of replicating parasites will differentiate into non-dividing gametocytes, or
transmission-stage parasites These gametocyte forms can be taken up by another Anopheles
mosquito during a blood meal. Within the mosquito, the parasites undergo a sexual replication
cycle. The male gametocytes replicate their DNA and divide into eight microgametes, in a
process known as ex-flagellation, and then fertilize a female gamete, resulting in the formation of
a zygote. After one round of DNA replicate, zygotes differentiate into ookinetes, which migrate
out of the midgut and develop into oocysts on the outside of the midgut wall. Only about five
oocysts are typically formed per infected mosquito. Within each oocyst, thousands of haploid
sporozoites are produced. Roughly 10 days after the first blood meal, the oocysts rupture and the
mature sporozoites make their way to the mosquito salivary gland, and are ready to infect
another human host (For review of the parasite life cycle see [16, 20-23] (Figure 1.5).

7

Figure 1.5: Life cycle of Plasmodium parasites, with parasite numbers annotated at key
points of population expansion (purple boxes) or bottlenecks (yellow boxes). Image credit:
"Life Cycle of the Malaria Parasite" by National Institutes of Health (NIH) is licensed with CC
BY-NC 2.0. To view a copy of this license, visit https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/2.0/

Implications of the parasite life cycle for drug treatment and drug resistance
In reviewing the life cycle of Plasmodium, a notable feature is the existence of multiple
bottle-necks, followed by periods of rapid growth and expansion. It follows that processes
involved in cell replication, including DNA synthesis, will be a key point of vulnerability
throughout the parasite life-cycle. This likely explains why screening efforts to identify
8

compounds with antimalarial activity at various stages of the parasite life cycle commonly
identify compounds that target proteins in the Plasmodium electron transport chain, such as
dihydroorotate dehydrogenase and cytochrome b, which are essential for pyrimidine biosynthesis
(See Figure 1.6), suggesting that these are ‘choke-point enzymes’ [24-27].
The pattern of population restriction and expansion throughout the parasite lifecycle also
impacts the process of natural selection. Simulation studies by Chang et al. found that compared
to a traditional population genetics model, the bottlenecks that occur during the malaria life cycle
increase the probability that a mutation is stochastically lost due to genetic drift [28]. At the same
time, because of the population expansion that occurs in the human host, mutant alleles also
undergo greater amplification. Thus, there is also an enhanced impact of selection, even for
alleles conferring a relatively small selective advantage [28].
The large population sizes that parasites can achieve in the human host also highlights the
enormous potential for resistance emergence. Given an average population size of 1011 bloodstage parasites, a mutation rate of approximately 1.7x10-9 per base pair per generation [14], and a
genome size of ~23 Mb, every base pair in the genome could potentially acquire a genetic
change within the parasite population of a human host during one infection period. On the flip
side, this also suggests resistance that will be less likely to arise for drugs that target the
population bottlenecks within the parasite life cycle. One bottleneck is the establishment of liver
stage infection. For this reason, some antimalarial drugs with a high propensity for resistance can
still be used for preventative prophylaxis. Another interesting choke-point is oocyst development
in the mosquito stages. A recent study from our colleagues at the Harvard T.H. Chan School of
Public Health demonstrated that exposing Anopheles mosquitoes to the antimalarial atovaquone
via tarsal contact effectively blocked the development of P. falciparum oocysts in the mosquito
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midgut [29]. This presents a potential strategy to reduce malaria transmission with a lower risk of
resistance emergence.

General resistance mechanisms for antimalarials
There are a variety of mechanisms by which genetic changes in the parasite can confer
resistance to antimalarial compounds. Many antimalarials act by inhibiting specific Plasmodium
proteins. Resistance to these antimalarials can be conferred by point mutations that alter the
target protein to either prevent the drug from binding, or to allow the protein to function even if
the drug is bound. An example of this is atovaquone resistance, which is conferred by point
mutations in the atovaquone-binding site of cytochrome b [30, 31]. Another target-based
resistance mechanism is amplification of a region of the chromosome that contains the gene
encoding for the target protein. This increases the number of copies of the protein, and thus, at a
given concentration of drug, increases the proportion of target that remains unbound to the
inhibitor relative to wildtype parasites.
There are also many examples of non-target-based resistance in malaria. For example,
chloroquine acts by inhibiting heme detoxification in the digestive vacuole of the parasite.
Resistance to chloroquine is predominantly conferred by mutations in the Chloroquine
Resistance Transporter (PfCRT), which is likely involved in increasing chloroquine efflux out of
the digestive vacuole [32]. Another example of transport-based resistance is the multi-drug
resistance transporter 1 (PfMDR1). Both point mutations and copy number variation in MDR1
can alter the susceptibility of the parasite to a variety of antimalarials [32]. Resistance to
artemisinin also appears to be conferred by a non-target-based mechanism. The major marker for
artemisinin resistance is mutation in Kelch13 [33]. The mechanism of Kelch13-mediated
resistance has been highly debated in the field. Recent work has demonstrated that Kelch13
10

mutations result in reduced hemoglobin uptake in the parasite digestive vacuole. Given that
heme— the byproduct of hemoglobin degradation— is required to generate the active form of
artemisinin, this finding suggests that resistance is due to decreased drug activation [34, 35].

Fitness costs of resistance
One factor that can limit evolution is the fitness cost of resistance, or the reduced ability
of a resistant clone to survive and replicate in the absence of drug. Such evolutionary trade-offs
between resistance and fitness have been observed in a variety of organisms, from bacteria [36],
to viruses [37, 38], to drug-resistant cancer [39], as well as in Plasmodium parasites (reviewed in
[40]). On a molecular level, genetic changes that confer drug resistance may alter parasite
proteins in a way that impacts their normal function within the cell. As one example, some
mutations in cytochrome b that confer atovaquone resistance have been shown to reduce parasite
growth in vitro, as assessed by competitive growth experiments. Molecular modeling predicted
that these mutations decreased cytochrome b binding to ubiquinone/coenzyme Q, which would
impact the efficiency of mitochondrial respiration [41]. Recent work also demonstrated that
atovaquone-resistant parasites have defects in either gametocyte activation or oocyst
development, and reported that atovaquone-resistant parasites do not transmit in Anopheles
mosquitoes [42], although other studies have disputed this claim [43]. Mutations in Kelch13 that
mediate artemisinin resistance also impact parasite growth by slowing the development of ring
stages in the RBC cycle [44, 45], causing varying degrees of fitness costs depending on both the
specific mutation and parasite genetic background [46-48].
Fitness costs influence the process of evolution, as they reduce the probability that a
resistant clone will expand and persist within the population (See Figure 1.4). This can even lead
to the reversibility of resistance when drug exposure is no longer present. For example, in some
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regions of the world where chloroquine use was discontinued, mutations associated with
chloroquine resistance declined dramatically in the parasite population [49].

The evolution of resistance can limit the useful lifetime of novel antimalarials
Because of the recurring issue of drug resistance, the development of new molecules for
the treatment of malaria is a critical public health priority. Much progress has been made in the
last 20 years towards creating a robust antimalarial pipeline, with at least 13 new drugs currently
in clinical development and several more in the pre-clinical research phase [50]. These include
compounds with novel mechanisms of action that target a diverse array of essential Plasmodium
enzymes (Reviewed in [51]). One of these targets is the Plasmodium dihydroorotate
dehydrogenase (DHODH), which catalyzes the rate limiting step of pyrimidine biosynthesis.
High-throughput screening efforts from multiple groups have yielded several molecules with a
diversity of chemical structures that target DHODH [52-55]. The triazolopyrimidine-based
DHODH inhibitor DSM265 was identified by Medicines for Malaria Venture as having
particularly promising pre-clinical potential, with a long half-life and potent activity against
blood and liver-stage parasites [56]. These favorable pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic
(PK/PD) properties propelled DSM265 to the clinical development stage.
Unfortunately, as with any drug development pipeline, attrition rates are high, and it is
estimated that only about 8% of antimalarials in preclinical evaluation will ultimately become
part of a product [57]. Further, even once an antimalarial makes it to the clinical development or
approval stages, resistance can significantly limit its useful lifetime. For example, resistance to
the combination therapy sulfadoxine-pyrimethamine (SP) emerged less than one year after it was
introduced as a frontline therapy. Resistance to atovaquone, a potent antimalarial that targets the
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Plasmodium cytochrome b complex, developed in patients during clinical trials. While
atovaquone and SP continue to be used for prophylaxis and intermittent preventive treatment
during pregnancy, respectively, this high propensity for resistance limits the use of both therapies
as malaria cures (Reviewed in [58-60]). Similarly, in Phase 2 clinical trials characterizing the
antimalarial activity of single-dose DSM265, two patients failed treatment due to resistance.
Sequencing of recrudescent parasites 28 days post-treatment detected a monoclonal DHODH
C276Y mutation in one parasite population. Sequencing of the parasite population from the
second patient identified two distinct minor alleles resulting in DHODH C276F and DHODH
G181C mutations [61].

Spotlight on DHODH as a drug target
In this thesis, we focus on DSM265 and other DHODH inhibitors as a model for studying
the evolution of resistance to novel antimalarials. Because parasites lack pyrimidine scavenging
pathways, DHODH is essential for DNA and RNA replication in Plasmodium [62]. The biology
of DHODH is reviewed in greater detail in Figure 1.6.
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Figure 1.6: Plasmodium falciparum dihydroorotate dehydrogenase (PfDHODH) as a drug
target. A) Diagram of reaction catalyzed by DHODH. They enzyme is located in the inner
mitochondrial membrane, and is one of four dehydrogenases that contribute electrons to the
mitochondrial respiratory chain. DHODH catalyzes the oxidation of dihydroorotate to orotate—
the rate-limiting step of pyrimidine biosynthesis— in a ping-pong reaction that causes reduction
of the flavin mononucleotide (FMN) co-factor to FMNH2. FMN must in turn be re-generated by
the reduction of Coenzyme Q (CoQ). In the asexual blood stages, mitochondrial respiration
appears to be dispensable, as transgenic expression of cytosolic yeast DHODH rescued inhibition
of cytochrome bc1 complex. This suggests that the major function of the electron transport chain
in blood-stage parasites is to recycle the FMN co-factor necessary for the DHODH catalytic
cycle [63]. B) Example of molecules that inhibit PfDHODH representing a variety of
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Figure 1.6 (Continued)
chemotypes. C-E). Crystal structure of DHODH bound to various inhibitors. Crystallography
studies demonstrate that these inhibitors share a common binding site, and likely act in a noncompetitive manner by blocking the flow of electrons from FMNH2 to CoQ. The inhibitor
binding pocket exhibits marked conformational flexibility, explaining why it can accommodate
the binding of such a great variety of compound classes [56, 64, 65]. Shown is DHODH bound to
DSM265 (C), Genz669178 (D), and IDI-6273 (E). Inhibitors are represented by pink spheres.
FMN (yellow) and orotate (black) are indicated by arrows.

Can we predict the probability of resistance emergence from preclinical laboratory
studies?
Given the investment of time and resources required to take a molecule through the
stages of clinical development, we ideally would want to be able to predict how readily
resistance to novel antimalarials will evolve while in the earlier preclinical research phase.
According to framework laid out by Medicines for Malaria Venture (MMV), a leading publicprivate partnership for antimalarial development, the current methodology to assess the
probability of resistance is to quantify the minimum inoculum for resistance (MIR). In such
experiments, in vitro P. falciparum cultures are exposed to drug at varying starting inoculum,
and cultures are monitored over time. The MIR is defined as the lowest inoculum necessary to
generate resistance. Higher MIRs thus correspond to a lower propensity for resistance, and the
overall risk of resistance depends on both the MIR, as well as the level of resistance, defined by
the IC50 fold increase [66].

A critique of the minimum inoculum for resistance as a method to assess resistance propensity
The MIR assay is assumed to indirectly measure the frequency of resistance mutations.
However, the probability a given mutation will appear in the population is random. The
implications of this were discussed in the seminal population genetics work of Luria and
Delbruck, who were studying phage-resistant bacteria. They demonstrated that resistance
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mutations occur stochastically in a population prior to selective pressure. Because mutations that
occur earlier become more prevalent over time, they found that the number of resistant clones
within each population varied highly from culture to culture [67]. This same stochasticity
observed by Luria-Delbruck will inevitably plague MIR experiments, which typically involve
small numbers of replicates. The relative propensity for resistance to different drugs could easily
be mischaracterized based on the random chance that mutations occurred earlier or later in time
prior to drug exposure. The lack of reliability for this method is highlighted by experiments
characterizing the MIR for DSM265, which are summarized in Figure 1.7. At the 106 and 107
inoculums, there are some replicates in which resistance does not arise in any flasks, and some in
which resistance arises in 3 of 3 flasks (Figure 1.7) [56].

Figure 1.7: Overview of the minimum inoculum for resistance (MIR) study of DSM265.
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Figure 1.7 (Continued)
For each replicate, three cultures were treated continuously with DSM265 at 3-4 times the EC50.
Cultures that recrudesced and were resistant were counted after 60 days. The bar graph shows the
number of cultures with resistant parasite clones from each replicate at varying inoculums.

Towards a more comprehensive approach to assess resistance probability
We propose that to better estimate the propensity of resistance to novel antimalarials, we
must, to the greatest extent possible, comprehensively characterize the factors involved in the
evolution of resistance. As outlined above, the probability of resistance emergence is influenced
by the frequency of resistance-conferring mutations, which depends on both the mutation rate, as
well as the number of mutational pathways to resistance. The probability that a given resistance
mutation will expand within the population will depend on both the level of resistance it confers,
which is typically measured as the half-maximal effective concentration, or EC50, as well as the
relative fitness of the mutant clone in the absence of drug. In the following three sections, we
discuss three methodologies that we propose are critical to evaluating these factors (Figure 1.8).

Figure 1.8: Proposed methodology for characterizing the evolution of resistance to novel
antimalarials.
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Using in vitro resistance selections to characterize potential pathways to resistance
In vitro resistance selections are an important method for characterizing the mutational
pathways to resistance for antimalarials at the preclinical stage. Despite the simplicity of such
systems, several studies of clinical antimalarials have found that the resistance mechanisms
identified by in vitro selections are often similar or identical to the genetic changes detected in
resistant clinical isolates (Reviewed in [68, 69]). in vitro experimental evolution efforts have also
successfully identified mechanisms of resistance for novel small molecules not yet in clinical
development [70-75]. In some cases, these studies identify mutations in genes encoding the
likely target protein, and enhance our understanding of the drug’s mechanism of action. In other
cases, they identify likely non-target-based resistance mechanisms that confer reduced
susceptibility to multiple classes of compounds.
In order to assess the propensity for resistance, one of the goals of in vitro selection
studies should be to comprehensively characterize the ‘restistome’ of all potential pathways to
resistance for a particular compound. An advantage of in vitro experiments is that they can be
repeated many times. For example, in this work, we performed in vitro selections with three
distinct DHODH inhibitors. We selected resistance in 27 independent populations, from which
we isolated a total of 77 parasite clones. In conjunction with our group’s previous work on
DHODH, we altogether identified 17 point mutations and 3 sets of double mutations in the
dhodh gene that confer resistance to various inhibitors.

Experimental parameters to consider for in vitro evolution studies
Another advantage of in vitro selections is that various experimental parameters such as
compound concentration, parasite genetic background, and population size, can be manipulated,
which can help to uncover greater diversity in the potential pathways to resistance. For example,
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in initial selections with the DHODH inhibitor DSM1, parasites were continuously exposed to
compound at a concentration ~1.5x the EC50. This selected for parasite lines with copy number
variation of the dhodh locus, which conferred moderate (2-3 fold) resistance in a dose-dependent
manner. No point mutations in DHODH were observed [76]. By contrast, our group and others
have demonstrated that pulse-treating parasites with a higher concentration of inhibitor can select
for a variety of point mutations in the dhodh locus that confer between 10 to >100-fold resistance
[65, 77]. Generalizing from this, we would expect that pulsing parasite populations with a high
concentration of drug which kills the majority of susceptible parasites should tend to select for
variants with higher-level resistance that may be rarer in the population.
The genetic background of the parasite can also influence the evolution of resistance in
two main ways. One is epistasis; the impact of a resistance mutation may differ depending on the
other mutations that are present in the genetic background. The second way that parasite
background can influence the evolution of resistance is by variation in the mutation rate. Studies
of natural P. falciparum isolates have identified ‘mutator strains’ which acquire resistance at a
rate 10-1000 times higher than other parasite lines [68, 78]. The mutation rate of Plasmodium
parasite can also be increased by genetic ablation of the DNA polymerase proofreading function
[79]. By increasing the supply of genetic variation, use of such ‘mutator’ strains in in vitro
selection experiments could aid in the identification of potential pathways to resistance.
A third factor which can be manipulated in in vitro selection experiments is the starting
population size. As discussed previously, conventional wisdom is that resistance will emerge
more frequently in larger populations, which suggests that larger starting inoculums may be
better for studying the emergence of resistance. However, if a resistance mutation confers a
fitness or growth defect, it may face overwhelming competition within a large population prior to
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drug exposure. The use of more replicates with smaller starting inoculums may thus allow the
identification of a more diverse array of resistance mutations. As one example of this, Lim et al.
selected for resistance to two antimalarials using a limiting dilution approach. After drug
exposure, single parasites were seeded into a 96-well plate [73]. The use of multiple smaller
replicates, which take less time to expand prior to drug treatment, should also reduce the impact
of potential ‘jackpot mutations’, or mutations that arise early on and expand to large numbers,
especially if each replicate starts with an independently cloned lineage.

Competitive growth assays to assess the fitness costs of resistance
The most common laboratory method to measure fitness costs of mutant lineages is the
competitive growth assay, in which mutant and wildtype parasites are co-cultured together, and
the relative abundance of each clone is quantified over time [40]. Such experiments can detect
the impact of even small differences in growth rates. If there are multiple potential pathways to
resistance, it is important to assess several of them, as they may not all confer comparable fitness
costs. For example, we previously reported that the point mutation DHODH E182D, which arose
multiple times in selection with two distinct chemical classes of inhibitors, had a growth defect
and was out-competed by wildtype parasites [65, 80]. However, in this thesis, we found that
multiple DHODH variants, including the clinically-relevant DHODH C276Y mutant, are as fit as
wildtype in competitive growth experiments [77].
Taken together, in vitro selections can be used to assess the probability of resistance
emergence based on the diversity of mutational pathways that are identified. Competitive growth
assays as a proxy for fitness can help determine whether resistant variants are likely to expand
and persist within parasite populations. Using this criteria, a drug would be categorized as having
a low probability for resistance if there is only one or limited pathways to resistance, and if
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resistant clones had low relative fitness compared to wildtype, susceptible parasites. By contrast,
a drug would have a high probability for resistance if there were several different mutations that
conferred resistance, and at least some resistant clones were as fit as wildtype (Figure 1.9).

Figure 1.9: Assessing risk of resistance based on number of pathways to resistance and
fitness cost of resistance.

Considering the importance of the in vivo environment
in vitro evolution and competitive growth studies offer many relevant insights, and can
help to narrow down the likely pathways to resistance for a particular drug. However, there are
key differences between cell culture systems and the in vivo environments that natural parasite
populations will face. In vivo drug exposure is dynamic, as the concentration of drug in the body
over time changes depending on how it is absorbed, distributed, metabolized, and excreted.
There are also several other environmental stressors that parasites face in the in vivo environment
in addition to drug pressure, including innate and adaptive immune responses and limiting
nutrient environments. Thus, we propose that in vivo studies of resistance should be the third step
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in assessing the propensity for resistance to novel antimalarials. In this thesis, with our
collaborators at the GSK Tres Cantos Medicines Development Campus, we utilize a NOD SCID
mouse model engrafted with human RBCs to study the in vivo evolution of resistance to
DHODH inhibitors [77]. For the clinical DHODH inhibitor DSM265, we found that in vitro
selection is a good model for in vivo evolution (Chapter 2). However, when using other
inhibitors and inhibitor combinations, we observed marked differences in the propensity for
resistance in vitro vs. in vivo (Chapter 5). These findings underscore the need to confirm the
results of in vitro selection using an in vivo model of resistance, although experimental
limitations of in vivo work may mean that this approach will need to be reserved for the most
promising pre-clinical candidates.

Can we use our understanding of how resistance evolves to develop treatments that delay
the development of resistance?
The above section provides a proposed methodology to triage preclinical antimalarial
candidates based on their propensity for resistance. The ultimate goal is to use our understanding
of how resistance to novel antimalarials evolves to develop better treatment strategies.

Current combination therapy approach
Motivated by the experience of chloroquine and other early antimalarials, there is broad
recognition in the malaria community that any novel treatment strategy must include
combinations of two or more drugs with distinct biological targets. The rationale for this is that
there is a greatly reduced probability for the simultaneous acquisition of two separate resistance
mechanisms [81]. However, resistance to such combinations is still possible, as demonstrated by
the fact that multidrug-resistance to frontline therapies has emerged [82, 83]. Our current
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understanding of how multiple drugs interact to influence each other’s evolutionary trajectories
to resistance is limited. A large-scale evolution experiment in Escherichia coli demonstrated that
certain combinations of drugs, specifically those exhibiting synergy in their antibiotic activity,
can accelerate the selection of resistance relative to single-drug treatment [84]. Further, several
studies have demonstrated that multi-drug resistant bacteria with two or more mutations are often
more competitively fit compared to clones with single mutations [85-87]. This finding of
‘positive epistasis’ between resistance mutations suggests that the acquisition of multidrug
resistance can facilitate the expansion of resistant variants within the population. These reports
highlight the importance of understanding the evolutionary dynamics of resistance not just for
individual antimalarials but for compound combinations.

Collateral sensitivity as a potential strategy to suppress resistance
Another way that the interaction of two compounds can influence the evolution of
resistance is through ‘collateral sensitivity,’ in which resistance to one compound causes
increased sensitivity to the other. This opens up the potential to target resistant variants in an
‘evolutionary trap’ by designing drug combinations with mutually-incompatible resistance [80,
88]. While strategies based on collateral sensitivity have not been tested clinically, several
experimental evolution studies showed that combinations of antibiotics conferring collateral
sensitivity to each other can effectively suppress the emergence of resistant bacterial populations
[89-91].
Collateral sensitivity has been observed in P. falciparum for a variety of drug classes. For
example, mutations in PfCRT that confer resistance to chloroquine can cause increased
sensitivity to multiple antimalarial compounds [80, 92-94]. Collateral sensitivity also occurs
between inhibitors with the same molecular target, including the Pf20S proteasome [95, 96], the
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P-Type Cation Transporter ATPase 4 (PfATP4) [97], and cytochrome b (PfCytb) [98].
Previously, we observed several examples of collateral sensitivity between compounds targeting
PfDHODH. Given that all DHODH inhibitors dock in the same location, we suspect that
mutations in DHODH that confer resistance to some compounds cause conformational changes
in the inhibitor binding pocket that better accommodate other compounds with distinct molecular
structures [55, 80]. The observation of collateral sensitivity across a wide range of antimalarial
drug targets raises the possibility that this evolutionary phenomenon could be exploited to design
combination therapies that delay or suppress the emergence of resistance.

Structure of the thesis
In this thesis, we characterize the evolutionary dynamics of resistance to P. falciparum
DHODH inhibitors. In Chapter 2, we describe how resistance to the clinical antimalarial
candidate DSM265 arises in an in vitro cell culture system, as well as in a humanized mouse
model of P. falciparum infection. We identify several point mutations in DHODH that confer
varying levels of resistance to DSM265. We also characterize the relative fitness costs of some
of these point mutations. In Chapters 3 and 4, we further explore the concept of collateral
sensitivity among PfDHODH inhibitors. We identify one compound, TCMDC-125334, which is
active against all DSM265-resistant lines tested. In Chapter 3, we test the hypothesis that
combination strategies based on collateral sensitivity can be used to suppress the emergence of
resistance by characterizing the in vitro evolution of resistance to TCMDC-125334 both alone
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and in combination with DSM265. In Chapter 5, we test the concept of collateral sensitivity
using both an in vitro and in vivo model of resistance.
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Abstract
Resistance has developed for every antimalarial drug in clinical use prompting a need to
characterize the pathways mediating resistance. Here, we report a clinically-relevant framework
for assessing resistance to new antimalarial therapeutics. We focused on the dihydroorotoate
dehydrogenase (DHODH) inhibitors DSM265 and DSM267 and directly compared development
of resistance to these compounds by the malaria parasite Plasmodium falciparum in tissue
culture and in a mouse model of P. falciparum infection. We found that resistance arose rapidly
both in vitro and in vivo. Overall, we identified thirteen unique point mutations in DHODH
including overlap in the resistant alleles identified from tissue culture and from the humanized
mouse infection model. Resistant parasites exhibited mutations in DHODH that conferred
increased resistance (ranging from 2- to ~400-fold). We further demonstrated that the drugresistant parasite carrying the C276Y mutation had mitochondrial energetics comparable to the
wildtype parasite and retained fitness in competitive growth experiments. Our data suggest that
in vitro selection of drug-resistant P. falciparum can predict resistance in a humanized mouse
model of malaria infection.
Introduction
One of the biggest threats to malaria eradication efforts is the possibility of widespread
resistance to current antimalarial drugs. Resistance to current frontline artemisinin-based
therapies has been detected in several countries in the Greater Mekong subregion of Southeast
Asia. Artemisinin resistance is defined as delayed parasite clearance in individuals infected with
the malaria parasite Plasmodium falciparum [1, 2], requiring extended treatment periods to
maintain drug efficacy [3, 4]. With no alternative therapeutic options currently available, there is
an urgent need to develop new antimalarial drugs that target different aspects of parasite biology.
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Unfortunately, even for drugs that have never been introduced to parasite populations,
resistance can emerge and spread rapidly, limiting their useful lifetime. For example, resistance
to the dihydrofolate reductase inhibitor pyrimethamine emerged shortly after clinical
introduction [5-7]. Even when pyrimethamine was later combined with sulfadoxine, parasites
resistant to the sulfadoxine-pyrimethamine combination were identified less than one year after
its adoption as a frontline therapy [8]. Because of this, use of the sulfadoxine-pyrimethamine
combination is primarily limited to intermittent preventive treatment during pregnancy
(Reviewed in [9, 10]). Resistance to the cytochrome b inhibitor atovaquone was detected in
clinical trials before the drug was widely in use [11]. This rapid emergence is thought to be due
to selection of de novo mutations in malaria parasites that arose during the treatment of P.
falciparum-infected patients [12]. These examples illustrate the importance of identifying de
novo mutations in P. falciparum and understanding their contributions towards development of
resistance to drug candidates early in the drug development pipeline.
A powerful tool to study drug resistance is experimental evolution of resistance followed
by whole genomes sequencing [13]. By exposing malaria parasites to antimalarial drugs in vitro
and in vivo, we have been able to identify or confirm the mechanism of resistance in some cases
(Reviewed in [14]). For example, treatment of in vitro cultured P. falciparum parasites with
atovaquone led to the development of resistant parasites with single point mutations in the
atovaquone-binding pocket of cytochrome b [15]. It was subsequently found that failure of
atovaquone-combination therapy in infected individuals was associated with point mutations in
the same binding pocket [14, 16, 17]. More recently, in vitro selection with a sensitive field
isolate of P. falciparum provided the first evidence that mutations in the kelch13 malaria parasite
gene are a major genetic determinant of artemisinin resistance [1, 18]. These studies illustrate
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that in vitro selection can reflect the resistance pathways that arise in natural parasite
populations.
Our work and that of others have demonstrated the usefulness of in vitro selection in
identifying both targets and mechanisms of resistance in P. falciparum against new antimalarial
drugs [19, 20]. However, there are aspects of the in vivo environment, such as
pharmacokinetics/pharmacodynamics (PK/PD) and pathophysiology that are not captured in
tissue culture. To further explore the translational relevance of experimental in vitro selection to
the emergence of resistance, we developed a proof-of-concept study to directly compare the
development of resistance of P. falciparum in tissue culture to that in a humanized mouse model
of P. falciparum infection. For this proof-of-concept, we focused on antimalarial drugs that
inhibit Plasmodium dihydroorotate dehydrogenase (DHODH), an essential enzyme that catalyzes
the rate-limiting step of pyrimidine biosynthesis [21]. Multiple high-throughput screens have
identified a range of structurally-diverse molecules that target this protein [22-26]. We and others
have previously demonstrated that resistance to DHODH inhibitors can be acquired through
point mutations in the inhibitor binding pocket or copy number variations (CNV) at the dhodh
locus [22, 27-32]. We chose the triazolopyrimidine inhibitor DSM265 for comparative drug
resistance studies in vitro and in vivo because it is a next-generation antimalarial drug candidate
with demonstrated efficacy in recent Phase II clinical trials [33].
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Results
Drug resistance emerges rapidly during in vitro selection of P. falciparum
We performed four in vitro selections with two DHODH inhibitors, DSM265 (Figure
2.1A) and DSM267 (Figure 2.1D), using two independent P. falciparum 3D7 clones. The
isolates used were Pf3D7 A10, used previously in large-scale in vitro drug-selection studies [19],
and Pf3D70087/N9[34], which was the same clone used for in vivo selection in a humanized mouse
model of P. falciparum infection. We used two in vitro selection procedures: an intermittent
pulse of DHODH inhibitor and continuous drug exposure (Figure S2.1, S2.2). For pulse
selections, P. falciparum cultures were treated with the 99% effective concentration (EC99) of
the compound DSM265 for 6 to 8 days (Selection 1, Selection 3). In addition to DSM265, we
also used the chemical analog DSM267 as a tool compound to explore the landscape of
resistance development to triazolopyrimidine-based inhibitors (Selection 2) [35].
During and after drug exposure, the parasitemia of the cultures was monitored by thin
smear microscopy, which allows for the identification and quantification of replicating parasites.
For pulse selections, P. falciparum asexual blood-stage parasites were consistently visible in
thin smears taken from cultures approximately two weeks after exposure to drug in vitro (Figure
S2.1, Figure S2.2, Table S2.1). In all three pulse selection procedures, at least two independent
parasite populations became resistant to drug after either the first or second round of drug
exposure (Figure 2.1 B&E, Figure S2.1, Figure S2.2, Table S2.1). Drug-resistant parasites cloned
from pulse selection in vitro exhibited heterogenous dose-response phenotypes when exposed to
DSM265 or DSM267, with half-maximal effective concentration (EC50) values ranging from 2to ~400-times that of the wildtype parent strain of P. falciparum (Figure 2.1 C&F, Figure S2.2,
Table 2.1, Table S2.2, Data File S2.1 ).
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Figure 2.1: Rapid emergence of in vitro resistance to DSM267 and DSM265 (A) Structure of
DSM265, used in in vitro selection S1. (B) Representative dose response phenotype of bulk
selected populations. Parasite populations in three independent culture flasks containing human
blood were exposed to DSM265 at the EC99 and allowed to recrudesce (Flask 1 in yellow, Flask 2
in blue, Flask 3 in red). (C) Dose response phenotype of clones isolated from in vitro resistance
selection experiments using pulse treatment with the DHODH inhibitor DMS265. Bulk resistant
populations were cloned in the absence of compound pressure. Clonal parasite lines from Flasks 1
and 3 exhibited heterogeneous resistance phenotypes. Each clonal line is labelled on the x-axis
with a unique identifier that includes the selection number (S), flask number (F),
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Figure 2.1 (Continued)
and clone number (C), for example S1-F1-C1. Individual replicate EC50 values are shown as a
scatter plot, with error bars depicting mean and standard deviation. Statistically significant
differences in specific clonal phenotypes relative to the wild-type 3D7 parental line are indicated
on the graph. Significance was calculated using a non-parametric one-way ANOVA (KruskalWallis) with post-hoc multiple comparisons (Dunn’s test) and is indicated. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01,
*** p < 0.00001, ns= not significant. (D, E, F) Increasing continuous selection pressure yielded
parasites with highly resistant phenotypes. (D) Structure of the DSM267 molecule used in
selection S2. (E) Representative phenotype of bulk selected populations from step 1. Parasites
were exposed to two steps of selective pressure (Step1 and Step 2). In step 1, parasites were
exposed to a single pulse of DSM267 at 25nM, leading to ~10-fold resistance in two of three flasks
(Flask 1 in yellow, Flask 2 in blue, Flask 3 in green). In step 2, the resistant populations from
Flasks 2 and 3 were continuously exposed to compound at an increased dose (50nM) for 7 – 8
weeks, and cloned under drug pressure. (F) Dose response phenotypes of clones isolated from step
1 and step 2 of selection 2 (S2). Each clonal line is labelled on the x-axis with a unique identifier
that includes the selection number (S), flask number (F), and clone number (C), for example S2F2-C1. Individual replicate EC50 values are shown as a scatter plot, with error bars depicting mean
and standard deviation. Statistically significant differences in specific clonal phenotypes relative
to the wild-type 3D7 parental line are indicated on the graph. Significance was calculated using a
non-parametric one-way ANOVA (Kruskal-Wallis) with post-hoc multiple comparisons (Dunn’s
test) and is indicated. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, ns= not significant

Whole-genome sequencing revealed that 20 of 21 resistant parasite clones generated during pulse
selection had single point mutations in DHODH (Table 1, Data File S2.2). These mutations
resulted in the following amino acid changes in DHODH: C276Y, L531F, F227L, G181C and
F227Y. One resistant parasite line had an amplification on chromosome 6 which included the
dhodh locus (Data File S2.3). CNVs at the dhodh locus were additionally verified by quantitative
PCR (qPCR) (Figure S2.3). Consistent with previous findings, duplication of the dhodh locus
conferred a ~2-fold increase in drug resistance in P. falciparum parasites in vitro [27, 29, 30]
(Table 2.1, Table S2.2, Data File S2.1).
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Table 2.1: Point mutations identified in drug-resistant parasite lines arising from in vitro
selections with resulting EC50s (nM)
Parent Lines
Clone ID:
DHODH Mutations Copy No.
DSM265 EC50 DSM267 EC50
1
3D7 A10
N/A
3.55±1.28
2.18±0.646
3D70087/N9
N/A
1
9.08±2.41
4.57±0.873
Dd2
N/A
1
3.92±2.00
3.46±1.07
Selection 1: 3D7 A10 with DSM265 (Pulse Selection)
Clone ID:
DHODH Mutations Copy No. DSM265 EC50 DSM267 EC50
Flask 1

Flask 3

Flask 2
Flask 3

Flask 2
Flask 2
Flask 3

Flask 2

Flask 3

Flask 1

S1-F1-C1
C276Y
1
45.1±32.5
S1-F1-C2
C276Y
1
48.8±21.6
S1-F1-C3
L531F
1
69.3±29.0
S1-F3-C1
WT
2
8.76±4.33
S1-F3-C2
C276Y
1
51.5±29.0
S1-F3-C3
C276Y
1
45.8±23.4
S1-F3-C4
C276Y
1
37.2±12.9
Selection 2.1: 3D7 A10 with DSM267 (Pulse Selection)
Clone ID:
DHODH Mutations Copy No.
DSM265 EC50
S2(1)-F2-C1
F227L
1
56.3±11.4
S2(1)-F2-C2
F227L
1
71.9±54.3
S2(1)-F3-C2
L531F
1
63.9±25.9
S2(1)-F3-C3
L531F*
1
49.1±10.2
Selection 2.2: 3D7 A10 with DSM267 (Continuous Selection)
Clone ID:
DHODH Mutations Copy No.
DSM265 EC50
S2(2)-F2-C1
F227L+L531F
1
911±864
S2(2)-F2-C2
F227L
2
91.3±50.9
S2(2)-F3-C1
F227Y
1
562±224
S2(2)-F3-C2
F227Y
1
1270±257
Selection 3: 3D70087/N9 with DSM265 (Pulse Selection)
Clone ID:
DHODH Mutations Copy No.
DSM265 EC50
S3-F2-C1
G181C
1
166±56.8
S3-F2-C2
G181C
1
139±76.2
S3-F2-C3
G181C
1
134±58.6
S3-F2-C4
F227Y
1
3260±1721
S3-F3-C1
L531F
1
122±49.4
S3-F3-C2
L531F
1
159±25.0
S3-F3-C3
L531F
1
163±75.3
S3-F3-C4
L531F
1
186±71.6
S3-F3-C5
L531F
1
139±53.5
S3-F3-C6
L531F
1
146±61.6
Selection 4: 3D70087/N9 with DSM265 (Continuous Selection)
Clone ID:
DHODH Mutations Copy No.
DSM265 EC50
S4-F1-C1
V532G
1
1010±413
S4-F1-C2
V532G
1
627±163
S4-F1-C3
V532G
1
690±178
S4-F1-C4
V532G
1
846±207
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36.2±23.6
34.2±15.4
35.0±21.4
5.99±2.72
37.0±19.6
36.8±16.7
24.0±6.05
DSM267 EC50
38.6±16.6
35.0±17.8
17.2±6.06
12.8±3.19
DSM267 EC50
357±307
56.6±43.5
952±748
>500**
DSM267 EC50
75.3±5.80
61.3±21.3
65.6±25.6
5361±2832
39.7±12.3
42.8±11.7
39.2±7.50
50.4±11.6
34.0±7.78
45.3±14.5
DSM267 EC50
495±221
317±116
363±73.4
463±129

Table 2.1 (Continued)
Clone ID:
DHODH Mutations Copy No.
DSM265 EC50 DSM267 EC50
N/A
3D7-E182D
1
174.4±53.7
97.1±20.9
N/A
Dd2-I263F
1
> 200***
>200***
N/A
Dd2-F188I
1
8.96±4.52
1.30±0.441
N/A
Dd2-F227I
1
51.6±30.3
31.5±10.9
N/A
Dd2- F227I/L527I
1
99.6±51.7
71.0±41.7
EC50s (nM) represent average of 3-10 bioreplicates ± SD (See Table S2, Data File S1).
Copy number determined by WGS coverage and confirmed by qPCR.
N/A, not applicable; *Whole-genome sequencing indicated that S2(1)-F3-C3 was a mixed population
with both the L531F (57%) and wildtype (43%) alleles; **EC50 outside of dose range tested;
***Previously-selected DHODH mutant lines originally described in Lukens et al., 2014 [36] and Ross et
al., 2014[27].

We also wanted to explore how P. falciparum parasites responded to continuous
selective pressure in vitro. We treated resistant parasite populations recovered from the first step
of selection 2 with 25 nM of DSM267 (EC99 of the parental line) for 7 days, followed by an
increase to 50 nM DSM267 for 7 to 8 weeks (Figure S2.1). Clonal parasite lines from this second
selection step had increased EC50 values compared to clones isolated after the first round of drug
treatment (Table 2.1, Figure 2.1F, Table S2.2, Data File S2.1). Whole genome sequencing
revealed single- and double-point mutations in DHODH, including F227Y and F227L/L531F, as
well as one clone showing both dhodh amplification and an F227L mutation (Table 2.1, Data
File S2.2, Data File S2.3, Figure S2.3). In a separate selection process, we continuously exposed
Pf3D70087/N9 parasites to increasing concentrations of DSM265 from 30 to 200nM over a twomonth period (Selection 4) (Figure S2.2). Parasites isolated from this selection process showed a
stronger drug resistance phenotype compared to those recovered from pulse selection. All four
clones characterized from the selection 4 population carried a V532G mutation in DHODH and
showed a ~100-fold increase in EC50 (Table 2.1, Figure S2.2, Table S2.2, Data File S2.1, Data
File S2.2). In addition to these in vitro selections, we assessed the activity of DSM265 and
DSM267 against mutant parasite lines previously isolated from in vitro selections using other
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structural classes of DHODH inhibitors [27, 28] (Table S2.4). We found that four of these lines
(3D7-E182D, Dd2-I263F, Dd2-F227I and Dd2-F227I/L527I) showed cross-resistance with
DSM265 (Table 2.1, Table S2.2, Data File S2.1).
Establishing a therapeutic dose for DSM265 for in vivo resistance selection experiments
For comparisons between in vitro selection and selection of drug-resistant mutant
parasites in vivo, we developed an approach based on cycles of drug treatment in mice with
severe combined immunodeficiency and a null mutation in the interleukin 2 receptor λ chain
(abbreviated NOD-scid IL2Rγnull, hereafter referred to as SCID mice). The SCID mice were
transfused with human erythrocytes and when the animal’s peripheral blood reached 50% human
erythrocytes, they were infected with P. falciparum intravenously [36, 37]. We used a
therapeutic dose of the DHODH inhibitor DSM265 that decreased parasitemia below the 0.01%
limit of detection (LoD) as determined by flow cytometry of blood samples taken from the
infected SCID mice. Recrudescent parasites were transferred to naïve SCID mice and these
animals were treated with the same dose of compound. Iterative rounds of drug dosing resulted
in parasite populations that were no longer killed by the original drug dose. Samples of these
resistant parasite populations were then cloned, sequenced and phenotyped in drug dose response
assays in vitro (Figure S2.4).
To establish this system, we first identified the desired therapeutic dose of DSM2265 for
use in the selections in vivo. We dosed P. falciparum-infected SCID mice with DSM265 once
daily for four days at a range of doses, and then collected blood samples to measure DSM265
concentrations and to establish the PK/PD profile. DSM265 displayed potent in vivo antimalarial
activity with an ED90 of 3.6mg/kg (AUC0–23h 6.06μg*h/mL (Figure 2.2 A&B). Recrudescence of
parasites was observed across the full dose range tested, and time to recrudescence was
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established as two weeks after treatment (Figure 2.2C). Based on these results, we chose the
50mg/kg dose (~10-fold ED90) for drug resistance selection in vivo.

Figure 2.2: DSM265 efficacy and recrudescence of P. falciparum in SCID mice. Figure
shows the efficacy of DSM265 against P. falciparum in infected SCID mice (n = 2 mice/group)
at indicated doses. Mice were infected with P. falciparum on day 0 and treatment with DSM265
was started on day 3 after infection. Mice were dosed orally once per day for 4 consecutive days.
(A) Shown are the results of efficacy studies used to determine the minimal dose of DSM265
required for parasite clearance. DSM265 was dosed at 1 mg/kg (brown symbols), 10 mg/kg
(orange symbols), 25 mg/kg (purple symbols), 50 mg/kg (blue symbols), 75 mg/kg (red
symbols), or 100 mg/kg (cyan symbols). (B) Shown are blood concentrations (ng/mL) of
DSM265 taken from mice at 0.5–24 hours after the first dose of DSM265. (C) Recrudescence
studies showing that 50mg/kg was the optimal dose of DSM265 that allowed parasites to
recrudesce approximately two weeks after treatment with DSM265.
In vivo drug resistance occurs through the same DHODH mutations identified during in vitro
selection
We initially infected four SCID mice with 2x107 P. falciparum parasites of the
Pf3D70087/N9 strain. Each mouse was orally treated with 50mg/kg DSM265 once daily for four
days. In all mice, the parasite population initially decreased below the LoD, but was then
detected by flow cytometry approximately two weeks after drug treatment (Figure 2.3, Figure
S2.5). Infected red blood cells from each mouse were then used to infect four naïve mice, two of
which were treated with the same dose of DSM265, and two of which received vehicle. This
process was repeated until blood parasitemia was unaffected by drug treatment.
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Figure 2.3: Development of resistance to DSM265 in SCID mice infected with P. falciparum.
Four P. falciparum-infected SCID mice (experimental animal groups A, B, C, and D) were treated
with 50mg/kg of DSM265 and parasitemia was monitored until recrudescent parasites were
observed (Round 1). Recrudescent parasites (RP, resistant population) were used to infect naïve
mice in a second cycle (Round 2). Rounds of infection, treatment and recovery were continued
until resistance was observed. The parasite populations from groups A-D were maintained as
independent lineages starting from the four initially infected mice through each subsequent
passage and treatment cycle. (A) Group A mice are shown as representative results. Panels in top
row show efficacy over the treatment period. Panels in bottom row show parasite recrudescence
over time for the respective treatment round. Two of the mice in round 2 were treated orally with
the same dose of drug (individual mice M1 and M2, open blue symbols), and the other two were
treated with vehicle alone (represented as an average, closed blue symbols). Control infections
with 3D7 parasites are plotted in red (drug-treated, open symbols; vehicle control, closed symbols)
In this A Group, the infected mice were never able to completely clear parasites from Round 1
(RPA population) and the parasites recrudesced faster than did 3D7 wildtype control parasites,
indicating that the parasite population had evolved resistance. By Round 3, the original dose of
DSM265 was completely ineffective. Once resistance to DSM265 was observed, parasites were
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Figure 2.3 (Continued)
subjected to an additional round of drug treatment. Genomic DNA was extracted from the bulk
population and subjected to whole-genome sequencing. (B) Summary of results from all groups of
mice (A, B, C, and D) in the in vivo resistance selection assay indicating the iterative infection,
treatment, and recrudescence periods for each group. The round when resistant parasites were
observed (treatment ineffective) and time to resitance are indicated.

Similar to the in vitro results, a stable resistance phenotype was generated after a short
period of time in three of the four groups of mice. For selection group A, reduced efficacy of
drug was observed after only one round of treatment, and treatment was completely ineffective
by round 3 (Figure 2.3A). For selection groups B and D, treatment was ineffective by rounds
four and five, respectively, of drug treatment (Figure 2.3B, Figure S2.5). Resistance was never
observed for selection group C, and the assay was terminated after six rounds of treatment. The
drug resistance phenotypes of the parasite populations were confirmed by in vitro dose response
assays (Figure 2.4A) and individual clones were isolated by limiting dilution. As observed in our
in vitro selections, clonally derived parasites showed heterogenous dose-response phenotypes,
with the EC50 ranging from 16- to 116-times that of the wildtype P. falciparum parental strain
(Figure 2.4B, Figure S2.5C, Table 2.2, Table S2.2, Data File S2.1).

Figure 2.4: Dose response phenotypes of resistant parasites isolated from the P. falciparum
mouse model. (A) P. falciparum parasites from resistant populations A, B, and D were adapted
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Figure 2.4 (Continued)
to in vitro growth and phenotyped using an in vitro dose response assay. Shown is a
representative dose-response plot relative to wild-type parasites (3D7 wild-type, black symbols
and line; Group A parasite population, blue symbols and line; Group B parasite population,
brown symbols and line; Group D parasite population, purple symbols and line. (B) Individual
replicate EC50 values are shown for clonal parasite lines isolated from the Group A parasite
population, with error bars depicting mean and standard deviation. Statistically significant
differences in specific clonal phenotypes relative to the wild-type 3D7 parental line are indicated
on the graph. Significance was calculated using a non-parametric one-way ANOVA (KruskalWallis) with post-hoc multiple comparisons (Dunn’s test) and is indicated **p<0.01, ns= not
significant

When comparing the in vivo and in vitro selections, we found overlap in the amino acid
residues of DHODH that were mutated. Whole genome sequencing revealed that two of four
clones from group A carried a C276F mutation, which was similar to the C276Y mutation observed
in vitro (Table 2.2, Table S2.3, Data File S2.2) . Both mutations resulted in replacement of the
cysteine at position 276 with an amino acid with an aromatic side chain. The other two parasite
clones from group A carried an R265G mutation, which was not identified in any of our in vitro
selection experiments. However, an R265A mutation was identified after in vitro selection
experiments by another group [32]. All four clones isolated from in vivo selection groups B and D
carried a G181D mutation similar to the G181C mutation identified during our in vitro selection
experiments, with the nonpolar glycine being replaced by a charged (G181D) or polar (G181C)
amino acid residue (Table 2.2, Table S2.3, Data File S2.2).
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Table 2.2: Point mutations identified in drug-resistant parasite lines arising from in vivo
selections with resulting EC50s (nM)
in vivo selections: 3D70087/N9 with DSM265
DHODH
Copy No.
Clone ID:
DSM265 EC50
Mutations:
3D70087/N9
N/A
1
25.0±4.73
RPA-C1
C276F
1
655±317
RPA-C2
C276F
1
684±169
Group A
RPA-C3
R265G
1
966±314
RPA-C4
R265G
1
669±238
RPB-C1
G181D
1
3419
RPB-C2
G181D
1
3173
Group B
RPB-C3
G181D
1
3346
RPB-C4
G181D
1
3098
RPD-C1
G181D
1
3060
RPD-C2
G181D
1
3360
Group D
RPD-C3
G181D
1
3240
RPD-C4
G181D
1
1800
Point mutation and dose-response phenotype listed for each in vitro selected clone.
EC50s (nM) represent average of 2-5 bioreplicates ± SD. Where 2 bioreplicates were performed,
only mean is reported (See Table S2, Data File S1).
Copy number determined by WGS coverage and confirmed by qPCR.

In addition to whole genome sequencing of parasite clones from the stably-resistant
parasite populations, we also collected genomic DNA prior to each round of drug treatment and
performed whole genome sequencing on the bulk parasite populations (Data File S2.1, Table S2.3).
We calculated allele frequencies based on read counts (Table S2.5). In populations B and D, the
G181D mutation predominated prior to round 3 and round 4 of selection, respectively,
corresponding to when reduced drug efficacy was observed; the G181D mutation reached 100%
frequency as drug resistance became stable (Table S2.5). In contrast, for population A, the
predominant mutation was R265G, which appeared at 97% frequency after round 1 of selection
(Table S2.5). However, the frequency of this allele decreased over the next two rounds of drug
treatment to a frequency of 89%. In contrast, the frequency of the C276F mutation increased from
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5% to 12% in the same parasite samples (Table S2.5), suggesting that the two parasite lines were
engaging in clonal competition in infected SCID mice in vivo [38].

Resistance to DSM265 can occur without a fitness cost to the parasite
Both our study and a recently-published Phase II clinical trial identified drug-resistant P.
falciparum parasites carrying C276 mutations after treatment with DSM265 [33]. To assess the
relative fitness of P. falciparum parasites carrying the C276Y mutation, we used in vitro
competitive growth assays [39]. Mutant clone S1-F1-C1 and wildtype parental lines were grown
together in mixed culture over a one-month period in three independent replicate flasks without
exposure to drug. Genomic DNA was collected every three to five P. falciparum replication cycles.
Whole genome sequencing of genomic DNA samples allowed calculation of the relative
abundance of mutant versus wildtype alleles based on read counts. Across the three replicate
flasks, the allele ratio remained relatively constant over time (Figure 2.5A). The allelic
composition was additionally monitored by modified high resolution melt assay [40-42], which
confirmed that the allelic composition of the cultures did not change much over the course of the
experimental period (Figure 2.5B). In addition to monitoring the genetic composition, we also
assessed the dose-response phenotype of the mixed cultures. On day 0, the cultures had an
intermediate resistance phenotype relative to the initial wildtype and mutant populations. After
one month, all replicate flasks retained this intermediate phenotype (Figure 2.5C). To confirm that
there was no loss of fitness, we performed a second independent set of competition assays which
included an additional control flask treated with DSM265. As expected, the mutant allele
predominated in this drug-treated flask, whereas all untreated flasks maintained a mixed-allele
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population (Figure S2.7). Taken together, these results suggested that the C276Y mutant parasite
line was as competitively fit as the 3D7 parent line.
In addition to the DHODH C276Y, we also characterized the relative fitness of two other
parasite lines—DHODH F227L and DHODH F227L/L531F. Preliminarily, both mutants appeared
to be as fit as wildtype in competition growth assays. Culture composition was determined
phenotypically by dose-response curves, but we do not yet have whole-genome sequencing data
to confirm this genetically (Figure S2.8).
The C276Y mutation did not impact DHODH function
As an independent test of the biological impact of DHODH mutations, we next assessed
the effect of DHODH mutations on mitochondrial function in P. falciparum. We recently
developed a mitochondrial bioenergetics assay to characterize electron transport chain proteins in
saponin-freed whole parasites using the Seahorse Bioscience XFe24 Extracellular Flux Analyzer
[43]. Saponin causes lysis of the host red blood cell, while leaving the P. falciparum cell intact
[44]. As the reactions catalyzed by DHODH are directly coupled to mitochondrial respiration,
increased DHODH activity can be observed as an elevation of the oxygen consumption rate. Using
oxygen consumption rate as a read-out, we assessed the enzymatic activity of DHODH in whole
parasites.
We compared an increase in oxygen consumption rate in response to varying
concentrations of dihydroorotate in the 3D7 A10 parent and C276Y mutant P. falciparum lines.
The two lines showed comparable responses to dihydroorotate across all concentrations (no
statistically-significant differences; p-value=0.6147, >0.999, >0.999, 0.3032, 0.4081 for 5, 10,
20, 40 and 80 mM doses, respectively), consistent with our observation that the C276Y mutant
parasite was as fit as the wildtype parental strain (Figure 2.5D, Table S2.8). In addition, we
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tested a CRISPR-edited 3D7 A10DHODH-E182D mutant parasite line (Figure S2.9). In previously
published work, we showed that a drug-selected E182D P. falciparum mutant exhibited a
competitive growth defect and reduced enzymatic efficiency of DHODH [27].

Figure 2.5: The C276Y mutation does not confer a fitness defect in P. falciparum parasites.
The 3D7 P. falciparum parent strain and the C276Y mutant parasite line S1-F1-C1 were cocultured in an in vitro competition assay. (A) The frequency of the C276Y allele (y-axis) was
calculated based on read counts from whole genome sequencing of genomic DNA extracted at
indicated times (x-axis). (B) Shown are high resolution melt profiles of competition assay
samples from Flask 2 as a representative replicate. Genomic DNA samples from Day 0, Day 7,
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Figure 2.5 (Continued)
and Day 28 all showed similar melt profiles, indicating the allelic composition was relatively
stable over time. For simplicity, only one representative technical replicate is shown.
(C) Shown are dose response assays that revealed an intermediate phenotype of the co-cultured
parasite populations over time in culture. Cultures were exposed to a 24-point serial dilution of
DSM265 doses in a 72-hour assay. (D) Shown is a bioenergetic analysis of wildtype and mutant
C276Y (clone S1-F1-C1) P. falciparum strains at varying concentrations of DHO substrate.
DHO titration revealed the effect of mutations on DHODH enzymatic activity. Parasites at the
schizont stage were exposed to the indicated concentrations of DHO substrate and oxygen
consumption rate increases were plotted. Data shown as a scatter blot of individual biological
replicates, with error bars depicting mean and standard deviation (5mM dose, black; 10mM dose,
blue; 20mM dose, red; 80mM dose, brown). Dotted lines were added for ease of comparison
between plots. Kruskal-Wallis test comparing wildtype and C276Y parasites indicated no
statistically significant differences between the two lines at any dose (p-value=0.6147, >0.999,
>0.999, 0.3032, 0.4081 for 5, 10, 20, 40 and 80 mM doses, respectively).

Consistent with those previous observations, the CRISPR-edited E182D parasite mutant showed
a decreased oxygen consumption rate, particularly at low concentrations of dihydroorotate,
although the difference was not statistically significant (p-values: 0.0675, 0.1107, 0.1107, 0.8902,
0.6991 for 5, 10, 20, 40 and 80mM doses of dihydroorotate, respectively) (Figure S2.10, Table
S2.6).
While not in our published manuscript, we also characterized three DHODH mutations in
the same SeahorseXFe24 bioenergetics assay. These mutant lines were generated in the Fidock lab
by CRISPR/Cas9 editing in the Dd2 parasite background, and included DHODH C276Y, DHODH
C276F, and DHODH R265K. None of these mutations impacted mitochondrial respiration (Figure
S2.11)

Mouse adaptation experiments suggest that the C276Y mutant parasite line is also fit in vivo
To further assess the fitness of P. falciparum mutant parasites that were resistant to
DSM265, we attempted to adapt the E182D and C276Y mutant lines to grow in SCID mice. For
these assays, we used the original drug-selected E182D line [28] (Table S2.4) and clone S1-F1-C1
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used in other experiments in this study. For each mutant line, we inoculated three NOD-scid mice
each with 75x106 infected erythrocytes intravenously. Groups of mice were infected with the
corresponding wildtype parent P. falciparum line in parallel. Parasitemia in peripheral blood was
followed for up to two months after infection or until 1% parasitemia was achieved.
All mice inoculated with the C276Y mutant parasites showed productive infection within
five weeks after inoculation as was observed with the corresponding wildtype strain (3D7 A10)
(Data File S2.4). To rule out wildtype contamination, we analyzed the in vivo susceptibility of the
adapted S1-F1-C1 line to DSM265. A stable resistance phenotype was observed in vivo, with an
ED90 of 25 mg/kg/day (AUC0–23h 134 μg.h/mL) (Figure S2.12). Conversely, we were unable to
establish infection with the E182D mutant strain, despite three different attempts and monitoring
peripheral blood parasitemia for up to nine weeks after initial inoculation. The corresponding 3D7
parental line appeared in peripheral blood 5-6 weeks after inoculation (Data File S2.4). Overall,
this suggested that the competitive fitness of the C276Y mutant line translated into in vivo viability
compared to the relatively unfit E182D mutant line.

Discussion
The major finding of our study is that in vitro resistance of P. falciparum asexual blood
stage parasites to the DHODH inhibitor DSM265 can predict drug resistance in infected mice in
vivo. Our approach provides a framework for assessing the potential for emergence of drug
resistance in P. falciparum during the early stages of drug development. Development of drug
resistance may be inevitable, but the rate at which resistance emerges and spreads has
implications for public health. An understanding of how parasites develop resistance to new
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classes of antimalarial drugs both in vitro and in vivo is therefore an important criterion when
evaluating the drug development pipeline.
Our study compared in vitro and in vivo selection of resistance to the same compound.
The P. falciparum infection mouse model enabled capture of the dynamics of drug resistance
development that were lacking from the in vitro experiments [36]. We found that selection of
resistance to the DHODH inhibitors DSM265 and DSM267 in vitro mirrored the findings in the
in vivo mouse model. In both systems, parasites recrudesced roughly two weeks after drug
treatment. Stable drug resistance occurred in the majority of the selected parasite populations
(seven of nine in vitro-selected populations and three of four in vivo-selected populations) and
emerged after either one or a few cycles of drug treatment. Altogether, we identified thirteen
unique mutations that led to drug resistance (Figure S2.11). Several of these mutations were also
identified in other studies, confirming their contributions to the observed resistance phenotypes
[27, 28, 30, 32]. There was also similarity in the mutations that arose in vitro compared to in
vivo. Of the three residues in DHODH that were mutated during in vivo selections, all were also
identified after in vitro selections in our study and in studies by other groups [30, 32] (Figure
S2.13).
Our findings also correlate with results from a recently published Phase IIa clinical trial.
In that study, two P. falciparum-infected patients treated with a single dose of DSM265 had
recrudescent parasites at day 28 post-treatment. Sequencing of these recrudescent parasites
identified mutations in the dhodh locus. One patient had a clonal parasite population carrying
the C276Y mutation. Another had a minor population of parasites harboring the C276F mutation,
with the G181S mutation also detected in a subset of reads [33]. These DHODH amino acid
positions were all mutated in our in vitro and in vivo selection experiments, demonstrating that
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our approach may be a good model for predicting clinical resistance to DSM265. We identified
several mutations that conferred resistance to DHODH inhibitors and saw both in vitro and in
vivo that within a single parasite population there could be multiple mutational trajectories
simultaneously. Given that there can be 1010-1013 parasites in an infected human host [45], it is
unsurprising that drug-resistant parasites emerged during the clinical trial.
Whether drug resistance readily emerges in natural parasite populations also depends on
the fitness of mutant parasites. Previous studies demonstrated that mutations in DHODH,
particularly the E182D mutation, can negatively impact competitive fitness [27]. In contrast, we
showed that the C276Y mutant parasite line was relatively fit in competitive growth assays. We
also found that the C276Y mutation did not reduce enzyme efficiency in a mitochondrial
bioenergetics analysis, and that C276Y mutant parasites could establish a productive infection in
vivo. Recent biochemical studies also support the fitness of C276 mutant parasites, as mutant
DHODH C276Y and C276F enzymes had an overall catalytic efficiency (Kcat/Km) similar to
wildtype protein.[32]. The relative fitness of C276Y mutant parasites may explain why this
mutation was so predominant in vitro, and why parasites harboring this mutation emerged in
patients in the Phase II clinical trial. The fact that resistance to DSM265 occurred without a
fitness cost to the malaria parasite suggests that resistance would be able to readily spread and
become stable within natural parasite populations.
Although outside the scope of this study, another important aspect of Plasmodium fitness
is transmission by the mosquito vector. Given that we have shown that the C276Y mutant
parasite line has oxidative respiration comparable to the wildtype parental strain, we hypothesize
that these parasites should be able to survive in the mosquito and be transmitted to the next host
efficiently. Future studies are warranted to explore this possibility.
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Although we believe that our in vitro resistance selection approach could prove useful for
informing drug development, we acknowledge that there may be molecules or drug targets for
which in vitro drug resistance development is less likely to reflect resistance development in
vivo. For example, there may be cases where a mutation in a target gene is evolutionarily fit
under asexual growth conditions in vitro but is not viable in vivo. The NOD-scid mouse model of
P. falciparum infection used here captures only some aspects of the dynamics of parasite growth
in vivo, given that these mice lack an adaptive immune system. Nevertheless, we suggest that in
many cases in vitro drug resistance selection studies can provide valuable insights and should be
considered for both prioritizing new drug candidates and designing combination therapies.
Although this study focuses on mutations in DHODH, future work should explore the
potential contribution of genetic changes outside of this locus. We identified additional
mutations in our drug-resistant parasite lines (Data File S2.2) that could marginally contribute to
the observed drug resistance phenotypes and parasite fitness. Although it is difficult to determine
the impact of these additional genetic changes, such mutations would not change the key
observation that parasites resistant to DSM265 did not show reduced fitness. Even if the C276Y
mutation conferred a fitness cost, if this cost could be compensated for by additional genetic
changes arising over the short period of time it took to isolate drug-resistant parasites in vitro, it
is likely that similar compensatory mutations could also evolve in larger, more geneticallydiverse natural parasite populations.
Our results, in conjunction with a recent Phase II clinical trial, highlight that drug
resistance is a potentially major problem for the clinical use of DSM265. However, extensive
characterization of the DHODH resistome, which is now underway by our group and others, may
help in the development of therapeutic strategies to suppress the emergence of resistant parasites.
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We have previously shown that resistance to some DHODH inhibitors induces conformational
changes that increase the enzyme’s sensitivity to other structural classes of inhibitors, which we
termed ‘mutant-type’ inhibitors [26, 27]. This phenomenon—wherein resistance to one inhibitor
causes increased sensitivity to another inhibitor, is known broadly as collateral sensitivity. If the
dominant pathways to DSM265 resistance exhibit collateral sensitivity to one or more DHODH
inhibitors, then perhaps a combination therapy approach exploiting this collateral sensitivity
could provide a way to slow the emergence of drug resistance and increase the useful lifetime of
DSM265. Future work could include high-throughput screening to identify inhibitors specific for
the mutant forms of the enzyme, focusing on the fittest pathways to resistance such as the C276Y
mutation.

Materials and Methods
Study Design
This study aimed to develop a methodology to inform the likelihood of the development of
resistance to next-generation antimalarial drugs. We performed a proof-of-concept study with
DSM265 and DSM267, inhibitors of Plasmodium DHODH. We conducted four in vitro
resistance selections in P. falciparum cultures, totaling nine independent populations. We
compared the results of these selections to in vivo selection in SCID mice with severe combined
immunodeficiency and a null mutation in the interleukin 2 receptor λ chain, (abbreviated NODscid IL2Rγnull), which were transfused with human erythrocytes and infected with P.falciparum
intravenously. The mice were dosed using a spray-dried dispersion (SDD) of DSM265 that was
similar to that utilized in recent Phase II clinical trials.
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For animal studies, female age-matched mice were used. Four mice were initially
infected with P. falciparum and treated with DSM265. Blood from each infected mouse after
subsequent rounds of DSM265 treatment was inoculated into four human erythrocyte-engrafted
animals, which then were randomly divided, with two mice receiving DSM265 treatment and
two mice receiving a vehicle control. In each new round of selection, the wildtype 3D70087/N9
parasite strain was used as a control. Iterative rounds of infection and treatment following this
design were continued until the endpoint of the selection. The endpoint was the observance of a
stable resistance phenotype, indicated by P. falciparum infection that was no longer responsive
to DSM265 treatment. The assay was terminated if a resistance phenotype was not achieved after
six rounds of treatment.
In addition to the in vitro and in vivo resistance selections studies, we further assessed the
likelihood that identified resistance pathways would emerge by characterizing the relative fitness
of blood-stage parasites. Fitness was assessed using both in vitro competitive growth assays, and
a bioenergetics assay to characterize DHODH function.
All experiments were approved by the GlaxoSmithKline Diseases of the Developing
World (DDW) Ethical Committee on Animal Research, performed at the DDW Laboratory
Animal Science facilities accredited by AAALAC, and conducted in accordance with European
Directive 86/609/EEC and the GSK Policy on the Care, Welfare and Treatment of Animals. The
human biological samples were sourced ethically and their research use was in accord with the
terms of the informed consent. Erythrocyte concentrates from malaria-negative donors were
provided by Biobancos de Castilla y Leon, Barcelona and Centro de Transfusiones de Madrid
and the Red Cross Transfusion Blood Bank in Madrid, Spain. Research was conducted according
to POL-GSKF-410 and was in accord with the terms of the informed consent of each donor.
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Reagents
DSM267 and DSM265 were kind gifts from Margaret Phillips from UT Southwestern[35]. Ldihydroorotic acid (DHO) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Amodiaquine,
artemether, atovaquone, chloroquine, dihydroartemisinin, and mefloquine were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MA).

Parasite strains and culturing conditions.
The 3D7 A10 clone has been used in previous in vitro drug selection and sequencing efforts[19].
The Pf3D70087/N9 line was generated by adapting 3D7 to grow in peripheral blood of engrafted
NOD-scid/β2 m−/− mice[34]. The Dd2 2D4 clone was derived from MR4 line MRA-156 (MR4,
BEI Resources). In addition to the selected lines derived in this study, parasites with point
mutations in pfdhodh were generated as described previously[27, 28] (Table S4). Parasite strains
were cultured in 5% human O+ hematocrit in RPMI 1640 (Life Technologies) supplemented with
28mM NaHCO3, 25mM HEPES, and 50mg/mL hypoxanthine. Depending on the parasite line,
the media either contained 25μg/mL gentamycin, or no antibiotic, and was additionally
supplemented with 0.5% Albumax II (Life Technologies), and/or O+ human serum (heat
inactivated and pooled). Blood and serum products were obtained from Interstate Blood Bank.
Cultures were maintained at 37°C in 1.1% O2, 4% CO2 and 95% N2. Parasite populations were
synchronized by 5% sorbitol treatment[46].

Selection of drug resistance in vitro
Resistance selections were performed using 100mL cultures at 3-4% starting parasitemia (~109
parasites). Intermittent pulse selections were treated with the EC99 of the selecting agent for 6-8
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days. Compound pressure was then removed, and cultures were fed with compound-free media
daily for the first week, and on alternate days thereafter. For continuous selections, cultures were
maintained in 25mL flasks, and replenished daily with medium containing the selecting agent.
Bulk populations were cloned by limiting dilution in 96-well plates. Pulse-treatment selections
were cloned in compound-free RPMI. Cultures selected with continuous treatment were cloned
at the highest concentration of compound to which they were exposed during the selection.

Efficacy studies in P. falciparum-infected SCID mice
The efficacy of DSM265 was tested in the GSK mouse model of P. falciparum infection
(GSKPfalcHuMouse) as previously described [36]. Drug treatment was performed on Day 3
after infection every 24 hours for 4 consecutive days by oral gavage in a volume of
administration of 10ml/kg bodyweight, at indicated doses. DSM265 was prepared in 0.5%
hydroxypropyl methylcellulose (HPMC)/0.02% Tween 80. Parasitemia was measured as
previously described[36]. ED90 is the dose of the compound that reduces parasitemia at Day 7 of
the in vivo assay by 90% with respect to parasitemia in vehicle-treated mice.
The blood concentrations of DSM265 in mice were measured in serial samples of
peripheral blood (20μl) taken by tail puncture at 0.5, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 23 hours after the first
administration and 23 hours after the fourth administration. The blood samples were immediately
lysed by mixing with 20μl of distilled water, frozen on dry ice, and stored at −80 °C until
analysis. The compounds were extracted from 10μl of each lysate by liquid–liquid extraction in
the MultiScreen Solvinert 0.45μm Hydrophobic PTFE 96-well plate system (Millipore) and
stored at −80 °C until analysis by LC/MS/MS in API4000 (AB Sciex, Framingham, MA). The
compound concentration vs. time data were analyzed by non-compartmental analysis using
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Phoenix® Version 6.3 (Pharsight Corporation). Additional statistical analysis was performed
with GraphPad Prism® Version 6.02 (GraphPad Software Inc).

Selection of drug resistance in vivo
Four mice infected with 2x107 Pf3D70087/N9 parasites were established as the parent generation.
The day of infection was designated Day 0. From Day 3-Day 6, each mouse was orally treated
daily with DSM265 at a dose of 50mg/kg free base (10-fold ED90), until the parasite population
decreased below limit of detection ( LoD). Following a recrudescence period, infected RBCs
from mice with detectable parasitemia were donated to four mice for an additional passage.
Infected mice in the second passage were randomly divided into two groups, one of which
received the previous dose of DSM265, and other was treated with vehicle as a control. Drug
concentrations in blood were monitored at the end of treatment in each selection cycle. The
process was repeated until the resistance phenotype was observed. In each cycle of selection,
additional mice infected with the parental P. falciparum Pf3D70087/N9 strain were used as
controls. Resistant parasite populations were cryopreserved, cloned in compound-free RPMI, and
tested for in vitro dose-response phenotype.

Dose response assay for in vitro and in vivo lines
For in vitro-selected lines, drug susceptibility was measured by SYBR Green I-based assay[47,
48]. Ring-stage parasites were cultured for 72 hours at 1% hematocrit, 1% starting parasitemia in
384-well black clear-bottom plates containing test compounds plated in triplicate in twelve-point
serial dilutions. Lysis buffer with SYBR Green I fluorescent dye (Invitrogen) was added, and
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fluorescence readings were taken (excitation at 494nm, emission at 530nm). EC50 values were
calculated using a nonlinear regression curve fit in Prism Software version 7 (GraphPad).
For resistant parasite lines isolated from mice, intraerythrocytic P. falciparum growth
inhibition was determined using a modified in vitro [3H]-hypoxanthine incorporation
method[49]. Briefly, asynchronous cultures of infected red blood cells (iRBCs) at 2% hematocrit
and 0.5% parasitemia with 5µM hypoxanthine were exposed to 3-fold serial dilutions of the
compounds. 96 well plates (Costar #3894) were incubated for 24h at 37°C, 5% CO2, 5%O2,
95% N2. After 24h of incubation, [3H]-hypoxanthine was added and plates were incubated for
an additional 24h. After that period, plates were harvested on glass fiber filters (Wallac #1450421) using a cell harvester 96 (TOMTEC, Perkin Elmer). Filters were dried and melt-on
scintillator sheets (MeltiLex A, PerkinElmer #1450-441) used to determine the incorporation of
[3H]-hypoxanthine . Radioactivity was measured using a microbeta counter (Perkin Elmer). Data
are normalized using the incorporation of the positive control (iRBC without drug). EC50 values
were determined using Excel and Grafit 5 software.

Genomic DNA analysis
Genomic DNA was obtained from P. falciparum clones by washing iRBCs with 0.1% saponin
and extracting gDNA using a DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen). Sequencing library
preparation and analysis was performed as previously described[19] (Supplemental Methods).
PCR amplification/Sanger sequencing of the Pfdhodh locus was performed as described[27]
(Table S7) using Bio-X-ACTTM Short Mix (Bioline Reagents).
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Whole-genome sequencing
Sequencing libraries were prepared with the Nextera XT kit (Cat. No FC-131-1024, Illumina)
using the standard dual index protocol and whole-genome sequencing was performed on an
Illumina HiSeq 2500 in RapidRun mode with 100-bp paired end reads. Reads were aligned to the
P. falciparum 3D7 reference genome (PlasmoDB v. 13.0) and variants were called using a
previously established analysis pipeline[19].

Copy number variation assay
Copy number variation (CNV) at the dhodh locus was assessed as previously described[27, 29].
Power SYBR Green Master Mix (Applied Biosystems) was used on a ViiA7 (Applied
Biosystems), and relative copy number for 0.1ng gDNA was determined by the ΔΔCT method.

Competition growth assays
Synchronized C276Y (S1-F1-C1) and 3D7 A10 parasites were suspended to 1% parasitemia and
5% hematocrit and combined at equal volumes. Replicate 10mL flasks were maintained for one
month with gDNA samples collected and dose response assays performed at indicated timepoints.

High resolution melt assay
PCR amplification was performed using the mutant allele amplification bias (MAAB) technique
as previously described[40, 41] (Table S8). Each reaction contained a final concentration of
contained 1.0x LightScanner Master Mix (BioFire Defense, Salt Lake City, UT), 0.025 μM
forward primer, 0.125 μM reverse primer, 0.1 μM blocked probe, and 1.25ng template DNA.
Pre-incubation, amplification, high resolution melting, and cooling steps were all performed on
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the 384-well LightCylcer 480 System (Roche Molecular Systems, Inc) using default conditions,
with an annealing temperature of 56°C for the amplification step. Melt curve genotype analysis
was performed using the LightCycler 480 software, and curves were graphed in Prism 7
(GraphPad).

CRISPR-Cas9 mediated introduction of E182D
Guides targeting the E182D locus (Figure S2.8) were designed using Benching ([Biology
Software] (2017) Retrieved from https://benchling.com.), and inserted into a BbsI-digested
pDC2-Cas9-U6-hDHFR plasmid behind a T7 promoter. The backbone of the plasmid, which was
a kind gift from Marcus Lee (Sanger Institute), also expresses the Cas9 enzyme and human
dihydrofolate reductase (dhfr) selectable marker, as previously described [50]. The homology
region (Figure S8) was synthesized by Thermofisher in a pML-RQ (kanR) backbone. Ring stage
parasites were transfected by electroporation as previously described[51, 52], at 0.31 kilovolts,
360 microfarads using 2mm cuvettes. Cultures were treated with 5nM WR99210 for 48hrs, and
fresh RPMI thereafter.

DHODH biochemical assay using XFe24 Analyzer
Didhyroorotate (DHO) titration in mitochondria assay solution (MAS) was conducted as
previously reported[43] . Five different concentrations of DHO were prepared as 10x stocks in
MAS and added to the parasites. Extracellular flux analyses were performed with the following
settings: mix time, 30s; wait time, 1 min 30s; measure time, 3 min. Oxygen consumption rate
(OCR) increase was calculated as the difference of OCR values before and after DHO addition for
each concentration.
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Statistical Analysis
For comparisons between parasite strains, non-parametric one-way ANOVA (Kruskal-Wallis)
tests were performed with post-hoc multiple comparisons (Dunn’s test) using Prism software v.7
(Graphpad), with statistical significance defined as p-value<0.05.
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Abstract
Drug resistance has been reported for every antimalarial in use highlighting the need for new
strategies to protect the efficacy of therapeutics in development. We have previously shown that
resistance can be suppressed with a population biology trap: by identifying situations where
resistance to one compound confers hypersensitivity to another (collateral sensitivity), we can
design combination therapies that not only kill the parasite, but also guide its evolution away
from resistance. We applied this concept to the Plasmodium falciparum dihydroorotate
dehydrogenase (PfDHODH) enzyme, a well validated antimalarial target with inhibitors in the
development pipeline. Here we report a high-throughput screen to identify compounds
specifically active against PfDHODH resistant mutants. We additionally perform extensive
cross-resistance profiling allowing us to identify compound pairs demonstrating the potential for
mutually incompatible resistance. These combinations represent promising starting points for
exploiting collateral sensitivity to extend the useful lifespan of new antimalarial therapeutics.
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Introduction
Over the last 15 years, renewed efforts to control malaria disease and transmission have
led to a 37% reduction in incidence and a 60% reduction in mortality world-wide[1]. Effective
treatment is a cornerstone of malaria eradication efforts. However, the emergence of drug
resistance threatens these fragile gains. Resistance has been reported for every antimalarial that
has been in clinical use[2] and there is an urgent need to not only develop new antimalarial
drugs, but also strategies to combat resistance and prolong the useful lifespan of these therapies.
The problem of resistance is not limited to antimalarial drugs, but is a widespread
observation in the treatment of all infectious agents and many cancers[3, 4]. The strong
evolutionary pressure exerted by drug treatment results in the selection of resistant organisms or
cells. The current strategy to prevent or the emergence of drug resistance is to combine two
drugs with different mechanisms of action. Combining therapies with different modes of action
can help delay resistance, but this must be balanced with possible toxic or counterproductive
effects[5]. The concept is that resistance is far less likely to emerge to both of the drugs
simultaneously. However, in practice there are many examples of this strategy failing in part
because of different pharmacological properties of the paired drugs[6-10].
We have previously demonstrated that an alternate approach based on evolutionary
principles could provide a viable path toward suppressing resistance[11]. The underlying
hypothesis is that a mutation that leads to resistance to a particular drug also has consequences
for the fitness of that organism, creating new vulnerabilities which could potentially be
exploited. One such potential consequence is collateral sensitivity, in which resistance to one
drug causes an increase in sensitivity to another chemical agent[12]. In practical terms, once an
enzyme carries a mutation that confers drug resistance, that enzyme has increased sensitivity to
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other small molecules that preferentially recognize the altered or mutant form. The concept is
then to combine a wild type specific drug with a mutant specific drug in order to block resistance
from emerging. We found two such instances in our original work – a molecule that was specific
for chloroquine-resistant parasites and was inactive against sensitive parasites[13]. A second
combination targeted dihydroorotate dehydrogenase (DHODH), one of the newly identified
targets for antimalarial drug development[11, 13]. Subsequently, other examples have been
published including inhibitors of PfATPase4[14], antibacterials[15, 16], and cancer
therapeutics[17, 18].
The purpose of the work described here was to further investigate the strategy of
designing drug combinations based on collateral evolutionary forces. We focused on the enzyme
DHODH in part because we had demonstrated the feasibility of this approach previously, and
because it is one of the drug targets currently being targeted for development under MMV
sponsorship. The goal was to identify potential compounds that could be combined to target
DHODH wild-type and mutant forms.
This project is a collaboration between the GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) Tres Cantos Open
Lab and Harvard University and was conducted in both institutions. We sought to more
comprehensively probe the extent of collateral sensitivity for the PfDHODH drug target. To do
so, we performed a high throughput screen of wild-type and mutant DHODH enzyme in order to
identify chemotypes that were preferentially active against resistant forms. Further validation of
these molecules against a larger panel of PfDHODH mutant parasites allowed us to understand
the networks of cross-resistance and collateral sensitivity for this target and to identify promising
compound combinations designed to suppress the emergence of resistance.
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Results and Discussion
To identify PfDHODH inhibitors, and in particular compounds active against the mutant
form of the enzyme, we performed a high throughput screen (HTS) of select GSK chemical
libraries. We screened the E182D mutant enzyme as it had independently arisen in selections
using diverse chemical scaffolds and our previous studies suggested it could represent an optimal
fitness-resistance compromise for the enzyme[13]. To screen the mutant and wild-type enzymes,
we utilized a previously optimized in vitro colorimetric assay that measures enzyme activity by
coupling the oxidation of the dihydroorotate (DHO) substrate with the reduction of 2,6dichloroindophenol (DCIP)[19, 20]. The mutant (E182D) enzyme was recombinantly expressed
and tested against select libraries at GSK, amounting to a total of 130,887 small molecules
assessed. Data for the inhibition of the wild-type (WT) enzyme was previously obtained by GSK
(1.1% hit rate, personal communication) and used as a comparator for the mutant data.
Compounds were first tested at a single dose of 5 M and hits were defined as those
demonstrating at least 50% inhibitory activity when compared to vehicle control wells. These
458 hit compounds (0.35% overall hit rate) were cherry-picked and run in full dose-response
against both the wild-type and mutant enzymes to determine the half-maximal inhibitory
concentration (IC50). This resulted in 118 primary hits with potent IC50 values. Comparison of the
mutant IC50 relative to wild-type allowed us to classify compounds as being WT-active (ratio
>2), E182D-active (ratio <0.5) and equally potent (ratio between 0.5 and 2) (Figure 3.1A, Figure
S3.1, Table S3.1). Of particular interest for additional study are the 18 mutant-active and 21
equipotent molecules as they represent promising starting points to test our targeting resistance
concept.
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To further validate their cellular mode of action, we counter-screened the 118 hit
compounds identified from the enzymatic screen for activity against the 3D7-WT and 3D7DHODH:E182D mutant parasite lines in a whole-cell dose-response assay. Despite having
established inhibitory activity against the PfDHODH enzyme, it is possible that the cell-based
activity of our compounds could fail to permeate cells or involve additional pathways other than
PfDHODH, thus confounding our results. To help rule out off-target activity in the cell-based
assay, we also included a Dd2-ScDHODH transgenic parasite along with its wild-type parental
line, Dd2-attB, in our secondary screen. The transgenic Dd2-ScDHODH strain expresses the
cytosolic type 1 DHODH from S. cerevisiae (ScDHODH) and is resistant to P. falciparum
electron transport chain (ETC) inhibitors. Expression of the yeast enzyme bypasses the parasite’s
dependency on ubiquinone for DHODH activity in the pyrimidine biosynthesis pathway[21].
Ablation of compound activity in this cell line relative to its parent functionally validates its
cellular mechanism of action as inhibition of DHODH or downstream effectors in the ETC.
Compounds were first assessed for potency against each of the four strains. Among the primary
hits, 29 compounds showed poor potency (<40% inhibition at 20 µM) to both 3D7-WT and 3D7E182D and were removed from further study. An additional twelve compounds were discarded
as they showed greater than 40% inhibition against the Dd2-ScDHODH strain at the lowest dose
of 0.2 µM, suggesting off-target activity (Table S3.1).
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Figure 3.1: Identification of 3D7-E182D mutant active, equally potent, and wild-type active
DHODH inhibitors. A) A high-throughput screen of select GSK libraries using wild-type and
E182D recombinant PfDHODH identified 118 primary hits. Based on the IC50 ratio of
E182D/WT, compounds were classified as E182D mutant active (n = 18), equally potent (n =
21), or wild-type active (n = 69). Control compounds are indicated on the plot: IDI-6273 (blue)
mutant active control; DSM74 (red), wild-type active control. B) Cell-based validation of 85
active compounds. Compounds were classified into three groups based on the EC50 ratio of
E182D/WT: equally potent (n = 17), mutant active (n = 7), or wild-type active (n = 59). Control
compounds are indicated on the plot: IDI-6273 (blue) mutant active control; DSM74 and Genz669178 (red), wild-type active controls; dihydroartemisinin (DHA), and mefloquine (MQ)
(white), non-DHODH inhibitor controls.

The remaining 85 compounds (secondary hits) were then tested in full dose-response (12-point
titrations in triplicate), and 50% effective concentrations (EC50 values) determined for both the
3D7-WT and 3D7-DHODH:E182D strains. Based on their EC50 ratio (E182D/WT), compounds
were classified as WT-active (ratio >2), E182D-active (ratio <0.5) and equally potent (ratio
between 0.5 and 2) (Figure 3.1B). Using these parameters, we identified 59 WT-active, 7 E182D-
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active, and 17 equally potent compounds. Based on overall cellular potency and compound
availability, 23 molecules representing ten distinct chemotypes were selected for further
characterization (Figure S3.2). Of note are compounds 10 (TCMDC-124417), 9 (TCMDC124402), 8 (TCMDC-123826), and 15 (TCMDC-125162), which share structural similarity to
the triazolopyrimidine clinical candidate, DSM265. We also detected a cluster of molecules
(compounds 2, 4, 6, 7, 11, and 19) with structural similarity to GSK3, an inhibitor identified in
our previous study as demonstrating increased potency against mutant parasites.
An inhibitor with dual P. falciparum cytochrome b (PfCytb) and PfDHODH activities
was recently reported[22], prompting us to assess whether some of our hits also demonstrate the
ability to inhibit both enzymes. A compound with dual activity could be incorrectly scored as a
PfDHODH mutant selective compound due to the confounding effects of its PfCytb activity. To
test this and rule out any such false-positives in our dataset, we assayed our set of 23 secondary
hits in the Dd2-ScDHODH parasite line both in the presence and absence of 1 µM proguanil
(Table S3.2). The small molecule proguanil works synergistically with cytochrome b (Cytb)
inhibitors in P. falciparum and can rescue the apparent resistance observed in the ScDHODH
parasite line[21, 22]. In contrast, proguanil has no effect on the activity of PfDHODH inhibitors
when added to assay conditions[22, 23]. As summarized in Table S3.2, all tested compounds
were at least 10-fold less active against Dd2-ScDHODH compared to the parental Dd2-attB, and
the addition of proguanil largely had no effect on EC50. This is comparable to the control
PfDHODH inhibitor, Genz669178. However, proguanil dramatically improved the cell-based
activity of compound 21 (TCMDC-136129) similar to the effect seen for the control PfCytb
inhibitor atovaquone. Based on these results, we hypothesize that 21 targets both PfDHODH and
PfCytb.
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To further validate the dual cellular activity of 21, we utilized extracellular flux analysis
to directly test the ability of the molecule to inhibit specific steps of the electron transport chain
in cells. Using methodology developed in our group, the oxygen consumption rate (OCR) of
saponin-freed schizonts can be directly measured as an output of Complexes I-IV of the electron
transport chain[24]. Inhibitors of any of the enzymes along the chain result in a reduction of
OCR; by varying the input energy source provided to the cells, the system allows for the
functional identification of the specific target of the compound[24]. When schizonts were
assayed in RPMI medium, which contains fuel molecules such as glucose and glutamine, all
dehydrogenases function normally and provide electrons to the downstream Cytbc1 complex
(Complex III). Inhibition of Cytbc1 results in a reduction of the OCR (Figure 3.2C). However, in
these media conditions, DHODH inhibition does not significantly alter the OCR, presumably
because electron flow from other dehydrogenases mask the effect of DHODH inhibition. As
shown in Figure 3.2C, Genz669178 and compound 1 (N16306-26-3), inhibitors that only target
PfDHODH, had no effect on the OCR, while 21 and the control Cytb inhibitor antimycin A were
able to dramatically decrease OCR, exhibiting their direct inhibition of Cytb. This finding was
further demonstrated in minimal media assay conditions when the only fuel source provided was
glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate (G3P) (Figure 3.2E). In contrast, when the assay is conducted in
minimal media conditions in which DHO is the only substrate provided (and only DHODH is
activated), OCR reduction by DHODH inhibitors can be observed. As expected, 21, 1, and the
control Genz669178 decreased OCR after DHO was added to schizonts (Figure 3.2D).
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Figure 3.2: Extracellular flux analysis confirms the inhibitory activity of compound 21
against both PfCytbc1 and PfDHODH A) A schematic representation of target identification
using extracellular flux analysis. When G3P is provided as a fuel source, Cytbc1 inhibitors such
as antimycin A and compound 21 disrupt the electron flow of the ETC resulting in a reduction in
the OCR. When DHO is the only fuel source provided, thus activating DHODH, electron flow
and the OCR are reduced by DHODH inhibitors, such as Genz669178 and compounds 1 and 21.
B) Structures of compounds tested in the extracellular flux assay. Genz669178 is a control
DHODH inhibitor and antimycin A is a control Cytbc1 inhibitor. C) Antimycin A and compound
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Figure 3.2 (Continued)
21 decreased OCR in RPMI media, indicating Cytb inhibition. Compound 1 and the DHODH
inhibitor control Genz669178 do not have an effect on the OCR, similar to media-only controls.
All data represent means ± SD (n = 3). D) Compound 1, compound 21, and Genz669178 reduced
the DHO-induced OCR, indicating their DHODH activity, while the Cytb inhibitor, antimycin A,
did not. All data represent means ± SD (n = 3). E) As observed in RPMI media conditions, only
compound 21 and antimycin A reduced the OCR when G3P was the sole substrate. All data
represent means ± SD (n = 3).
We additionally tested the direct inhibition of the PfCytbc1 complex using an in vitro
enzymatic assay. Mitochondria were isolated from saponin-released parasites and cytochrome c
reductase activity was measured by the method of Fry and Pudney[25]. Addition of compound
21 reduced enzymatic activity in a dose-dependent manner resulting in an IC50 of 40 nM (Table
S3.3). The PfDHODH specific inhibitor, DSM1, did not have an effect on activity. Taken
together, these results provide evidence supporting our hypothesis that 21 directly inhibits both
PfDHODH and Complex III.
The overall aim of our study was to identify inhibitors that target mutant forms of the
PfDHODH enzyme. To extend the findings of our screening efforts, which focused on the
E182D mutant, we assayed seventeen of our cherry-picked compounds against a broader panel of
five DHODH-mutant parasite lines. These parasites were generated from in vitro selections with
DHODH inhibitors of varying chemical classes (Table S3.4)[11, 13]. All resistant cell lines have
point mutations in the PfDHODH locus resulting in amino acid changes in residues lining the
inhibitor binding pocket of the enzyme (Figure 3.3A).
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Figure 3.3: Cross-resistance profiling of multiple selected parasite lines reveals patterns of
collateral sensitivity A) Structure of PfDHODH displaying the resistance mutations in the
parasite lines profiled in this study (see Table S3.3). The image was generated in CCP4mg[31]
using coordinates from the crystal structure of PfDHODH bound to the Genz669178 inhibitor,
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Figure 3.3 (Continued)
PDB ID: 3o8a[11]. B) Heatmap based on fold-change in EC50 of each compound across every
resistant cell line tested. Both cell lines and compounds are clustered based on log10-transformed
activity profiles. Shades of red indicate cross-resistance, while shades of blue indicate collateral
sensitivity. White and light shades indicate no significant fold-change between mutant and wildtype lines. Grey boxes indicate that the compound was not tested against the given mutant line
due to limited compound availability.

We determined EC50 values for each compound assayed against the five DHODH
mutants, as well as their 3D7 and Dd2 parental lines (Table S3.5). The compounds all
demonstrate activity against the wild-type parents (EC50 range from 1.8nM to 600nM) and show
either decreased activity (cross-resistance), equal potency, or increased activity (collateral
sensitivity) in the mutant cell lines (Table S3.5). To further explore patterns of cross-resistance
and collateral sensitivity, the EC50 fold-change for each mutant relative to its parental line was
calculated and then the log10-transformed values visualized on a heatmap. This visualization
showed that certain mutants have very similar cross-resistance profiles (e.g. I263F and E182D,
or F227I and the double mutant F227I/L527I) while the L531F mutant had a unique phenotypic
profile. Based on this clustering, we tested an additional set of six secondary hits using only the
I263F, F227I, and L531F mutants, as compound availability was limited (Figure 3.3B). Overall,
we observed both patterns of cross-resistance (shades of red) and collateral sensitivity (shades of
blue) in our dataset (Figure 3.3B). For example, compounds 10, 9, 8, and 15, which are
structurally related to DSM265 (see Figure S3.2), demonstrate significant cross-resistance in all
of the cell lines tested. In contrast, we observe collateral sensitivity to compounds 17 (TCMDC125334) and 16 (TCMDC-125331). Compound 22 (TCMDC-136379) was also of note as it
demonstrated potency against the I263F mutant. This mutant was the most “pan-resistant”
showing cross-resistance to most chemotypes.
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Of particular interest were compounds with complementary activities across our panel of
mutant parasite lines (Figure 3.4A). As noted above, all of the mutants tested demonstrated
cross-resistance against compounds with a triazolopyrimidine scaffold, whereas they were
sensitive to compound 17. Given these opposing phenotypic profiles, we hypothesize that a
combination of 17 and 8 could provide a basis for suppression of resistance studies. Another
example is the pairing of compound 6 (TCMDC-123647) and 7 (TCMDC-123823). Compound 6
is active against the E182D and I263F mutants and relatively inactive against the L531F, F227I,
and F227I/L527I mutant cell lines whereas compound 7 has the opposite activity profile: highly
potent against L531F, F227I, and F227I/L527I while relatively inactive against E182D and
I263F (Figure 3.4B). The compounds 1 and 5 (TCMDC-123620) display a similar activity
profile (Figure 3.4C). Further resistance studies are needed to test the hypothesis that any of
these compound pairings could result in the suppression of resistance.

Figure 3.4: Activity profiles of compound pairs exhibiting mutually incompatible
resistance. Scatter plots display the EC50 values of the indicated compound for each of the
selected parasite lines tested. The parental lines 3D7 (closed circle) and Dd2 (closed square) are
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Figure 3.4 (Continued)
in black, while the mutant cell lines are indicated in blue and red to represent distinctive crossresistance phenotypes (E182D, red closed circle; I263F, red closed square; L531F, blue x; F227I,
open blue circle; F227I/L527I, open blue circle with x). A) Structures of compound pairs
highlighted by our analysis B) Compound 8 is a wild-type active compound which is relatively
inactive against all mutant lines tested. In contrast, compound 17 is an example of a mutantactive compound, as all mutant lines tested are more sensitive than the parental lines. These two
compounds could be paired together as a strategy to target resistance. C) Compound 7 targets the
L531F, F227I, and F227I/L527I mutants, while compound 6 targets E182D and I263F. D) An
additional example of a compound pair with complementary activities. Compound 1 targets the
L531F, F227I, and F227I/L527I mutants, while compound 5 targets E182D and I263F.

Conclusions
In this work, we took a unique HTS approach aimed at identifying small molecules that
specifically target mutant forms of PfDHODH. Our primary screen identified 118 molecules
with activity against either wild-type and/or mutant PfDHODH. Validation of these primary hits
in cell-based assays resulted in the classification of 7 mutant active, 17 equally active, and 59
wild-type active small molecules. Extensive cross-resistance profiling of 23 cherry-pick
compounds against a broad panel of PfDHODH mutant cell lines illuminated patterns of crossresistance and collateral sensitivity. The molecules demonstrating collateral sensitivity against all
or a subset of mutants represent promising starting points for further suppression of resistance
studies. It is important to note that while we have observed strong correlation between mutant
enzyme activity and mutant cell line activity in previous studies[11], we cannot rule out offtarget effects in using a cell-based assay with the compounds explored in this study. Future
efforts to evaluate this would be valuable.
Over the course of these efforts, we also discovered and validated a compound that
targets both PfDHODH and PfCytb in the parasite. This presents an interesting possibility for
what effectively amounts to combination treatment through a single molecule. However,
questions remain as to how easily the parasite can evolve resistance to this dual-inhibitor through
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mutations in either target, rendering the molecule ineffective. Because there is not an
evolutionary constraint preventing the parasite from mutational escape in either enzyme, we
suspect that resistance to this inhibitor could arise relatively easily despite its ability to inhibit
two enzymes in the parasite.
The challenge of drug resistance is often presented as a never-ending arms race between
our ability to refill an arsenal with new drugs and the ability of a pathogen to evolve resistance.
Our efforts focus on targeting the evolutionary changes that lead to resistance in the first place we seek to not just refill the arsenal, but to develop ways in which we can exploit the fitness
costs associated with resistance in order to trap the parasite in an evolutionary loop that favors a
drug-sensitive population. Comprehensively exploring the relationships of cross-resistance and
collateral sensitivity in a panel of PfDHODH mutants allowed us to develop a network of
collateral sensitivity for this target and identify pairs of compounds demonstrating the potential
for mutually incompatible resistance. Notably, we were able to identify complementary pairs of
compounds that together targeted all of the resistance mutations tested in this study, suggesting
that this may be a feasible strategy to close off potential pathways to resistance. Studies to fully
explore resistance to each of these molecules individually and in combination are warranted. It
will also be critical to determine whether particular resistance pathways are favored in vivo and
match those from our in vitro studies. Future efforts aim to explore this and prioritize compounds
that specifically block these in vivo-relevant mutants.
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Materials and Methods
Reagents
L-dihydroorotic acid (DHO), CoQD, DCIP, antimycin A, atovaquone (ATV), mefloquine (MQ),
artemisinin, dihydroartemisinin (DHA), and proguanil were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St.
Louis, MO). Genz-669178, was kindly provided by Genzyme, a Sanofi Company (Waltham,
MA). IDI-6273 was purchased from ChemDiv. DSM1 and DSM74 were prepared following the
literature procedure[26] and were recrystallized from ethanol. 1H NMR spectra matched that
reported and HPLC analysis indicated > 95% purity.

In Vitro Enzyme Activity Assay for HTS.
Recombinant wild-type and E182D protein were expressed in E. coli and purified as previously
described[11]. Enzyme activity was measured using published protocols[19, 20] with slight
modifications to the reaction conditions as follows: 500 µM DHO, 60 µM DCIP, 100 µm CoQD,
and 0.125% Triton X-100 in a 50 µL reaction volume in 384-well plates. The absorbance at 600
nm was read every 5 minutes for 30 minutes, and the slopes of the lines were used to determine
inhibition. HTS quality was assessed by Z-factor, with an overall value of ~0.7.

Parasite Culture
The erythrocytic stages of all P. falciparum strains used in this study were cultured by standard
methods[27] in solutions of 5% human O+ hematocrit in RPMI 1640 medium (Life
Technologies) supplemented with 28 mM NaHCO3, 25 mM HEPES, 0.5% (w/v) AlbuMAX II
(Life Technologies), 50 mg/mL hypoxanthine, and 25 μg/ml gentamycin. Human blood was
supplied from Interstate Blood Bank. The human biological samples were sourced ethically and
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their research use was in accord with the terms of the informed consents. Cultures were
maintained at 37ºC in a gas mixture of 1.1% O2, 4% CO2 and 95% N2 and regularly
synchronized by 5% sorbitol treatment[28].

Parasite Strains
Laboratory reference strains used were the 3D7 (MRA-151) and a Dd2 clone derived from MR4
line MRA-156 (MR4, BEI Resources). Parasite lines with point mutations in PfDHODH were
generated via in vitro resistance selections as described[11, 13] (Table S3.3). The Dd2ScDHODH transgenic line expressing the Saccharomyces cerevisiae DHODH was a gift from
Jeff Dvorin[29].

Whole-cell Dose-Response Assay and EC50 Determination
Drug susceptibility was measured by growth assay as previously reported[19, 20]. To initially
verify cell-based activity of the primary HTS hits, three doses (0.2, 2.0, 20 μM) were tested in
duplicate. Compounds with at least 40% inhibitory activity at the 2 μM dose were then tested in
full twelve-point dose-response in a 72hr assay with a SYBR-green readout. EC50 values were
calculated using a nonlinear regression curve fit in Prism Software version 7 (GraphPad).

Analysis of Cross-resistance Profiling
The extent of cross-resistance or collateral sensitivity was determined by dividing the EC50 of a
given mutant line by the EC50 of the parent reference strain, and taking the log10 of this EC50
ratio. These values were visualized on a heatmap generated by MultiExperimentViewer (MeV)
version 4.9.0 with hierarchical clustering based on Euclidean Distance using average
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linkage[30]. In cases where the EC50 value was outside the range of the highest dose tested, the
minimum estimate as listed in Table S3.4 was used as a placeholder value to generate the
heatmap.

Extracellular Flux Analysis Using XFe24 Analyzer
Extracellular Flux Analysis was conducted as previously reported[24] using either unbuffered
RPMI medium or mitochondria assay solution (MAS). MAS was composed of mannitol (220
mM), sucrose (70 mM), KH2PO4 (10 mM), MgCl2 (5 mM), HEPES (2 mM), EGTA (1 mM) and
fatty acid free BSA (0.2% w/v). Both media were adjusted to pH7.4, and digitonin (2 μM) was
added freshly on the day of assay. Schizonts were freed from RBCs by 0.01% saponin and
seeded in an XF24-well microplate with wells pre-treated with CellTak cell and tissue adhesive
(Fisher Scientific, CB-40241) at 11 million cells/well. Test compounds and DHO were injected
at prescheduled timing as 10x in the corresponding assay medium, and measurements were
performed with the following setting: mix time (30 sec); wait time (1 min 30 sec); measure time
(3 min).

Isolation of Parasite Mitochondria and Cytochrome c Reductase Activity Assay
Mitochondria were isolated and cytochrome c reductase activity was measured using a
modification of the method developed by Fry and Pudney[25] as previously described[29]. In
brief, saponin-released parasites were lysed by N2 cavitation and the clarified lysate further
enriched for mitochondria by centrifugation and separation on a sucrose gradient. Isolated
mitochondria were washed of sucrose and stored at –80 °C until time of assay. Cytochrome c
reductase activity was measured as follows: mitochondria (40 ug/ml) were diluted in reaction
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buffer (250 mM sucrose, 50 mM KH2PO4, 0.2 mM EDTA, 1 mM NaN3 and 2.5 mM KCN)
containing 50 uM cytochrome c. Reactions were started by addition of 25 uM decylubiquinol
and monitored by reduction of cytochrome c at 550 nm. To assure the linearity of the enzymatic
reaction only data from the first 60 seconds were collected.
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Chapter 4

Diverse evolutionary pathways thwart the use of collateral sensitivity as a strategy to
suppress resistance to Plasmodium dihydroorotate dehydrogenase inhibitors
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Abstract
Drug resistance remains a major obstacle to malaria control and eradication efforts, necessitating
the development of novel therapeutic strategies to treat this disease. Drug combinations based on
collateral sensitivity, wherein resistance to one drug causes increased sensitivity to the partner
drug, have been proposed as an evolutionary strategy to suppress the emergence of resistance in
pathogen populations. In this study, we explore collateral sensitivity between compounds
targeting the Plasmodium dihydroorotate dehydrogenase (DHODH). We profiled the crossresistance and collateral sensitivity phenotypes of several DHODH mutant lines to a diverse
panel of DHODH inhibitors. We focus on one compound, TCMDC-125334, which was active
against all mutant lines tested, including the DHODH C276Y line, which arose in selections with
the clinical candidate DSM265. We found that selection of the DHODH C276Y mutant with
TCMDC-125334 yielded additional genetic changes in the dhodh locus. These double mutant
parasites exhibited decreased sensitivity to TCMDC-125334 and were highly resistant to
DSM265. Finally, we tested whether collateral sensitivity could be exploited to suppress the
emergence of resistance in the context of combination treatment by exposing wildtype parasites
to both DSM265 and TCMDC-125334 simultaneously. This selected for parasites with a
DHODH V532A mutation which were cross-resistant to both compounds and were as fit as the
wildtype parent in vitro. The emergence of these cross-resistant, evolutionarily fit parasites
highlights the mutational flexibility of the DHODH enzyme, thwarting the strategy of utilizing
collateral sensitivity to suppress the emergence of resistance.
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Introduction
Antimicrobial resistance threatens our ability to treat multiple infectious agents, and is
widely recognized as one of the greatest public health threats of the 21st century [1]. Globally,
drug resistance is a recurring obstacle in efforts to control many endemic infectious diseases, and
malaria is no exception. The emergence of resistance in Plasmodium parasite populations and
subsequent treatment failure has been documented for all antimalarial drugs in clinical use,
including frontline artemisinin combination therapies (ACTs) [2]. Thus, there is an ongoing need
to develop a next generation of drugs targeting distinct aspects of Plasmodium biology.
Additionally, understanding the pathways to resistance is importance to assess nextgeneration antimalarials, ideally while they are still early in the development process. Inhibitors
targeting the Plasmodium dihydroorotate dehydrogenase (DHODH) offer an illustrative example.
DHODH is an electron transport chain protein that catalyzes the rate-limiting step of pyrimidine
biosynthesis and is essential for parasite growth [3]. While the clinical DHODH inhibitor
candidate DSM265 showed promising activity in pre-clinical and clinical studies[4-8], we
previously demonstrated that resistance to DSM265 emerges rapidly both in vitro, and in a
mouse model of P. falciparum infection [9]. Resistance was primarily conferred by point
mutations in the dhodh locus. In Phase 2 clinical trials with DSM265, two out of 24 patients
failed treatment due to resistance, with recrudescent parasites harboring mutations in DHODH
including DHODH C276Y, C276F and G181S [4].
A common strategy to slow the evolution of resistance is to utilize a combination of two
or more drugs with distinct antimicrobial mechanisms. The basic rationale for this strategy is that
even if there is some probability of an organism acquiring resistance to each drug separately, the
probability that two resistance mutations would occur simultaneously is much lower.
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Combination therapy is the standard of treatment for malaria [10], tuberculosis [11], and
HIV/AIDS [12], and is increasingly being recommended for the treatment of other bacterial
infections [13-15]. However, multi-drug resistance has emerged in many major human
pathogens, complicating patient treatment and threatening public health efforts to control the
spread of disease [16-19]. Large scale bacterial evolution studies have also shown that certain
combinations of drugs can actually accelerate the emergence of resistance compared to single
drug treatment [20, 21]. Thus, there is a need to re-evaluate the current treatment approach, and
to strategically design combination therapies based on their ability to slow or suppress the
emergence of resistance.
One possible strategy takes advantage of collateral sensitivity, in which resistance to one
drug causes increased sensitivity to another [22]. The phenomenon of collateral sensitivity, or
‘negative cross-resistance,’ has been observed across various antibiotic classes in bacteria, as
well as anti-fungals, and even cancer therapies [23-29]. Laboratory studies evaluating the
evolution of resistance to antibiotics have demonstrated that when resistance to one drug leads to
collateral sensitivity to another, the two drugs can be used in a sequential cycling strategy to
maintain sensitive bacterial populations [23, 30], or simultaneously in combination to slow or
suppress the evolution of resistance [31-33].
Collateral sensitivity to various classes of drugs targeting Plasmodium parasites has also
been observed. For example, isoforms of the chloroquine resistance transporter (PfCRT) that
transport chloroquine out of the parasite’s digestive vacuole can cause increased sensitivity to a
variety of compounds [34-39]. Negative cross-resistance has also been demonstrated to occur
with compounds targeting different subunits of the Plasmodium proteasome Pf20S [40, 41],
between different chemotypes targeting the P-Type Cation-Transporter ATPase 4 (PfATP4) [42],
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and between compounds targeting the Qo and Qi sites of cytochrome b [43]. We have also
previously shown that collateral sensitivity occurs during the evolution of resistance to
Plasmodium DHODH inhibitors. Mutations in DHODH conferring resistance to one inhibitor
can alter the enzyme such that it becomes more sensitive to inhibition by other, structurallydistinct compounds [34, 44]. The existence of collateral sensitivity among a wide range of
antimalarial inhibitors suggests a promising opportunity to exploit this phenomenon to block the
emergence of resistant parasites [34].
In an effort to expand this work, we screened antimalarial libraries from GSK, and
successfully identified several compounds with increased activities against DHODH mutants
relative to wildtype parasites [45]. In this study, we tested the hypothesis that combining two
DHODH inhibitors exhibiting negative cross-resistance would suppress the emergence of
resistant parasites. We focused on the compound TCMDC-125334, a DHODH inhibitor that
exhibited increased activity against all mutant lines tested, including those that arose during
selection with the clinical candidate DSM265. We used in vitro resistance selections to
characterize the pathways to resistance for TCMDC-125334 and then tested whether parasites
develop resistance in the context of combined treatment with DSM265 and TCMDC-125334.

Results
TCMDC-125334 demonstrates activity against all DHODH mutant parasite lines tested.
Previously, we screened GSK chemical libraries from the Tres Cantos Antimalarial Set
for activity against either wildtype or DHODH mutant parasites [45]. In an extended crossresistance analysis, we characterized the activity of 17 compounds against eight DHODH mutant
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lines (Table 4.1, Table S4.1). We visualized the log-transformed fold-change in EC50 of each
mutant relative to its parental line on a heatmap (Figure 4.1A).

Table 4.1: DHODH mutant lines tested against Tres Cantos Antimalarial Set compounds
DHODH Mutation(s)
E182D*
F227I*
F227I/L527I*
F227L
F227L/L531F
I263F*
C276Y
L531F*

Parental Line
3D7 NIH
Dd2
Dd2
3D7 A10
3D7 A10
Dd2
3D7 A10
Dd2

Reference
Ross et al., 2014
Ross et al., 2014
Ross et al., 2014
Mandt et al., 2019
Mandt et al., 2019
Ross et al., 2014
Mandt et al., 2019
Ross et al., 2014

*Dose response of indicated lines were previously reported in Ross et al., 2018 [45]

Hierarchical clustering of this data reveals broad patterns of cross-resistance and collateral
sensitivity. The DHODH C276Y, F227I, F227I/L527I, F227L, and F227L/L31F mutant lines
have similar dose response phenotypes. The DHODH E182D and I263F mutant lines also share
similar cross-resistance profiles, as we previously reported [45]. In contrast, the DHODH L531F
mutant line has a unique sensitivity phenotype. This analysis also suggests some structureactivity relationships. Four related triazolopyrimidine-based compounds (DSM267, TCMDC124402, TCMDC-124417, TCMDC-123826) cluster together, as all mutant lines show crossresistance against these molecules. Based on our analysis, there was one compound, TCMDC125334, that was active against all parasite lines tested. The eight mutant lines tested had varying
degrees of sensitivity to this compound, from DHODH I263F which is 1.3-fold more sensitive
than the wildtype parent, to DHODH C276Y, which is 12-fold sensitive. In contrast, all mutant
lines were at least 10-fold resistant to DSM265 (Figure 4.1B).
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Figure 4.1: Identifying DHODH inhibitors with collateral sensitivity against DSM265resistant lines. We tested several DSM265-resistant parasite lines against a set of 17 compounds
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Figure 4.2 (Continued)
identified from a previous screen of GSK libraries (See Table 1) [45]. A) Crystal structure of
DHODH bound to DSM265 (PDB ID: 4RX0). Mutations included in our cross-resistance
analysis are highlighted in pink B) To visualize patterns of cross-resistance and collateral
sensitivity, we calculated the fold change of each mutant line over its wildtype parent, and
plotted the log-transformed values in a heatmap. Hierarchical clustering based on both parasite
line and compound was performed using MultiExperimentViewer v4.9. Shades of red indicate
that a parasite line is resistant to the indicated compound while blue indicates that it is sensitive.
C) One compound, TCMDC-125334 stands out in this analysis as being active against all mutant
lines tested. Shown is a bar graph of the log fold change in EC50 relative to wildtype for all eight
mutant lines tested against DSM265 and TCMDC-125334.

Despite the fact that none of the mutations in DHODH conferred resistance to this compound, we
previously reported that TCMDC-125334 appears to exclusively target the DHODH enzyme.
Expression of the S. cerevisiae cytosolic type I DHODH (ScDHODH) ablates the activity of
TCMDC-125334, and treating the ScDHODH line with TCMDC-125334 and proguanil in
combination does not impact this activity [45]. In contrast, for compounds that target cytochrome
bc1, proguanil has a potentiating effect in the ScDHDOH line [46].

Resistance to TCMDC-125334 can be conferred by copy number variation as well as the novel
point mutation DHODH I263S
Since TCMDC-125334 showed activity against all DHODH mutant lines tested, we
wanted to characterize the evolution of resistance to this compound to determine its independent
ability to select resistant mutants. We performed in vitro selections with three independent
populations of 108 Pf3D7 A10 parasites [47]. Cultures were pulsed with 830nM TCMDC125334 (approximately the EC99) until no living parasites were visible by thin smear microscopy,
then allowed them to recover in compound-free media. After two rounds of treatment,
populations displayed moderate (~2-fold) resistance to TCMDC-125334 (Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.2: in vitro resistance to TCMDC125334 can be conferred by copy number
variation or by the novel point mutation DHODH I263S A) Protocol for in vitro selection
with TCMDC-125334. Parasite populations in three independent 25mL culture flasks were
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Figure 4.2 (Continued)
exposed to 830nM TCMDC-125334, then allowed to recover in the absence of drug. Resistant
parasites emerged after two rounds of treatment within the indicated timeframe. B) in vitro dose
response of bulk populations recovered after the second pulse of drug treatment. C-E) Resistant
populations were cloned by limiting dilutions. Shown is the dose response phenotype,
represented as the average EC50, of two representative clones from each flask for TCMDC125334 (C), DSM265 (D), Genz669178 (E), and IDI-6273 (F). Bar graphs represent average
EC50 with error bars depicting standard deviation. Individual bioreplicates are also shown.
Compound structures for TCMDC-125334, DSM265, Genz669178, and IDI-6273 are displayed
below their corresponding graphs.

Selected parasites were cloned by limiting dilution. Clonal lines isolated from flask 1 had two or
three-fold copy number amplification encompassing the dhodh locus, which corresponded to a
two or three-fold resistance phenotype to TCMDC-125334, as well as to the structurally-distinct
DHODH inhibitors DSM265, Genz669178, and IDI6273 (Figure 4.2C-F, Table 4.2, Table S4.2,
Figure S4.2). Of the clones isolated from flask 2, four did not have a resistance phenotype, and
had no genetic changes in the dhodh locus (Figure 4.2c-f, Table 4.2). One clone, T-F2-C1, was
3-fold resistant to TCMDC-125334 and Genz669178, and 13-fold resistant to IDI-6273 (Figure
4.2C-F, Table 4.2). Whole-genome sequencing (WGS) revealed that clone T-F2-C1 had a
mutation resulting in a DHODH I263S amino acid change (Data File S4.1). Notably, this
DHODH I263S parasite line remained sensitive to DSM265.
In a second independent biological replicate, we treated three additional parasite
populations with 1-1.5µM TCMDC-125334. Similarly, bulk populations recovered after either
one or two rounds of treatment displayed moderate (~2 to 4-fold) resistance to multiple DHODH
inhibitors and exhibited copy number variation (CNV) at the dhodh locus as detected by qPCR
(Figure S4.1, S4.2), while no point mutations were detected by whole-genome sequencing (Data
File S4.2)
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Table 4.2: DHODH genotype and corresponding dose response phenotype for in vitro
TCMDC125334 selected lines
Clone ID

DHODH
Mutation

DHODH
CNV

TCMDC125334
EC50 (nM)

DSM265
EC50 (nM)

IDI6273
EC50 (nM)

Genz669178
EC50 (nM)

3D7 A10

WT

1

125±38.4

4.30±1.43

518±198

7.28±2.64

T-F1-C1
T-F1-C2
T-F1-C3

WT
WT
WT

2
2-3
2

280±81.3
426±146**
298±36.5*

8.17±2.59
12.5±2.36*
8.71±0.370

993±220
1597±212*
1330±234

16.9±6.70
27.0±10.0*
17.6±7.90

T-F2-C1
T-F2-C2
T-F2-C3
T-F2-C4
T-F2-C5

I263S
WT
WT
WT
WT

1
1
1
1
1

432±130.8**
137±25.1
202±60.9
161±28.6
157±33.9

2.47±0.740
4.31±0.944
4.11±1.70
5.07±1.24
3.04±0.697

7057±671**
572±91.5
515±103
692±211.1
404±51.3

26.7±15.5*
7.79±3.42
7.91±3.24
8.03±0.729
6.10±3.00

0.0004
28.52

0.0013
25.54

0.0007
27.05

0.0013
25.50

Overall P-value (approx.)
Kruskall-Wallis Statistic

Shown is mean EC50 ± standard deviation. Statistical significance was determined by a KruskalWallis test, with post-hoc multiple comparisons (Dunn’s) of each clone to 3D7 A10. *P ≤ 0.05;
**P ≤ 0.01. Overall statistics are reported for each comparison group.
As a control, we performed a parallel set of selections with 30nM DSM265 (the EC99).
As previously observed, parasites resistant to DSM265 emerged rapidly after just one round of
treatment. WGS of the bulk populations revealed two point mutations in DHODH—DHODH
C276Y and I273M (Figure S4.3, Data File S4.2).

Sequential treatment of DSM265-resistant parasites with TCMDC125334 selects for additional
mutations in DHODH
Given the hypersensitivity of DHODH C276Y parasites to TCMDC-125334, we also
wanted to test what would happen if we treated DHODH C276Y parasites with TCMDC125334. In our previous work, selections with two distinct DHODH inhibitors, Genz666136 and
DSM74, yielded resistant parasites with a DHODH E182D mutation, which were hypersensitive
to the DHODH inhibitor IDI-6273. When we treated the DHODH E182D parasite line with IDI106

6273, parasites reverted to the wildtype D182 protein sequence, albeit with a different DNA
codon. The D182E revertant line had a drug sensitivity phenotype similar to wildtype parasites
[34]. We hypothesized that treating DHODH C276Y parasites with TCMDC-125334 would
similarly cause a reversion to wildtype, and thus offer a strategy to regain sensitivity to DSM265
(Figure 4.3A).
For these experiments, we used the DHODH C276Y clone that we had previously
isolated from in vitro selections with DSM265 [9]. We pulsed three 25mL flasks of
approximately 108 DHODH C276Y parasites with 75nM TCMDC-125334. After parasites
recovered, populations were treated with a second round of 100nM TCMDC-125334. Resistance
was observed in all three bulk parasite populations recovered from this second pulse (Figure
4.3B). While these parasites were less sensitive to TCMDC125334 relative to the DHODH
C276Y parental line, they were still more sensitive than Pf3D7 A10 parasites with a wildtype
DHODH sequence (Figure 4.3C). Clones isolated from these sequentially selected populations
had a similar intermediate dose response phenotype for TCMDC-125334 (Figure 4.3D, Table
4.3, Table S4.2). However, compared to the DHODH C276Y parent, they had greatly increased
resistance to DSM265, with EC50’s >200nM (Figure 4.3E, Table 4.3, Table S4.2). Whole
genome sequencing revealed that parasites retained the DHODH C276Y mutation, and gained
additional mutations in DHODH, rather than reverting back to wildtype. Clones isolated from
flask 1 and flask 2 had increased dhodh copy number, in addition to the DHODH C276Y
mutation, as confirmed by qPCR (Table 4.3, Figure S4.4). Clones from flask 3 had gained an
additional F227Y mutation (Table 4.3, Data File S4.1).
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Figure 4.3: Mutant parasites can overcome collateral sensitivity by acquiring additional
genetic changes that confer high-level resistance to wildtype inhibitors. A) General
schematic for sequential selection. B) Protocol for in vitro selection. DHODH C276Y mutant
parasites in three independent 25mL culture flasks were exposed to 40nM TCMDC-125334, then
allowed to recover. The time on drug and time to recovery are indicated. After two rounds of
treatment and recovery, resistant parasites are observed in all three flasks. C) in vitro dose
response of selected bulk populations. D-E) Resistant populations were cloned by limiting
dilutions. Shown is the dose response phenotype of two representative clones from each flask for
TCMDC-125334 (C), and DSM265 (D), with chemical structures illustrated below. Bar graphs
represent average EC50 with error bars depicting standard deviation. Individual bioreplicates are
also shown.
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Table 4.3: DHODH genotype and corresponding dose response phenotype for in vitro selection of
DHODH C276Y parent with TCMDC125334
Clone
ID

DHODH
Mutation(s)

DHODH
CNV

TCMDC125334 EC50
(nM)

DSM265
EC50 (nM)

IDI6273 EC50
(nM)

Genz669178
EC50 (nM)

3D7
A10

WT

1

125±38.4

4.30±1.43

518±198

7.28±2.64

C276Y
Parent

C276Y

1

12.6±7.03****

28.9±15.8

18.8±7.53****

12.9±4.28

C276YC276Y
3-4
44.7±9.35*
>100
185±36.1
>200***
T-F1-C1
C276Y45.9±11.2
>150*
199±58.6
>100
C276Y
4
T-F1-C3
C276Y-TC276Y
4
80.2±17.9
>100
345±64.1
>100
F1-C2
C276YC276Y
2-3
54.5±21.0
>200**
191±95.4
>200***
T-F1-C4
C276YC276Y
2
35.8±7.20**
>100
138±44.0
117±30.0*
T-F2-C1
C276YC276Y
2-3
43.0±7.81*
>100
164±12.0
>100
T-F2-C3
C276Y60.2±22.0
>200***
232.0±39.2
>150**
C276Y
4
T-F2-C4
C276YC276Y
4
86.0±40.8
>200**
326±155
>200***
T-F2-C2
C276Y57.7±14.8
7800±458****
163±36.3
69.7±14.5
C276Y/F227Y
1
T-F3-C1
C276YC276Y/F227Y
1
81.1±32.0
>1000***
210±80.5
113±52.5
T-F3-C2
C276Y53.6±10.0 (4)
>500 (4)
174±23.74 (4) 90.5±34.4 (4)
C276Y/F227Y
1
T-F3-C3
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
Overall P-value (approximate)
47.23
43.01
50.61
Kruskall-Wallis Statistic
38.12
* Shown is mean EC50 +/- standard deviation. Statistical significance was determined by a Kruskal-Wallis
test, with post-hoc multiple comparisons (Dunn’s) of each clone to 3D7 A10. *P ≤ 0.05; **P ≤ 0.01;
***P≤0.001; ****P≤0.0001. Overall statistics are reported for each comparison group.

We had previously selected the DHODH F227Y single mutation with the
triazolopyrimidine-based inhibitor DSM267 [9], although we had not tested this mutant line
against the compounds in the Tres Cantos Antimalarial Set. We characterized the dose-response
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phenotype of the DHODH F227Y mutant line and found that it exhibited 3-fold resistance to
TCMDC-125334 (Figure 4.4A, Table 4.4). Comparing the dose response phenotype of the
DHODH C276Y/F227Y double mutant with the dose response of the two single mutant lines
DHODH C276Y and DHODH F227Y, we find that the phenotype of the two mutations in
combination is consistent with additivity, ruling out a negative epistatic interaction (Figure 4.4
A-D, Table 4.4). Overall, sequential selection of a DSM265-resistant line with TCMDC-125334
does not restore sensitivity to DSM265. While sequentially-selected parasites with additional
mutations in DHODH were highly-resistant to DSM265, they were not cross-resistant to
TCMDC-125334, suggesting that they would still be sensitive to a therapeutic dose.

Figure 4.4: The DHODH C276Y/F227Y double mutant exhibits a resistant phenotype
intermediate to single mutations. The dose response phenotypes of the DHODH
C276Y/F227Y line selected in this study (clone C276Y T-F3-C3), the DHODH C276Y line
previously selected with DSM265, and the DHODH F227Y line previously selected with
DSM265 [9] were characterized. Shown is a representative dose response curve for DSM265
(A), TCMDC-125334 (B), Genz669178, (C), and IDI-6273 (D).
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Table 4.4: Resistance phenotype of C276Y and F227Y single mutants and C276Y/F227Y
double mutant compared to expected phenotype under additive epistasis
DHODH Mutations

3D7 A10
C276Y
F227Y
C276Y/F227Y (F3B6)
Expected fold change
for C276Y/F227Y
(additive assumption)

TCMDC125334
EC50
(fold change)
125±38.4
12.6±7.03 (0.10)
408±17.6 (3.3)
57.7±14.8 (0.46)
0.33

DSM265 EC50
(fold change)

IDI-6273 EC50
(fold change)

4.30±1.43
28.9±15.8 (6.7)
998±50.0 (232)
7801.0±457.9
(1814)
1554

518±198
18.8±7.53 (0.036)
2210±289 (4.3)
163.3±36.3 (0.32)

Genz669178
EC50
(fold change)
7.28±2.64
12.9±4.28 (1.8)
18.8±3.39 (2.6)
69.7±14.5 (9.6)

0.15

4.68

EC50 (nM) of each line is reported, with fold change relative to 3D7 A10 parent in parentheses.
The expected fold change of the C276Y double mutant based on an assumption of additive
epistasis is reported for comparison.

Treatment with TCMDC125334 + DSM265 combination delays but does not suppress resistance
Based on the collateral sensitivity observed between DSM265 and TCMDC125334, we
hypothesized that treatment with a combination of DSM265 and TCMDC-125334 would
suppress the emergence of resistant parasites. We treated three independent populations of 108
Pf3D7 A10 parasites with both compounds simultaneously, using the EC99 of each. After three
pulses of drug treatment totaling 63-73 days, we obtained two populations cross-resistant to both
compounds (Figure 4.5A,B). Three of the four clonal lines isolated from Flask 1 were
moderately (~2-fold) resistant to both DSM265 and TCMDC-125334, as well as Genz669178
and IDI-6273 (Figure 4.5C-F, Table 4.5, Table S4.2). Copy number duplication of the dhodh
locus was detected in these resistant clones by qPCR (Table 4.5, Figure S4.5). All six clones
isolated from Flask 2 were 4-to- 6-fold resistant to TCMDC-125334 (EC50’s ranging from 8811380nM), and 16- 20-fold resistant to DSM265 (EC50’s ranging from 73.4- 94.2nM). These
clones were also ~2-fold resistant to IDI-6273 (EC50’s ranging from 881- 1330nM), but were still
sensitive to Genz669178 (EC50’s ranging from 8.69- 14.4) (Table 4.5, Table S4.2).
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Figure 4.5: Resistance to DSM265+TCMDC-125334 arose after three rounds of treatment,
with cross-resistance to both compounds conferred by the novel DHODH V532A mutation.
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Figure 4.5 (Continued)
A) Protocol for in vitro selection with TCMDC-125334 and DSM265. Parasite populations in
three independent 25mL culture flasks were exposed to combination treatment, then allowed to
recover. The time on drug and time to recovery are indicated. After three rounds of treatment and
recovery, resistant parasites are observed in Flasks 1 and 2. B) in vitro dose response of bulk
populations from flasks 1 and 2. C-F) Resistant populations were cloned by limiting dilutions.
Shown is the dose response phenotype of two representative clones from each flask for TCMDC125334 (C), DSM265 (D), Genz669178 (E), and IDI6273 (F). Bar graphs represent average
EC50 with error bars depicting standard deviation. Individual bioreps are also shown.

Sanger sequencing revealed that these six clones had the same point mutation resulting in a
DHODH V532A amino acid change (Table 4.5). Thus, although resistance took longer to emerge
with combination treatment compared to treatment DSM265 or TCMC-125334 alone, this
strategy was ultimately insufficient to suppress the emergence of resistant parasites, arguing
against using these compounds in combination.

Table 4.5: DHODH genotype and corresponding dose response phenotype for in vitro
TCMDC125334 + DSM265 selected lines

Clone ID

DHODH
DHODH
Mutation(s)
CNV

TCMDC125334
EC50 (nM)

DSM265
EC50 (nM)

IDI6273
EC50 (nM)

Genz669178
EC50 (nM)

3D7 A10

WT

1

125±38.4

4.30±1.43

518±198

7.28±2.64

DT-F1-C1

WT

2

260±79.5

8.59±1.60

1189±276

15.9±3.61*

DT-F1-C2

WT

1

153±21.0

6.09±0.875

628±117

7.74±1.23

DT-F1-C3

WT

2

191±64.0

7.51±0.076

895±349

11.0±3.74

DT-F1-C4

WT

2

319±137

11.2±4.50

1649±655*

19.5±8.39*

DT-F2-C1

V532A

1

661±145**

79.2±19.0*

1316±368*

11.4±3.08

DT-F2-C2

V532A

1

536±54.4

82.4±23.1*

881±185

8.69±2.35

DT-F2-C3

V532A

1

816±480*

93.2±36.9**

1377±669*

12.8±6.32

DT-F2-C4

V532A

1

676±164**

94.2±17.2**

1328±410*

12.0±3.67

DT-F2-C5

V532A

1

556±142*

73.4±16.4*

1029±347

9.13±1.45

DT-F2-C6

V532A

1

674±118**

87.6±25.3**

1307±412*

14.4±4.16

Overall P-value (approximate)

<0.0001

<0.0001

0.0019

0.0091

Kruskall-Wallis Statistic

35.72

35.80

27.85

23.50
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Table 4.5 (Continued)
Shown is mean EC50 +/- standard deviation. Statistical significance was determined by a
Kruskal-Wallis test, with post-hoc multiple comparisons (Dunn’s) of each clone to 3D7 A10. *P
≤ 0.05; **P ≤ 0.01. Overall statistics are reported for each comparison group.
Cross-resistant parasites are relatively fit in in vitro growth assays
Given that the DHODH V532A mutation confers cross-resistance to DSM265 and
TCMDC-125334, we wanted to assess the relative fitness of P. falciparum parasites carrying this
mutation. Previously we have shown that some DHODH mutations, such as DHODH E182D,
can negatively impact enzyme function and in vitro growth, while other mutations, such as
DHODH C276Y do not appear to confer a fitness cost [9, 44]. Because resistance to
simultaneous selection with DSM265 and TCMDC125334 took longer to emerge, we
hypothesized that DHOHD V532A mutants might have a growth defect relative to wildtype
parasites. To test this hypothesis, we performed in vitro competitive growth assays.
Synchronized DHODH V532A and wildtype 3D7 A10 lines were mixed in a 1:1 ratio. The
mixed culture was grown in three independent flasks over a four-week period in drug-free media,
and genomic DNA was collected every 7-9 days for one month. The ratio of mutant and wildtype
parasites was determined by the calculating the percentage of reads detecting the V532A allele in
whole-genome sequencing. This analysis showed that the DHODH V532A variant remained at
~50% frequency over time (Figure 4.6, Table S4.3). As a confirmation of this result, we also
assessed the resistance phenotype of mixed cultures. On Day 0, the mixed culture exhibited an
intermediate dose response phenotype, as illustrated by a biphasic dose-response curve.
Ultimately, the DHODH V532A mutation does not appear to confer a substantial fitness defect
in asexual parasites (Figure S4.6). This intermediate phenotype was maintained at Day 28.
Overall, both the genotypic and phenotypic data indicate that the DHODH V532A mutant is as
fit as wildtype parasites.
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Figure 4.6: The DHODH V532A mutation does not confer a fitness cost in in vitro
competitive growth assays. A) Schematic of competitive growth experiments. Synchronized
3D7 parent and DHODH V532A mutant parasites at 1% ring stage parasitemia were mixed at
equal ratios. The mixed culture was then split into three independent flasks, and followed over
time. Mixed cultures were grown for four weeks, and genomic DNA was collected every 7-9
days. B) The percent mutant allele was calculated at each timepoint based on whole-genome
sequencing reads.

Discussion
The main conclusion of our study is that combining two DHODH inhibitors based on
their collateral sensitivity profiles fails to suppress the emergence of resistance in Plasmodium
falciparum. Although all previously-identified mutations that we tested exhibited sensitivity to
TCMDC-125334, we identified the point mutation DHODH I263S in selection with TCMDC125334 alone, which was resistant to TCMDC-125334 but not DSM265. We found that
sequentially treating a collaterally sensitive mutant line with TCMDC-125334 selected for
parasites with additional genetic changes in DHODH, including the DHODH F227Y mutation,
which alone also confers resistance to TCMDC-125334. While the DHODH C276Y/F227Y
double mutant is less sensitive than the DHODH C276Y parent, it is still more sensitive to
TCMDC-125334 compared to wildtype parasites. Finally, we found that treatment with DSM265
and TCMDC-125334 in combination selected for cross-resistant parasites with a DHODH
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V532A mutation. We also demonstrated that the DHODH V532A mutation does not exhibit a
fitness cost in in vitro competitive growth assays.
While we identified three point mutations in this study that confer resistance to TCMDC125334, the majority of DHODH mutations tested thus far are sensitive to this molecule. Copy
number variation (CNV) was a common mechanism of resistance to TCMDC-125334 across
multiple independent selections. Three of four populations of wildtype 3D7 A10 selected with
TCMDC-125334 exhibited increased copy number of DHODH. When we selected the
collaterally sensitive DHODH C276Y line with TCMDC-125334, clones isolated from two of
three independent populations exhibited 2 to-4-fold copy number variation of dhodh. In contrast
to this, the majority of in vitro selections with DSM265 and DSM267 selected for point
mutations in the dhodh locus, with copy number variation occurring only seldomly [9]. While
copy number variation confers cross-resistance across various DHODH inhibitor compound
classes, this mechanism confers only moderately reduced susceptibility. CNVs are also less
evolutionarily stable compared to point mutations. Others have shown that additional copies of
dhodh are lost in in vitro culture over time [48]. CNVs can also be lost during meiotic
recombination in the mosquito stages.
Our finding that sequentially treating the DHODH C276Y line with a second inhibitor led
to the acquisition of additional genetic changes, rather than reversion back to wildtype, has
important implications for treatment strategies to manage resistance. This result is in contrast
with our previous work, in which selecting DHODH E182D parasites with the mutant-type
inhibitor IDI-6273 caused parasites to revert back to the wildtype amino acid sequence.
Interestingly, we also observed that the DHODH E182D parasite had a competitive fitness defect
[34, 44], while we previously showed that the DHODH C276Y is as fit as wildtype in in vitro
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competitive growth assays [9]. Thus, our results suggest that the fitness costs of resistance
influence the evolutionary outcome of sequential treatment with a mutant-type inhibitor. In this
case, a competitively fit mutant line favored alternative pathways to cross-resistance rather than
reversion to wildtype. This result is consistent with findings from similar research on collateral
sensitivity in Pseudomonas aeruginosa from Barbosa et al., which also suggests that differing
evolutionary outcomes (reversion vs. secondary mutation) may be due to differences in the
fitness cost of the initial resistance mutations [49]. This finding also has implications for
strategies such as drug cycling or the simultaneous use of multiple first line treatments that aim
to delay the emergence of resistance [50, 51]. Such strategies assume that resistance mutations
will disappear in the absence of pressure from the original selecting agent. However, our results
suggest that if a resistant mutant is competitively fit, treatment with a second drug will more
likely result in the acquisition of additional genetic changes and subsequent multidrug resistance.
Comparing the phenotype of the DHDOH C276Y/F227Y double mutant with DHODH
C276Y and DHODH F227Y parasite lines, we also note that the two mutations in combination
exhibit additive epistasis. This resulted in markedly high-level resistance to DSM265 (>1000fold relative to wildtype). Multiple studies indicate that epistasis is an important factor in
determining the evolution of resistance and cross-resistance/collateral sensitivity [24, 49, 52-54].
Negative epistasis between resistance mutations within the same enzyme constrains the number
of pathways to higher-level resistance [53, 54]. In the context of collateral sensitivity, the study
from Barbosa et al. also indicates that re-sensitization to wildtype is favored when there is
negative epistasis between resistance mechanisms [49]. In contrast, our result highlights how,
under additive epistasis, the emergence of an initial resistance mutation can open up pathways to
higher-level resistance.
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The major take-away of this study is that combination treatment with DSM265 and
TCMDC-125334 failed to suppress resistance, and we hypothesize that this is due to the great
diversity of evolutionarily competitive DHODH mutations that confer resistance to various
inhibitors. Other reports in bacteria have also found that observed patterns of collateral
sensitivity are often thwarted due to the existence of diverse trajectories to resistance. When
selections are repeated enough times [55], or are performed with a large enough starting
populations [56], cross-resistant variants eventually emerge, even if they are relatively rare.
Similarly, we find that although most of the mutations we originally identified were collaterallysensitive to TCMDC-125334, repeated treatment with DSM265 and TCMDC-125334 in
combination ultimately yielded the cross-resistant variant DHDOH V532A.
This study also highlights the flexibility of the DHODH enzyme. Prior to this work, we
had identified 13 individual point mutations and two sets of double mutations that conferred
resistance to DHODH. In this study, we selected two additional point mutations—DHODH
I263S and DHODH V532A, as well as the DHODH C276Y/F227Y double mutant line.
Interestingly, the DHODH I263S mutation is not resistant to DSM265, while the DHODH I263F
mutation at the same site confers strong (~100-fold) resistance to this compound. Previous
studies have crystallized the DHODH enzyme bound to various inhibitors, including DMS265,
Genz669178, and IDI6273 [8, 34]. These compounds all bind within the same flexible pocket
(see Figure 1A) of the enzyme. Our results demonstrate that this pocket not only accommodates
the binding of a variety of chemical structures, but is also very mutationally flexible, highlighting
the resistance liability of this enzyme as a drug target. Further, the continued identification of
novel mutations in the dhodh locus suggests that we still have not saturated the DHODH
resistome.
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Materials and methods
Reagents and parasite strains
Atovaquone, dihydroartemisinin and mefloquine were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis,
MO). IDI-6273 was purchased from ChemDiv (San Diego, CA). Genz669178 was graciously
provided by Genzyme, a Sanofi Company (Waltham, MA). DSM265 was a kind gift from
Margaret Phillips of University of Texas Southwestern (Dallas, TX). The Pf3D7 A10 clone used
in this study was adapted to a 40 hour replication cycle in in vitro culture, and has been previously
used in large-scale drug selection and sequencing efforts [47]. Parasites with point mutations in
PfDHODH derived from previous work were generated as described [9, 44].

In vitro parasite culturing
Parasites were cultured by standard methods with RPMI 1640 (Life Technologies) in 5% O+
human blood obtained from Interstate Blood Bank. RPMI 1640 was supplemented with 28mM
NAaHCO3, 25mM HEPES, 50mg/mL hypoxanthine, 2525μg/mL gentamycin, and 0.5% Albumax
II (Life Technologies). Parasite cultures were maintained in a gas mixture of 95% N2, 4% CO2,
and 1.1% O2 at 37°C. Parasites were regularly synchronized by 5% sorbitol treatment [57], and all
lines generated were preserved in glycerol stocks stored in liquid nitrogen.

Resistance selections
In vitro resistance selections were performed in triplicate 25mL flasks with 3-4% ring-stage
parasitemia. Selected populations were treated with the indicated dose of compound in RPMII
daily until parasites were no longer visible by thin smear microscopy. Cultures were then
replenished with compound-free RPMI, and monitored every 2-5 days by microscopy. Bulk
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recrudescent cultured were phenotyped in dose response assays. Resistant populations were cloned
by limiting dilution in 96-well plates at a density of 0.2 parasites per well in the absence of
compound.

Dose response assays
To assess drug susceptibility phenotypes of parasite lines, ring-stage parasites were grown at 1%
hematocrit, 1% starting parasitemia in 40µL volumes in 384-well black clear-bottomed plates.
Parasites were cultured in the presence of test compounds plated in triplicate concentrations in
twelve-point serial dilutions, and parasite growth after 72 hours was measured by a SYBR Greenbased fluorescence assay [58, 59]. Lysis buffer with SYBR Green I at 10x concentration was added
to the plates and allowed to incubate at room temperature for at least 12 hours. Fluorescence was
measured at 494nm excitation, 530nm emission. Data was analyzed with CCD Vault, which
calculates EC50 values based on a non-linear dose response curve fit (Burlingame, CA).

Genomic DNA analysis
For genetic characterization of resistant clones, red blood cells infected with late-stage parasites
were washed with 0.1% saponin to obtain isolated parasite pellets. For competitive growth assays,
infected red blood cells were directly suspended in DNA/RNA Shield (Zymo Research). Genomic
DNA was then extracted using a DNAeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen). Whole genome
sequencing. Libraries were prepared with the standard dual index protocol of the Nextera XT kit
(Cat. No FC-131-1024). Whole-genome sequencing was performed on an Illumina NovaSeq 6000
with S4 200 chemistry and 100bp paired end reads. The Plasmodium falciparum 3D7 genome
(PlasmoDB v. 13.0) was used as a reference for read alignment. Variants were called using an
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established analysis pipeline as previously described, where mutations are identified that are
present in drug-selected parasites that are not in the drug-sensitive parent. PCR and sanger
sequencing. PCR amplification of the dhodh locus was performed using Phusion High-Fidelity
PCR Master Mix (New England BioLabs) as per the protocol. The locus was amplified in three
overlapping segments with primers listed in Table S4.4. Quantitative PCR to assess copy number
variation. Copy number of the dhodh locus was assessed by quantitative PCR as previously
described [44], with power SYBR Green Master Mix (Applied Biosystems) and 0.1 ng gDNA
template. qPCR was performed on a ViiA7 real-time PCR system with 384-well block (Applied
Biosystems), and relative copy number was calculated using the ΔΔCT method.

Competition growth assays
Mutant and wildtype cultures were synchronized at least twice prior to the assay. Ring-stage
mutant and wildtype parasites at 5% hematocrit and 1% parasitemia were combined at equal
volumes. Mixed culture was split into three 10mL replicate flasks, which were maintained for four
weeks. Genomic DNA samples were collected and dose response assays performed at indicated
timepoints.

Statistical analysis
The heatmap visualizing patterns of cross-resistance and collateral sensitivity was created using
MultiExperimentViewer (MeV) version 4.9.0. Hierarchical clustering of both parasite lines and
compounds was performed based on Euclidean Distance using average linkage. Prism v8
(GraphPad) was used to make graphs and to perform statistical analysis comparing EC50’s of
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selected parasite clones and wildtype 3D7 A10. Significance was determined using a nonparametric ANOVA test (Kruskall-Wallis) with post-hoc multiple comparisons (Dunn’s test).
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Combination treatment with Plasmodium dihydroorotate dehydrogenase inhibitors
exhibiting reciprocal collateral sensitivity reveals differences in in vitro vs. in vivo dynamics
of resistance evolution
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Abstract
Resistance has emerged to frontline antimalarial combination therapies, making the
development of new treatment strategies for malaria a public health priority. In addition to safety
and efficacy, a key target profile for novel therapeutics is a reduced probability of resistance
emergence. Previously, we characterized the evolution of resistance to the clinical antimalarial
candidate DSM265, a Plasmodium dihydroorotate dehydrogenase (DHODH) inhibitor. We here
report that parasites resistant to DSM265 display collateral sensitivity to the structurally-distinct
DHODH inhibitor Genz669178. Work in other systems has shown that when two compounds
confer collateral sensitivity to each other, resistance to combination treatment with both
compounds is less likely to emerge. This led to the hypothesis that combination treatment
DSM265 + Genz669178 would suppress the emergence of resistant parasites. We here test this
hypothesis using both an in vitro cell culture system and an in vivo mouse model of resistance
selection. We find that while resistance to DSM265 + Genz669178 arises rapidly in vitro, crossresistant parasites do not emerge in vivo. The different results from our in vitro and in vivo
models highlight the importance of the in vivo environment, including the pharmacokinetics of
drug exposure, on the evolution of resistance. Our findings also suggest that combination
strategies based on collateral sensitivity may be effective in an in vivo context.

Introduction
Malaria impacts over 200 million people worldwide every year. Effective antimalarial
treatment is critical to preventing mortality and is instrumental to public health efforts to reduce
malaria transmission. Unfortunately, the malaria parasite Plasmodium falciparum has developed
resistance to all front-line treatments that have been used throughout history [1]. More recently,
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P. falciparum parasites with reduced sensitivity to the currently-used artemisinin combination
therapies (ACTs) have emerged and spread in southeast Asia, threatening to undo decades of
global progress [2, 3]. Thus, there is a critical need for a next generation of malaria medications
that are effective against P. falciparum strains resistant to ACTs. There are many new molecules
in the development pipeline that target various aspects of parasite biology [4]. One example are
drugs targeting the Plasmodium dihydroorotate dehydrogenase (DHODH), an electron transport
chain protein that is essential for pyrimidine biosynthesis in the parasite. Several molecules with
a diverse array of chemotypes have been shown to inhibit PfDHDOH [5-9].
In developing antimalarial medications, a major goal is to reduce the risk of resistance
emergence [10]. To this end, any new therapy will be designed as a combination treatment with
at least two partner drugs. Various factors will influence the propensity to resistance, including
the number of mutational pathways to resistance for each component drug, the fitness cost of
resistance mutations, and the effect of drug-drug interactions on antimalarial activity. Many of
these factors can be assessed in vitro through drug selection and competitive growth experiments
(e.g. [11-14]).
While in vitro studies of experimental evolution can offer key insights, there are
differences in the type of drug exposure that microorganisms face in vitro vs. in vivo. In in vitro
experiments, drug concentration remains constant over time and can be specifically manipulated.
By contrast, in vivo exposure is dependent on how the drug is metabolized by the body. The
change in drug concentration in the body over time can be described by pharmacokinetic (PK)
parameters. Most studies addressing how pharmacokinetics impacts the evolution of resistance
are in bacterial systems. Depending on the specific antibiotic, factors such as the maximum
serum concentration (Cmax), the area under the plasma time-concentration curve from 0-24
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hours (AUC0-24), and the time that the concentration of drug remains above the minimal
inhibitory concentration (MIC), can be correlated with treatment effectiveness. If resistant subpopulations are present, then the relevant PK parameters must be high enough to suppress the
growth of both sensitive and resistant microorganisms, or resistance will be selected and
amplified (Reviewed in [15-17]). In addition to variability in the concentration of drug over time,
spatial variability in how well drugs penetrate different regions of the body can also impact
treatment effectiveness [18]. These PK parameters are particularly relevant in the context of
combination therapy. If the activities of both partner drugs are not sufficiently matched over
space and time, this can lead to effective monotherapy in the patient, thus increasing the risk of
resistance development [18, 19].
In addition to the impact of pharmacokinetics, the in vivo environment can also influence
the fitness costs of a particular resistance mutation. A mutant line that is relatively fit in a
nutrient-replete in vitro environment and in the absence of an immune response may not be
competitively viable in other contexts. How genotype-environment interactions impact pathogen
fitness is not generally well-understood. Studies in various bacterial species do suggest that
environmental factors including media composition, nutrient starvation, hypoxia, temperature,
and pH, play a role in determining whether resistance mutations confer a fitness defect in the
absence of antibiotic [20-23]. A study of rifampicin-resistant Mycobacterium tuberculosis found
that while the resistant strain showed wildtype growth in standard culturing conditions, it had
reduced survival in the lungs of infected mice, directly demonstrating that differences in in vitro
vs. in vivo environments can impact the fitness of resistant mutants [20]. One example in malaria
of how environmental context can impact fitness is atovaquone-resistant parasites with mutations
in cytochrome b. While resistant parasites are fit in the asexual stage, they show reduced fitness
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in mosquito stages, likely related to the increased requirement for mitochondrial respiration in
these stages [24]. Overall, the importance of pharmacological parameters and genotypeenvironment interactions underscores the need for robust in vivo platforms to study the selection
of drug resistance.
Previously, we developed an in vivo model of resistance selection using a humanized
mouse model of P. falciparum infection [11]. We performed both in vivo and in vitro selections
with the PfDHODH inhibitor DSM265, a next generation antimalarial. While DSM265 showed
promise in early pre-clinical and clinical studies, parasites resistant to DSM265 evolved during
treatment in two patients in phase 2 clinical trials [25]. Interestingly, in our study, we also found
that resistance arose readily both in vitro and in vivo. We identified several mutations in
DHODH that conferred resistance to DSM265. Two of those mutations, DHODH C276Y and
DHODH C276F, were identical to those found in recrudescent parasites of the two phase 2
clinical trial patients [11, 25]. Comparing our in vitro and in vivo resistance selections, we also
found that the time to resistance as well as the mutational pathways to resistance were similar,
indicating that for this molecule, the in vitro cell culture system is a good model for in vivo
resistance (Summarized in Figure S5.1).
In this study, we expand on our previous work by evaluating the evolution of resistance
to two DHODH inhibitors in combination. In particular, we investigate a pair of compounds—
DSM265 and Genz669178— that exhibit ‘collateral sensitivity’, in which resistance to one
compound confers increased sensitivity to the other. Previously, we identified several examples
of DHODH inhibitors with varying chemotypes that exhibit this phenomenon [13, 26]. We
hypothesized that treating with pairs of compounds that confer collateral sensitivity to each other
would be an effective strategy to suppress the emergence of resistance [26]. Here, we explore
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how in vivo properties influence this treatment strategy by comparing the results of selection
using both an in vitro and in vivo model of resistance evolution.

Results
DSM265 and Genz669178 display reciprocal collateral sensitivity
Previously, we used a humanized mouse model of Plasmodium falciparum infection to
select for resistance to the DHODH inhibitor DSM265 in vivo. Here, we show that relative to
wildtype parasites, the bulk DSM265-selected populations are sensitive to the structurallydistinct DHODH inhibitor Genz669178 (Figure 5.1). The majority of clonal lines isolated from
in vivo-selected populations. also displayed hypersensitivity to Genz669178. All eight clones
isolated from Group B and D mice had a DHODH G181D mutation and were 2 to 3-fold more
sensitive to Genz669178. Two of the clones isolated from Group A mice had an DHODH R265G
mutation and were approximately as sensitive as wildtype, while the other two clones from
Group A had a C276YF mutation and were ~5-fold resistant to Genz669178.
We also wanted to determine if DSM265 and Genz669178 exhibited reciprocal collateral
sensitivity—i.e. whether selecting in vitro for resistance to Genz669178 yields parasites that are
hypersensitive to DSM265. We pulsed three 25mL flasks of ~2.5x108 3D7 A10 parasites with
60nM Genz669178 (approximately the EC99.3) for eight days. We then allowed the populations
to recover in the absence of compound, monitoring parasitemia by thin smear microscopy
(Figure 5.1C). All three selected parasite populations were resistant to Genz669178, and were
either as sensitive to DSM265 as wildtype (Flask 3), or displayed 2-3 fold collateral sensitivity
(Flask 1 & 2) (Figure 5.1D,E). Bulk parasite populations were cloned by limiting dilution.
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Figure 5.1: DSM265 and Genz669178 exhibit reciprocal collateral sensitivity. A-B) Treating
Plasmodium falciparum-infected mice with DSM265 selects for parasites sensitive to the
structurally-distinct inhibitor Genz669178. Previously, we performed in vivo selections with
DSM265, and selected for resistant parasites with varying mutations in the dhodh locus. A) Ex
vivo dose response assays of bulk selected populations. While populations were resistant to
DSM265, they are sensitive to the structurally-distinct DHODH inhibitor Genz669178. B)
Summary of in vitro dose response assays of clonal lines isolated from selected populations.
Individual EC50 values are shown, with mean and standard deviation depicted. Two of the four
clones from Resistant Population A (RPA) have a DHODH R265G mutation and are as sensitive
to Genz669178 wildtype 3D7 parasites, while the other two have a DHODH C276F mutation
and are ~5-fold resistant to Genz669178. All clones isolated from Resistant Population B (RPB)
and Resistant Population D (RPD) have a DHODH G181D mutation and exhibit increased
sensitivity to Genz669178 relative to wildtype. C-F) Treatment with Genz669178 in vitro selects
for parasites that are resistant to Genz669178, but sensitive to DSM265. C) Selection protocol
for in vitro selection with 60nM Genz669178. Parasite populations in three independent 25mL
culture flask were exposed to combination treatment for 7 days, and allowed to recover in the
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Figure 5.1 (Continued)
absence of drug. D) in vitro dose response of bulk populations to Genz669178. E) in vitro dose
response of bulk populations to DSM265. F) Parasite populations were cloned by limiting
dilution. Shown are bar graphs of average EC50 for two representative clones from each flask for
both Genz669178 and DSM265. Error bars depict standard deviation, with individual
bioreplicates overlaid.
All clones isolated from Flask 1 and Flask 2 were 7 to 12-fold resistant to Genz669178 and
exhibited ~2-fold hypersensitivity to DSM265 relative to wildtype parasites (Figure 5.1F, Table
5.1). Clones isolated from Flask 3 were over 100-fold resistant to Genz669178 (Figure 5.1F,
Table 5.1) and exhibited wildtype levels of sensitivity to DSM265. Sanger sequencing of clonal
lines revealed that clones from Flasks 1 and 2 had a DHODH L172V mutation, while clones
isolated from Flask 3 had a DHODH F188I mutation. Given that all Genz669178-selected clones
were either as or more sensitive to DSM265 as wildtype parasites, we hypothesized that
simultaneous treatment DSM265 + Genz669178 in combination would suppress the emergence
of resistance. We set out to test this hypothesis in in vitro and in vivo contexts.

Table 5.1 DHODH genotype and corresponding dose response phenotype for in vitro
Genz669178 selected lines
Clone Name

DHODH
Mutation

Genz669178
EC50 (nM)

DSM265
EC50 (nM)

3D7 A10

N/A

4.68±0.537

2.93±0.210

F1-E8

L172V

38.5±3.85

0.854±0.181

F1-F2

L172V

34.4±3.91

0.705±0.160

F1-G1

L172V

33.8±3.40

0.83±0.282

F1-G5

L172V

38.0±4.45

0.753±0.288

F2-E8

L172V

47.4±7.85

0.989±0.269

F2-F1

L172V

40.7±8.02

0.848±0.272

F2-F9

L172V

35.8±8.50

0.858±0.143

F2-H5

L172V

37.7±2.86

0.837±0.187

F2-H8

L172V

50.8±5.08

1.21±0.320
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Table 5.1 (Continued)
F3-E3

F188I

>500

4.69±1.603

F3-G1

F188I

>500

3.92±0.287

F3-H12

F188I

>500

4.46±0.622

In vivo treatment with Genz669178 selects for parasite populations with low-level resistance
Having established that resistance to Genz669178 evolves readily in vitro, we next
wanted to confirm that resistance to Genz669178 would also arise in vivo. We determined the
appropriate treatment regimen by administering Genz669178 to P. falciparum-infected SCID
mice at a range of doses. We measured both the parasitemia and the concentration of
Genz669178 in the blood over time to establish a pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic (PK/PD)
profile (Figure S5.2, Table S5.1). Based on this profile, we chose the 150mg/kg dose for in vivo
drug selection studies. We evaluated the in vivo evolution of resistance to Genz669178 using the
same selection method we previously established for the study of DSM265 [11]. We infected
four initial mice (Annotated A,B,C and D) with 2x107 Pf3D7008/N9 parasites, and treated them
with four daily doses of 150mg/kg Genz669178. Once parasite populations recovered from
treatment, samples containing infected RBCs were taken from each mouse and used to infect
four new mice, two of which were treated with Genz669178, and two of which were treated with
a vehicle control. This iterative process of treatment, recovery, and infection was repeated for
eight cycles. Parasite populations were maintained as independent lineages within each group of
mice (Group A, Group B, Group C, Group D). Selected populations from each group are
indicated as Genz-RPA, Genz-RPB, Genz-RPC, and Genz-RPD respectively (Figure S5.3, S5.4).
After eight cycles of treatment, none of selected populations exhibited complete
resistance to 150mg/kg Genz669178. During Cycle 8, parasitemia of selected populations
remained relatively constant during the four-day treatment period. In contrast, parasitemia of the
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untreated control continued to increase, while parasitemia of treated naïve parasites decreased.
Selected populations also recrudesced faster than naïve 3D7 parasites. Thus, while treatment is
not completely ineffective, the selected populations appear to be partially resistant to
Genz669178 (Figure S5.4). To confirm this resistance phenotype for one representative
population, Resistant Population C (Genz-RPC) parasites were used to infect additional mice,
which were treated with Genz6691878 at a range of doses. Genz-RPC parasites were fully
resistant to treatment at the lower doses of 10, 25, or 50 mg/kg (Figure S5.5). Genz-RPC also
showed moderate resistance to Genz669178 in in vitro dose response assays (Figure S5.3).
Bulk in vivo selected populations were also adapted to in vitro cultures and cloned by
limiting dilution. Whole-genome sequencing revealed that the vast majority of clonal parasite
lines did not have mutations in DHODH, with the exception of clone RPC-9D, which had a
DHODH F227L mutation. This was also the only clone which displayed significant levels of
resistance to Genz669178 compared to the Pf3D7008/N9 parent. Clone RPC-9D was also crossresistant to DSM265. Interestingly, 15 of the 17 clones had mutations in a different electron
transport chain protein, NADH dehydrogenase (NDH2) (Data File S5.1). Preliminary, these
mutations do not appear to be associated with an in vitro resistance phenotype, although
additional bioreplicates are needed (Data not shown). Most of the genetic changes identified in
NDH2 resulted in either missense or frameshift mutations, suggesting they were likely loss-offunction (Table 5.2). Other studies have demonstrated that NDH2 is dispensable in blood stages
[27].
We also assessed both bulk selected populations and clonal lines for copy number
variation at the dhodh locus, as previous work has shown that dhodh CNVs can confer moderate
resistance to DHODH inhibitors of varying structural classes [11, 13]. None of the clonal lines
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had CNV of dhodh as detected by quantitative PCR. Interestingly, samples isolated from GenzRPB after the eight treatment cycle exhibited a 2-fold increase in dhodh copy number. There was
also a potential increase in relative copy number in Group C mice (Figure S5.6). It is possible
that bulk parasite populations gained CNVs that were lost during the in vitro adaptation and
cloning process.

Table 5.2. Genotype of DHODH and NDH2 loci for in vivo Genz669178-selected clones
Clone ID:
Pf3D7008/N9

Group A

Group B

Group C

Group D

N/A
RPA-4D
RPA-7F
RPA-8B
RPA-12B
RPB-2C
RPB-8E
RPB-10E
RPB-8F
RPC-2B
RPC-3B
RPC-5F
RPC-9D
RPC-6E
RPD-2C
RPD-11C
RPD-3E
RPD-9F

DHODH
Mutation(s)
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
F227L
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT

DHODH
CNV
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

NDH2
Mutations(s)
WT
Q417*
Q417*
Q417*
Q417*
N264fs
N264fs
N264fs
N264fs
Y64fs
Y64fs
Y64fs
WT
Y64fs
Y265S
L46R
Y265S
WT

CNV=copy number variation, as detected by quantitative PCR. * = stop codon/nonsense
mutation; fs=frameshift mutation

in vitro resistance to DSM265 and Genz669178 combination treatment emerges rapidly
None of the in vitro selections with Genz669178 yielded parasites that were crossresistant to DSM265. However, two mutations were identified in in vivo single drug selections—
DHODH C276F and DHODH F227L— that are cross-resistant to both compounds. We wanted
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to determine whether simultaneous treatment with DSM265 + Genz669178 would select for
cross-resistant parasites in vitro, or if combination treatment would suppress the emergence of
resistance as initially predicted. We treated three 25mL flasks with 30nM DSM265 and 40nM
Genz669178 simultaneously for seven days. We observed parasites 12 days post-treatment in
one of three flasks (Figure 5.2A). This parasite population was resistant to both DSM265 and
Genz669178 (Figure 5.2B). Clonal lines isolated from the bulk population by limiting dilution
were 9 to 17-fold resistant to DSM625 (EC50’s ranging from 43.5-79.5nM) and 3-to- 6-fold
resistant to Genz669178 (EC50’s ranging from 22.2-45.2nM) (Figure 5.2C-D, Table 5.3, Table
S5.1). The resistant lines did exhibit collateral sensitivity to a structurally-distinct inhibitor,
IDI6273 (Figure 5.2E). All five clones had a mutation resulting in a DHODH C276Y amino acid
change (Table 5.3). The DHODH C276Y mutation was previously identified in selections with
DSM265 by both our group and others [11, 28]. This was also one of the mutations responsible
for resistance and treatment failure in the recent Phase 2 clinical trial of DSM265 [25].

Figure 5.2 Resistance to DSM265+Genz669178 combination treatment arises readily in
vitro. A) Selection protocol for in vitro selection with 30nM DSM265 and 40nM Genz669178.
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Figure 5.2 (Continued)
Parasite populations in three independent 25mL culture flask were exposed to combination
treatment for 7 days, and allowed to recover in the absence of drug. After 12 days, parasites in
flask 3 were visible by thin smear microscopy. B) in vitro dose response of bulk population from
flask 3 to both selection agents. C-E) Flask 3 was cloned by limiting dilution. All five clones had
the same mutation, leading to the DHDOH C276Y amino acid change. Shown are bar graphs of
average EC50 for two representative clones, for the indicated drugs. Error bars depict standard
deviation, with individual bioreplicates overlaid.

Table 5.3. DHODH genotype and corresponding dose response phenotype for in vitro
DSM265+Genz669178 selected lines

Clone ID

DHODH
Mutation(s)

DHODH
CNV

Genz669178
EC50 (nM)

DSM265
EC50 (nM)

IDI-6273
EC50 (nM)

3D7 A10

WT

1

7.65±2.98

4.61±1.43

407±60.8

DG-F3-C1
DG-F3-C2
DG-F3-C3
DG-F3-C4
DG-F3-C5

C276Y
C276Y
C276Y
C276Y
C276Y

1
1
1
1
1

23.4±5.87
22.2±4.57
45.2±17.9
29.3±17.6
24.1±6.58

43.5±8.82
44.5±8.47
79.5±20.8
48.1±23.8
43.7±16.83

44.7±14.5
42.9±10.3
71.1±20.4
48.6±32.1
52.0±23.4

In vivo combination treatment with DSM265 + Genz669178 fails to select for resistant parasites
We’ve thus far shown that in vivo selection with Genz669178 yields moderately-resistant
parasite populations. We also previously demonstrated that in vivo resistance to DSM265 arises
readily, and is conferred by varying point mutations in DHODH. Further, we’ve shown that in in
vitro selections, simultaneous treatment with DSM265 + Genz669178 did not suppress the
evolution of resistance, with parasites emerging after one round of treatment that were crossresistant to both compounds. We next wanted to determine how resistance to combination
treatment would evolve in our in vivo model.
Infected mice were treated with 50mg/kg DSM265 and 150mg/kg Genz669178. After
Round 1 of treatment, all four parasite populations declined during the four-day treatment period,
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fell below the limit of detection, and recrudesced within 14-29 days. After eight rounds of
treatment, none of the populations appeared to have developed resistance. Selected parasite
populations responded to the eighth round of treatment in a similar manner as to wildtype naïve
parasites, recrudescing after 14-25 days, with one population never recovering (Figure 5.3). In
contrast to selections with DSM265 alone, whole-genome sequencing revealed that none of the
populations developed mutations in DHDOH, even at a minor frequency. Interestingly, there was
an NDH2 missense mutation present at 98% frequency in Population D (Genz+DMS265 RPD)
(Data File S5.2).

Figure 5.3: in vivo resistance fails to develop after several rounds of treatment with
DSM265 and Genz669178 in combination. Four mice (initial animals for four experimental
groups A, B, C, and D) were infected with Pf3D70087/N9 parasites. Mice were treated with
150mg/kg of Genz669178 + 50mg/kg DSM265. Parasitemia was monitored until parasites
recrudesced Parasites recovering from treatment were used to infect naïve mice. Consecutive
cycles of infection, treatment and recovery were continued for eight rounds. Shown is
parasitemia in Round 1 and Round 7 of treatment. Selected populations from each group are
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Figure 5.3 (Continued)
indicated as DSM265+Genz RPA, RPB, RPD, and RPD. Top row panels show efficacy over the
four-day treatment period, and bottom row panels show parasite recrudescence over time.
Parasitemia of mice treated with DSM265+Genz669178 are represented by open, colored
symbols. Parasitemia of mice treated with vehicle alone are represented by closed, colored
symbols. Control infections with naïve wildtype 3D7 parasites are represented by black symbols
(drug-treated by open symbols, vehicle-treated by closed symbols).
Discussion
The main finding of our study is that the in vivo environment can influence how parasites
evolve in response to drug treatment, both in the context of single-drug treatment, and with a
combination of drugs that confer collateral sensitivity to each other. We compare the evolution
of Plasmodium parasites in response to treatment with Genz669178 and DSM265 + Genz669178
in combination using both in vitro cell culture and a humanized mouse model of P. falciparum
infection. We find that resistance to the combination does not emerge in the in vivo model of
selection, suggesting this treatment strategy effectively suppresses the emergence of resistant
parasites. In contrast, resistance to simultaneous treatment with DSM265 + Genz669178 arose
readily in vitro. This result clearly demonstrates the need for characterizing resistance evolution
in both in vitro and in vivo contexts.
Our study adds to a growing body of work allowing for the comparison of in vitro and in
vivo evolution of resistance to the same molecule. A number of clinically-used drugs have been
assessed in in vitro resistance selections [29-32] and in selections with rodent malaria models
[33-36]. However, direct comparison is difficult because these studies used different parasite
species, and the in vitro and in vivo experiments were not completed as part of the same studies.
By taking advantage of the NOD SCID humanized mouse model, this study, as well as our
previously-published work on DSM265, allows for direct comparison of in vitro and in vivo
selection of P. falciparum.
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In our study, in vitro cross-resistance to DSM265+Genz669178 was conferred by the
DHODH C276Y point mutation. The fact that this mutation did not emerge during in vivo
combination treatment is puzzling. In our previous work, the similar DHODH C276F mutation
emerged from selections with DSM265 [11], and we here found that this point mutation also
confers cross-resistance to Genz669178 (Figure 1). We also previously adapted an in vitroselected DHODH C276Y clone to our mouse model of infection, and found that this line was
viable in vivo [11].
One factor that may explain the observed difference between our in vivo and in vitro
models of resistance is the pharmacokinetic interplay between the two drugs. In in vitro
experiments, the concentration of both drugs remained constant during the treatment period, and
was completely absent during the recovery period. By contrast, in the in vivo experiments the
concentration of drug in the mice declined over time during the recovery period in each
treatment round. DSM265 has a longer half-life than Genz669178, so the concentration of
Genz669178 declined more rapidly. These dynamic fluctuations in drug exposure could result in
a cycling effect in which DSM265-resistant variants arise while the concentration of
Genz669178 is lower. In the following treatment cycle, concentrations of both drugs are higher
again. If the DSM265-resistant mutant is collaterally sensitive to Genz669178, it will be
outcompeted by sensitive variants. A similar phenomenon is seen when mixed populations of
resistant and sensitive bacteria are cyclically treated with pairs of drugs conferring collateral
sensitivity to each other [37].
The relative fitness of cross-resistant mutant lines in in vitro vs. in vivo environments
may also contribute to the differences between our two models of resistance. While we know that
the C276Y and C276F variants are viable in vivo, they could have a slight fitness defect relative
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to wildtype parasites which would decrease the likelihood that they would expand within a
mixed population. Enzymatic studies of mutant DHODH enzymes found that the DHODH
C276Y protein has a four-fold higher Km for Coenzyme QD compared to wildtype [28]. While
this difference may not affect parasite growth in the nutrient-rich in vitro environment, it could
have an impact in the in vivo metabolic environment, especially if the concentration of substrate
is lower and closer to the Km.
Another unexpected finding from this work was that parasites selected in vivo with both
Genz669178 alone and with DSM265+Genz669178 in combination had mutations in NDH2.
These mutations do not appear to contribute to resistance, but it is possible that they improve
parasite fitness in vivo, and/or compensate for the fitness cost of other adaptations that occurred
during drug exposure. Regardless, such mutations in NDH2 are unlikely to be relevant in natural
parasite populations, because NDH2 is essential for oocyst maturation in the mosquito [38].
Overall, our study demonstrates the importance of in vivo models to study the evolution
of resistance to novel antimalarials. Our in vivo results suggest that combining two drugs
exhibiting complementary collateral sensitivity profiles may be a successful strategy for
suppressing the emergence of resistance, and warrants further testing. If we had performed only
the cell culture-based experiments, we would have dismissed this strategy due to the high
propensity for resistance in vitro. The differences observed in our in vitro and in vivo models
also highlights that some combination of pharmacokinetic and in vivo environmental factors
influence the evolution of genetic resistance. Other factors not explored here, including the
adaptive immune response and the transition from the host to the vector, are also likely to play a
role. Understanding these complex interactions is an important area of research for future drug
development efforts.
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Future studies
There are a few key follow-up studies we can do to answer some of the open questions
raised in this chapter. We still do not know the genetic basis for the intermediate in vivo
resistance phenotype to Genz669178. One possibility is that DHODH mutations or copy number
variants occurred at an intermediate frequency in the population, but were not selected during the
cloning process. To test this hypothesis, we plan to sequence the bulk populations selected with
Genz669178 and look for minor variants.
Another interesting puzzle is why mutations in NDH2 appeared in selections with both
DSM265 and DSM265 + Genzz669178, even though NDH2 variants preliminarily do not appear
to be resistant to either compound in in vitro dose response assays. It is possible that these
mutations confer resistance in vivo but not in vitro. Another possibility is that mutations in
NDH2 do not contribute to resistance, but are a compensatory change in response to loss of
fitness. For example, if mutations or copy number variation of DHDOH altered flux though the
electron transport chain, loss of function of NDH2 could be acting to compensate for this
metabolic shift. We plan to characterize the fitness of these mutant lines in competitive growth
assays in both the presence and absence of drug. We can also assess the impact of NDH2
mutations on mitochondrial respiration through the Seahorse XFe24 bioanalyzer-based assay
developed by our group.

Materials & Methods
Reagents
DSM265 was kindly provided by Margaret Phillips of UT Southwestern [39]. Genz669178 was a
generous gift from Genzyme, a Sanofi Company (Waltham, MA). IDI-6273 was purchased from
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ChemDiv. Atovaquone (ATV), and dihydroartemisinin (DHA) were purchased from SigmaAldrich (St. Louis, MO).

Plasmodium falciparum strains
The 3D7 A10 strain has a 40-hour life cycle and has been previously characterized in large-scale
in vitro evolution efforts [12]. The 3D70087/N9 strain was adapted to grow in NODHscid/β2m-/mice engrafted with human erythrocytes [40].

in vitro culture
Plasmodium falciparum blood-stage parasites were cultured by standard methods (cite Trager
and Jensen) in RPMI 1640 (Life Technologies) with 5% human O+ hematocrit. Media was
supplemented with 28mM NaHCO3, 25nM HEPES, 50mg/mL hypoxanthine, and 25µg/mL
gentamycin. Parasite strains derived from the 3D7 A10 clone were additionally grown in 0.5%
Albumax II (Life Technologies). Parasite strains derived from the 3D70087/N9 clone were
grown in 10% serum. Blood and serum products were obtained from either Interstate Blood
Bank (Memphis, TN). or the Spanish Red Cross (Madrid, Spain). Parasite populations were
maintained at 37ºC in a gas mixture of 1.1% O2, 4% CO2, and 95% N2, and synchronized using
sorbitol treatment (cite Lambros and Vandererg).

in vitro evolution of resistance
Resistance selections with DSM265 and Genz669178 alone and in combination were performed
using 25mL cultures at 3-4% ring-stage starting parasitemia. Parasite populations were treated
daily with compound for the indicated number of days, then allowed to recover in fresh RPMI
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without compound. Population recovery was monitored via microscopic examination of thin
smears. Bulk populations recovered from selection were cloned in 96-well plates by limiting
dilution in 2% hematocrit.

in vivo model of P. falciparum infection
in vivo studies were performed using age-matched female mice with severe combined
immunodeficiency and a null mutation in the interleukin 2 receptor λ chain (NOD-scid
IL2Rλnull). Mice underwent transfusion until peripheral blood consisted of 50% human
erythrocytes, at which point they were infected intravenously with P. falciparum parasites [41].
Drugs were prepared in 0.5% hydroxypropyl methylcellulose (HPMC)/0.02% Tween 80. Drug
treatment was administered by oral gavage at 10mL/kg body weight.

Establishment of in vivo efficacy for Genz669178
Three days post-infection, P. falciparum-infected mice were dosed once daily for four
consecutive days at indicated doses. Parasitemia was monitored by flow cytometry as previously
described [41]. Blood concentrations of drug were assessed from samples of peripheral blood
taken from tail puncture at 0.5, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 23 hours after first treatment administration, and 23
hours after last administration. Compounds were extracted and measured as previously described
[11]

in vivo evolution of resistance
P. falciparum-infected mice were selected with iterative rounds of treatment as previously
described [11]. In brief, four mice were initially infected with 2x107 3D70087/N9. Three days
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post-infection, mice were orally treated with either 150mg/kg Genz669178, or with 150mg/kg
Genz669178 and 50mg/kg DSM265, once daily for four days. Parasite populations recovered in
the absence of drug, and parasitemia during the treatment and recovery period was monitored via
flow cytometry. After the parasite populations recrudesced, infected erythrocytes from each
mouse were transferred to four new animals, two of which received another round of treatment
with drug, and two of which received a vehicle control. This process of iterative passages of
infection and treatment continued for eight rounds. Resistant parasite populations were adapted
to in vitro culture and cloned by limiting dilution.

Dose response assays
The dose response phenotype of in vitro-selected lines was assessed by a 72-hour SYBR Green
I-based assay [42, 43]. Fluorescence readings (excitation at 494nm, emission at 530nm) were
taken with a SpectraMax iD5 MultiMode Microplate Reader (Molecular Devices). Dose
response data were archived and EC50 values were calculated using the CDD Vault from
Collaborative Drug Discovery (Burlingame, CA. www.collaborativedrug.com).
For parasite strains isolated in vivo, dose response phenotypes were assessed using a
[3H]-hypoxanthine incorporation method [44], modified as previously described [11]. EC50
values were calculated using Excel and Grafit 5 software.

Genomic analysis of selected parasites
Genomic DNA was isolated from selected parasite populations and clonal lines using the
DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany).
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Sanger sequencing of the dhodh locus was conducted as previously described [11]. Primers were
ordered from Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT, Newark, NJ), and PCR was performed using
Phusion High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase (NEB, Ipswich, MA). Amplicons were purified using
the 5µg DNA Clean and Concentrator Kit (Zymo Research, Irvine, CA), and were sequenced at
Genewiz (Genewiz Inc., Cambridge, MA).
Genomic DNA from infected erythrocytes isolated directly from mice underwent
selective whole-genome amplification (sWGA) with Plasmodium-specific primer sequences
prior to whole-genomc sequencing. sWGA was performed as previously described (cite Oyola et
al.), followed by cleanup with AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA).
For whole-genome sequencing, libraries were prepared with the Nextera Kit standard dual index
protocol (Cat. No FC-131-1024). Sequencing was performed on an Illumina NovaHiSeq 6000
with S4 200 chemistry and 100pm end reads. Reads were aligned to the Plasmodium falciparum
3D7 reference genome (PlasmoDB v. 13.0). Variants were called using a previously-described
analysis pipeline [12], with the drug-sensitive parent line used as a filter.
Copy number variation of the dhodh locus was assessed by quantitative PCR using the
ΔΔCT method as previously described [13]. Copy number variation was also assessed via wholegenome sequencing read coverage across the P. falciparum genome [12].
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Chapter 6

Discussion and Future Directions
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Summary of key findings
Drug resistance has continuously plagued our efforts to control and eradicate malaria. In
Chapter 1 of this thesis, I outlined the evolutionary dynamics of resistance emergence in
Plasmodium parasites. I also highlighted the need for novel treatment strategies which have a
low propensity for resistance, thus extending their useful lifetimes. I proposed a framework to
assess the probability of resistance to antimalarial drugs in the pre-clinical research stage,
including using in vitro methods to characterize both the diversity of genetic pathways to
resistance as well as the fitness cost of various resistance mechanisms. The third step of the
framework is to use in vivo platforms of resistance evolution to identify which potential
pathways are most likely to occur in a clinical context. Finally, I introduced the idea of collateral
sensitivity, in which resistance to one drug causes increased sensitivity to a second drug, as a
potential strategy to reduce the probability of resistance emergence and spread [1]. In the
following four research chapters, I explored these concepts further using drugs that target the
Plasmodium dihydroorotate dehydrogenase (DHODH) [2].
In Chapter 2, we used our proposed methodology to characterize the evolution of
resistance to the DHODH inhibitor DSM265, a clinical antimalarial candidate that, at the time
our study began, was undergoing Phase 2 trials in malaria patients [3, 4]. We found that
resistance to DSM265 arose rapidly in vitro, and could be conferred by a variety of point
mutations in the dhodh locus. We also used a NOD SCID humanized mouse model of P.
falciparum infection [5, 6] to characterize the evolution of resistance in vivo. We found that
resistance also arose readily in this in vivo platform, and that mutant variants selected by
treatment with DMS265 were similar to those identified in vitro. Thus, a key take-away from our
study was that in vitro selections are a good model for the in vivo evolution of resistance. We
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found that the DHODH C276Y mutant line was as fit as wildtype, suggesting that once
resistance emerged it would readily expand within natural parasite populations. Given that (1)
there are several pathways to resistance for DSM265, (2) at least one of resistant variants has a
high relative fitness, and (3) these pathways can also be selected in vivo, these results suggested a
high risk of resistance for DSM265, based on the methodology proposed in Chapter 1.
Confirming this conclusion, clinical resistance to DSM265 during the Phase 2 trial. Resistant
parasites isolated from patients had varying point mutations in DHODH, including the DHODH
C276Y identified in our study [3].
In Chapter 3, we used a high throughput, target-based screening approach to identify
molecules targeting resistant DHODH variants. We characterized the patterns of cross-resistance
and collateral sensitivity of 23 of these compounds to five distinct DHODH mutant lines in cell
culture. This approach successfully identified pairs of compounds with ‘mutually-incompatible
resistance,’ in which mutations that conferred resistance to one caused collaterally sensitive to
the other. We also identified one compound, TCMDC-125334, which was active against all five
mutant lines.
Chapter 4 directly tested the hypothesis generated in Chapter 3 that treating parasites with
two compounds conferring collateral sensitivity to each other would suppress the emergence of
resistance. We first expanded the cross-resistance analysis from Chapter 3, and found that
TCMDC-125334 was active against three additional DHODH mutant lines. Notably, the
clinically-relevant DHODH C276Y mutant exhibited ~10-fold collateral sensitivity to TCMDC125334. We thus hypothesized that treating DHODH C276Y parasites with TCMDC-125334
would select for reversion back to the wildtype DHODH sequence. We found that selected
parasites instead gained additional genetic changes in dhodh, which decreased their susceptibility
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to TCMDC-125334 and conferred high-level resistance to DSM265. Finally, we tested what
would happen if we treated parasites with DSM265 and TCMDC-125334 simultaneously. in
vitro selections with this combination ultimately yielded cross-resistant parasites carrying the
DHODH V532A mutation, which were evolutionarily fit in competitive growth assays. We
concluded that our attempt to suppress resistance based on collateral sensitivity failed due to the
great diversity of potential mutational pathways to resistance for this class of inhibitors. Similar
results have also been reported for various antibiotics exhibiting collateral sensitivity [7, 8],
indicating that this is a general limitation of this strategy. This finding also highlights the need to
empirically characterize the combined resistance propensity of potential compound pairs when
choosing partner drugs for combination therapy.
Chapter 5 also explores the evolution of resistance to pairs of compounds chosen based
on collateral sensitivity, characterizing the outcome of combination treatment in both in vitro and
in vivo contexts. We focus on two DHODH inhibitors, DSM265 and Genz669178, which exhibit
reciprocal collateral sensitivity. Similar to Chapter 4, in vitro selections with DSM265 +
Genz669178 in combination readily selected for cross-resistant parasites. However, resistance
did not arise to the combination in vivo. This result suggests that this treatment strategy
effectively suppresses the emergence of resistance in an in vivo context. Overall, the study left us
with several unanswered questions, highlighting the need to better understand how the in vivo
environment influences the evolutionary dynamics of drug resistance.
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Synthesis of overall themes
In reviewing the conclusions of these five chapters, a number of common threads emerge.
These uniting themes are synthesized below, including a discussion of future directions for this
work.

Diverse pathways to resistance for compounds targeting PfDHODH
Resistance selection studies described here, as well as previous work by our group [9],
have identified a total of 17 individual point mutations in DHODH (Figure 6.1). As noted
throughout the thesis, this remarkable mutational flexibility likely explains why resistance to
DHODH inhibitors arises so readily. Interestingly, in both in vitro and in vivo selections, we
frequently isolated clones from the same population that had distinct DHODH mutations,
indicating that there can be multiple mutational trajectories to resistance that emerge and expand
in a single population. This suggests that clonal interference, in which two or more lineages
compete for dominance in the population, occurs during the evolution of resistance to these
inhibitors. Previous studies in bacteria have demonstrated that the existence of clonal
interference can impact both the rate and the outcome of antibiotic resistance [10-12].
This observation suggests that in addition to characterizing the phenotype and genotype
of individual clonal lines, it would also be informative to understand the population dynamics
that occur during the evolution of resistance. As a future direction, we propose whole-population
sequencing of parasites during in vitro selection of resistance. Since we’ve established that
resistance to DHODH inhibitors is predominantly conferred by point mutations in the dhodh
locus, we can use an amplicon-sequencing based approach. Previous studies have shown that
deep amplicon sequencing of a specific locus allows for the sensitive detection of minor variants
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in Plasmodium populations [13-16]. We have already begun preliminary work to develop this
approach for DHODH.

Figure 6.1 Summary of DHODH mutations conferring resistance to various inhibitors.
Shown is the Crystal structure of PfDHODH bound to DSM265 (represented as a pink ligand;
PDB 4RX0). Mutations that were identified in resistance selections in both this study and in
previous work by Ross et al., 2014 [9] are highlighted in colored stick representation.

Resistance selections in Chapters 2 and 4 also identified two examples of double mutants
in DHODH—DHODH F227L/L531F, and DHODH C276Y/F227Y. In both instances, the
double mutant line exhibited higher-level resistance to DSM265 than conferred by either
mutation alone, consistent with additive or potentially even positive epistasis. These results
highlight how the emergence of an initial mutation can open up step-wise pathways to increased
resistance. Studies of other antimicrobial agents, including pyrimethamine and beta-lactam
antibiotics, have demonstrated that characterizing the landscape of genetic interactions between
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mutations is important for predicting likely pathways to resistance. Future work could continue
to characterize the impact of genetic interactions on resistance to DSM265 and other DHODH
inhibitors by introducing additional mutations both alone and in combination into isogenic
backgrounds using CRISPR/Cas9.

Lack of fitness costs for DHODH mutations
Most of the DHODH mutations characterized in this thesis do not appear to negatively
impact parasite biology or competitive fitness. In this thesis, we determined the relative fitness of
two mutant lines-- DHODH C276Y, and DHODH V532A-- in in vitro competitive growth
assays. We also preliminarily characterized the fitness of DHODH F227L and DHODH
F227L/L531F, although these results still need to be confirmed by genetic analysis. None of
these mutations appeared to confer a fitness cost. By contrast, previous work in our group
showed that the DHODH E182D mutant line has an in vitro growth defect [9]. In addition to the
competitive growth experiments, we also assessed the impact of four mutations—DHODH
C276Y, DHODH E182D, DHODH C276F, and DHODH R265K—on mitochondrial respiration
using a bioenergetics analysis method developed by our group [17]. Only the DHODH E182D
mutation affected mitochondrial function in this assay.
The high relative fitness of resistant variants characterized in this work is interesting,
given that fitness costs of resistance frequently occur in other systems [18-23]. The fact that
DHODH can accommodate multiple genetic changes without a marked impact on its normal
cellular function also helps to explain the ready emergence of resistance to inhibitors targeting
this enzyme. A major caveat of the fitness studies described here is that they do not capture
other selective pressures that parasites face in natural infection, such as nutrient limitations and
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the human immune response. Future work could characterize potential genotype-environment
interactions by performing competitive growth assays in varying environmental conditions such
as minimal media, higher temperatures, or oxidative stress. It would also be interesting to
investigate the impact of DHODH mutations on mosquito transmission. As discussed previously,
mutations in cytochrome b have been shown to confer defects in the development of sexual stage
parasites in the mosquito, leading to reduced transmission [24]. However, given that we’ve
shown that parasites in this study have normal mitochondrial function, we hypothesize that these
defects will not be observed in DHODH mutant lines.

In vitro vs. in vivo evolution of resistance
There is an interesting tension between the different chapters of this thesis regarding the
in vitro vs. in vivo dynamics of resistance. In Chapter 2, there was striking concordance between
the in vivo and in vitro models of resistance evolution for DSM265. By contrast, in Chapter 5,
while significant in vitro resistance to Genz669178 readily evolved, only moderate resistance to
this compound was achieved in vivo. Taken together, this indicates that whether in vitro studies
will be a good model for the in vivo evolution of resistance depends not only on the drug target,
but on the molecule itself.
One factor that may explain the differences in the in vitro and in vivo model of resistance
for Genz669178 is the pharmacodynamics (PD), or the response of parasites to drug exposure.
Despite having similar potency in vitro, compared to DSM265 a higher dose of Genz669178 was
required to clear parasitemia below the limit of detection (150 mg/kg dose for Genz69178 vs.
50mg/kg dose for DSM265). Naïve parasite populations exposed to DSM265 fell below the limit
of detection, and recrudesced after 14 days. In contrast, parasite populations exposed to
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Genz669178 barely reached the limit of detection, and recrudesced after only 6 days. This
suggests that in vivo selective pressure with Genz669178 was weaker, leading to a wider
bottleneck during treatment. This may explain why only partial resistance evolved to treatment
with Genz669178 alone. Consistent with our findings, multiple studies using the rodent malaria
model to characterize the evolution of resistance to varying doses of clinical antimalarials found
that weaker drug pressure selected for less resistant populations [25, 26].
Additionally, in Chapter 4, we find that combining DHODH inhibitors based on collateral
sensitivity fails to suppress resistant parasites in vitro. This finding makes sense considering the
great diversity of mutations that can occur in DHODH. However, in Chapter 5, we find that in
vivo combination treatment with DSM265 + Genz669178 successfully prevents the emergence of
resistance. This finding is difficult to explain, especially as we also found that mutant variants
cross-resistant to both compounds are capable of emerging in vivo. We hypothesize that the
suppression of resistance may be due to the pharmacokinetic (PK) interplay between the two
drugs. Future work should continue to explore the impact of the in vivo environment, and
particularly PK/PD properties, on the evolution of drug resistance.

Take-aways for drug development efforts
Ultimately, the research outlined here supports our proposed framework for evaluating
the probability of resistance development for novel antimalarial compounds. Using inhibitors
targeting DHODH as a model, we find that all three factors discussed in the framework—the
genetic diversity of mutational pathways, the fitness costs, and the in vivo environment— are
important parameters for predicting the evolution of resistance. The results of our in vivo work
with DSM265 + Genz669178 combination treatment also suggest that collateral sensitivity could
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act to reduce the propensity for resistance evolution. We hope that this work motivates those
working on antimalarial development to evaluate the risk of resistance to novel compounds and
combinations in the earlier stages of preclinical research. Given the clinical experience with
DSM265 and other drugs that developed resistance early on, the potential for resistance should
be a major criterion when prioritizing antimalarial candidates.
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Appendix 1: Supplementary Materials for Chapter 2

Figure S2.1. Study design for in vitro selections. Schematics show the design of in vitro
resistance selection experiments for Selections 1 and 2. (A) Pulse selection with DSM265
(Selection 1), with representative dose-response phenotype of selected populations shown (Flask
1 in yellow, Flask 2 in blue, Flask 3 in red). (B) Two-step selection with DSM267 (Selection 2),
with representative dose-response phenotype of selected populations shown (Flask 1 in yellow,
Flask 2 in blue, Flask 3 in green). Individual clone phenotypes for both selections are displayed
in Figure 1.
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Figure S2.2. Study design for additional in vitro selections. A) Schematic for Selection 3, with
representative phenotype of bulk selected populations (Flask 2, purple; Flask 3, brown. Closed
triangles, first pulse; open triangles, second pulse of DSM265 treatment) B) Schematic for
Selection 4, with representative phenotype of bulk selected populations (Flask 1, pink). For both
selections, resistant bulk cultures were cloned and phenotyped by dose response assay.
Individual replicate EC50 values are shown for each clonal line in the right-most graph. Each
clonal line is labelled on the x-axis with a unique identifier that includes the selection number
(S), flask number (F), and clone number (C), for example S3-F2-C1. Individual replicate EC50
values are shown as a scatter plot, with error bars depicting mean and standard deviation. Note
that the y-axis of the graph in panel A is in log-scale to allow for better visualization of the data.
Statistically significant differences in specific clonal phenotypes relative to the wild-type 3D7
parental line are indicated on the graph. Significance was calculated using a non-parametric oneway ANOVA (Kruskal-Wallis) test with post-hoc multiple comparisons (Dunn’s test) between
resistant lines and the 3D7 parent. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ****p<0.0001. ns= not significant.
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Figure S2.3. Detection of copy number duplication of the dhodh locus in in vitro-isolated clones
by real-time quantitative PCR. Increased copy number of dhodh was calculated relative to the 18s
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Figure S2.3 (Continued)
rRNA gene and 3D7 A10 wildtype strain. β tubulin or seryl tRNA synthetase genes shown as
additional control. Error bars represent min/max values calculated from four technical replicates.
Copy number variation was detected in expected clones based on the whole-genome sequence
analysis. 2x DHODH control is from a previously-published parasite line confirmed to have dhodh
copy number duplication.
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Figure S2.4 General study design for in vivo selection of drug-resistant P. falciparum in SCID
mice. A) Shown is the scheme for selection of resistant P. falciparum parasites in vivo. P.
falciparum- infected SCID mice were treated with a dose of DHODH inhibitor that cleared
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Figure S2.4 (Continued)
detectable parasitemia. Recrudescent parasites were transferred to naïve animals, which were then
treated with the same dose of DHODH inhibitor. Iterative rounds of dosing resulted in resistant P.
falciparum parasites that were no longer responsive to the original treatment dose. B) Once
resistant parasites were observed, samples were cryopreserved for sequencing and phenotypic
characterization. The resistant parasite lines were then in vitro cultured-adapted, cloned by limiting
dilution, and individual clones phenotyped and sequenced.
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Figure S2.5 Development of resistance to DSM265 in SCID mice infected with P.
falciparum for Groups B and D. Recrudescent parasites from the initial treatment (round 1)
were used to infect four naïve mice in the next round of selection. Mice were distributed in two
groups (n=2 mice/group), one group was treated orally with the same dose of drug (represented
in the figure as individual mice M1 and M2, open symbols), and the other group was treated with
vehicle alone represented as an average, closed circles. A) Overview of resistance selections in
group B animals, as outlined in the main manuscript for Group A. Infections with resistant
parasite populations are represented by brown symbols, while wildtype control infections are
represented by red symbols. Treatment was ineffective after the fourth round of treatment.
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Figure S2.5 (Continued)
Efficacy data for the final round of treatment (round 4) is shown. B) Overview of resistance
selections in Group D animals. Infections with resistant parasite populations are represented by
purple symbols, while wildtype control infections are represented by red symbols. Treatment was
ineffective after the fifth round of treatment. Efficacy data for the final round of treatment (round
5) is shown. C) Resistant populations were adapted to in vitro culture. P. falciparum parasite
lines were cloned by limiting dilution from the bulk population, and phenotyped in a dose
response assay. Individual replicate EC50 values are shown for each clonal line, with the mean
depicted. Non-parametric one-way ANOVA (Kruskal-Wallis) tests indicate there is not
significant variation between the different parasite lines relative to 3D7 wildtype.
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Figure S2.6. Detection of copy number duplication of the dhodh locus in in vivo-isolated
clones by real-time quantitative PCR. Increased copy number of dhodh was calculated relative
to the 18s rRNA gene and 3D7 wildtype strain. Seryl tRNA synthetase gene shown as additional
control. Error bars represent min/max values calculated from four technical replicates. As
expected, copy number variation of dhodh was not detected in any of the clones. 2x DHODH
control is from a previously-published parasite line confirmed to have dhodh copy number
duplication.
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Figure S2.7 Second competition assay confirming the C276Y mutation has no fitness cost
over time. The 3D7 parent and the in vitro- selected clone S1-F1-C1 containing the C276Y
mutation were co-cultured in an in vitro competition assay. Flask 4 was cultured with 100nM
DSM265. As expected, in Flask 4 the relative abundance of the C276Y mutation increases over
time, demonstrating that the assay is able to pick up changes in the allelic composition of the
cultures. (A) Frequency of the C276Y allele calculated based on read counts from whole genome
sequencing of genomic DNA extracted at indicated times. (B) High resolution melt (HRM) assay
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Figure S2.7 (Continued)
of genomic DNA samples extracted from indicated competition assay flasks over time. For
simplicity, one representative technical replicate is shown. The melt profile shows that the allelic
composition of the culture remains relatively stable over time in flask 3, while shifting towards
the C276Y allele in flask 4.

Figure S2.8 CRISPR/Cas9-mediated introduction of the E182D mutation into the 3D7 A10
parasite strain. A) Sequence of the guides and donor template. Guide sequence includes the
PAM sequence in italicized blue font, which while not included in the guide RNA that is
expressed, must be present in the genomic DNA to target the Cas9 enzyme to the locus of
interest. Donor template is 500bp of homology. Guide RNA sequence is highlighted in yellow.
Four silent mutations highlighted in blue were included to avoid targeting of the template DNA
by Cas9. B) Sanger sequencing chromatograph of edited parasite population demonstrates
efficient editing to introduce the E182D mutation (outlined in red) and silent mutations (outlined
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Figure S2.8 (Continued)
in blue). C) Dose response assay of clonal transfected line demonstrates that edited parasites
have a resistance phenotype comparable to the originally-isolated resistant line. To determine
whether the CRISPR-edited line recapitulates the phenotype of the original drug-selected isolate,
EC50’s of the three lines were compared using non-parametric one-way ANOVA (KruskallWallis) with post hoc multiple comparisons (Dunn’s test). The differences in the dose response
of the original isolate and the CRISPR-edited transfectant is statistically insignificant (p>0.999).
In contrast the difference between the original isolate and the 3D7 parent is statistically
significant (p=0.0073) and the difference between the CRISPR transfectant and 3D7 is nearing
significance (p=0.1142).
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Figure S2.9. In vitro competitive growth assays of DHODH F227L vs. 3D7 A10, and
DHODH F227L/L531F vs. DHODH F227L. Parasite lines were synchronized and combined in
1:1 ratios. Co-cultures were growth over time for indicated number of days. Dose response
assays at Day 0 showed an intermediate phenotype of mixed populations. This intermediate
phenotype is maintained at the last day of the assay, suggesting that both parasite lines were
maintained within the population.
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Figure S2.10. Bioenergetic analysis of wildtype and CRISPR-edited 3D7 A10DHODH E182D
lines. Parasites at schizont stage were exposed to indicated concentrations of DHO, and oxygen
consumption rate (OCR) increases were plotted. Data represent mean ± SD of 2-3 bioreplicates.
While there is a trend towards lower OCR values, Kruskal-Wallis test with post-hoc multiple
comparisons between wildtype and E182D parasites indicated no statistically significant
differences between the two lines at any dose (p=0.0675, 0.1107, 0.1107, 0.8902, 0.6991 for 5,
10, 20, 40 and 80mM doses, respectively). Dotted lines added for ease of comparison between
plots.
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Figure S2.11. Bioenergetic analysis of wildtype and CRISPR-edited Dd2 parasites.
Schizont-stage parasites were exposed to indicated concentrations of DHO. Oxygen consumption
rate (OCR) increases were measured by Seahorse XFe24 and plotted. Data represent mean ± SD
of 2-3 bioreplicates. Three mutant lines, DHODH C276Y, DHODH C276F, and DHODH 265K,
and the Dd2 wildtype parent, were characterized in the assay. There were no significant
differences in OCR values between the four lines at any DHO concentration.
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Figure S2.12 Efficacy of DSM265 against in vivo P. falciparum adapted lines in P.
falciparum-infected SCID mice. One mouse was treated with vehicle and another two mice
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Figure S2.12 (Continued)
with either 1, 10, 25, 50, or 75 mg/kg of DSM265 to determine in vivo efficacy parameters.
Parasitemia is shown over time in individual mice during the efficacy assay. The dotted
horizontal line indicates 90% reduction in parasitemia compared to vehicle-treated animals. A)
Mice infected with 3D7 A10 parental line. B) Mice infected with clone S1-F1-C1 (C276Y).

Figure S2.13. Crystal structure of PfDHODH bound to DSM265 (PDB 4RX0)(30) with
mutations that confer resistance to DSM265 highlighted. DSM265 represented by the pink
space-filled ligand. Purple residues show location of mutations selected by DSM265/267 in vitro
in this study. Blue residues were selected by DSM265 in vivo. Red residues were selected both in
vivo and in vitro. Yellow residues were selected by other DHODH inhibitors in a previous study
(Ross et al., 2014)
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Table S2.1. Observation of parasitemia in in vitro pulse selections
Selection 1
Flask #

Date selection started

1
2
3

11/24/16
11/24/16
11/24/16

Date drug
removed
12/1/16
11/30/16
12/1/16

Date parasitemia first
observed
12/12/16
12/14/16
12/14/16

Date drug
removed
7/29/16
7/29/16
7/29/16

Date parasitemia first
observed
8/10/16
8/8/26
8/8/16

Selection 2-Step 1
Flask #

Date selection started

1
2
3

7/23/16
7/23/16
7/23/16
Selection 3

Flask #

Date selection
started (First
pulse)

Date
drug
removed

Date
parasitemia
first
observed

2
3

8/21/17
8/21/17

8/26/17
8/26/17

9/6/17
9/6/17
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Date drug
pressure
resumed
(Second
pulse)
10/21/17
10/21/17

Date drug
removed

Date
parasitemia
first
observed

10/28/18
10/27/17

11/2/17
10/29/17

Table S2.2. Compound concentration (nM) of DSM265, DSM267, and control compounds that results in half-maximal
response (EC50) for all parasite lines described, with standard error (SE), range (Min-Max) and sample size (N) reported
Selection
in vitro
/ Group
or in
Number
vivo
or
selection
citation

Parent

parental Babbitt et parental
line al., 2010
line

Clone ID

3D7 A10

Mutation

WT

Atovaquon
dhodh DSM-267 DSM-265
DHA
CQ
MQ
AQ
AM
e
copy EC50±SE EC50±SE
EC50±SE EC50±SE EC50±SE EC50±SE EC50±SE
EC50±SE
numbe (Min-Max, (Min-Max,
(Min-Max, (Min-Max, (Min-Max, (Min-Max, (Min-Max,
(Min-Max,
r
N)
N)
N)
N)
N)
N)
N)
N)

1

0.564±0.13
2.18±0.646 3.55±1.28
3.85±1.62
3 (0.30(1.15-3.09, (1.39-5.08,
(1.68-5.98,
0.76,
N=9)
N=10)
N=10)
N=10)

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

Selection
in vitro
3D7 A10 S1-F1-C1
1

C276Y

1

36.2±23.6 45.1±32.5 0.596±0.25 3.35±0.867
(11.6-81.2, (12.9-111, 8 (0.357- (2.13-4.69,
N=6)
N=6)
1.07, N=6)
N=5)

Selection
3D7 A10 S1-F1-C2
1

C276Y

1

34.2±15.4 48.8±21.6 0.688±0.26 3.49±0.740
(18.8-66.4, (29.2-91.3, 7 (0.389- (2.73-4.80,
N=7)
N=7)
1.19, N=7)
N=6)

ND

ND

ND

ND

1

0.632±0.05
35.0±21.4 69.3±29.0
2.97±0.455
50 (0.571(13.4-79.8, (35.5-119,
(2.27-3.45,
0.704,
N=7)
N=7)
N=6)
N=7)

ND

ND

ND

ND

2

0.720±0.17
5.99±2.72 8.76±4.33
3.33±01.05
8 (0.408(2.53-9.28, (3.90-14.4,
(2.12-5.09,
0.932,
N=6)
N=6)
N=6)
N=6)

ND

ND

ND

ND

1

0.563±0.17
37.0±19.6 51.5±29.0
3.03±0.863
7 (0.313(16.21- (20.7-99.3,
(1.50-4.16,
0.808,
68.5, N=6)
N=6)
N=6)
N=6)

ND

ND

ND

ND

in vitro

Selection
in vitro
3D7 A10 S1-F1-C3
1

Selection
in vitro
3D7 A10 S1-F3-C1
1

Selection
in vitro
3D7 A10 S1-F3-C2
1

L531F

WT

C276Y
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Table S2.2 (Continued)
Selection
in vitro
3D7 A10 S1-F3-C3
1

Selection
in vitro
3D7 A10 S1-F3-C4
1

Selection
S2(1)-F2in vitro
3D7 A10
2.1
C1

Selection
S2(1)-F2in vitro
3D7 A10
2.1
C2

Selection
S2(1)-F3in vitro
3D7 A10
2.1
C1

Selection
S2(1)-F3in vitro
3D7 A10
2.1
C2

Selection
S2(1)-F3in vitro
3D7 A10
2.1
C3

in vitro

C276Y

C276Y

F227L

F227L

WT

L531F

L531F*

Selection
S2(2)-F2- F227L+L531
3D7 A10
2.2
C1
F

1

36.8±16.7 45.8±23.4 0.629±0.23 2.80±0.748
(17.0-67.8, (26.4-91.6, 6 (0.367- (1.66-3.55,
N=7)
N=7)
1.09, N=7)
N=7)

ND

ND

ND

ND

1

0.519±0.08
24.0±6.05 37.2±12.9
53 (0.450- (2.60-3.16,
(19.5-30.9, (27.280.615,
N=2)
N=3)
51.8, N=3)
N=3)

ND

ND

ND

ND

1

0.361±0.09
38.6±16.64 56.3±11.4
2.95±0.719
63 (0.235(23.5-61.8, (47.2-72.3,
(1.93-3.46,
0.468,
N=3)
N=3)
N=3)
N=3)

ND

ND

ND

ND

1

0.238±0.08
35.0±17.8 71.9±54.3
2.93±0.211
99 (0.147(18.2-53.8, (38.0-135,
(2.69-3.06,
0.327,
N=3)
N=3)
N=4)
N=3)

ND

ND

ND

ND

1

0.507±0.21
3.77±1.78 3.88±0.929
9 (0.323- (2.90-4.96,
(1.79-5.94, (3.13-5.15,
0.802,
N=2)
N=4)
N=4)
N=4)

ND

ND

ND

ND

1

0.375±0.14
17.2±6.06 63.9±25.9
3.49±1.25
5 (0.209(10.2-21.3, (39.0-90.6,
(2.62-4.93,
0.476,
N=3)
N=3)
N=3)
N=3)

ND

ND

ND

ND

1

0.488±0.37
12.8±3.19 49.1±10.2
4 (0.0586- (3.24-3.91,
(9.20-15.3, (38.1-58.1,
0.747,
N=2)
N=3)
N=3)
N=3)

ND

N, ND

ND

ND

1

357±307(1 911±864(3 0.334±0.19 3.54±1.51
87-816, 74-2200, 9 (0.173- (2.13-5.88,
N=4)
N=4)
.712, N=6)
N=5)

ND

ND

ND

ND
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Table S2.2 (Continued)
in vitro

Selection
S2(2)-F23D7 A10
2.2
C2

F227L

2

56.6±43.5
0.369±0.20
91.3±50.9
3.70±1.84
(23.426 (0.161(50.8-163,
(2.31-6.11,
130.7,
0.707,
N=5)
N=5)
N=5)
N=5)

ND

ND

ND

ND

1

562±224 0.291±0.07 3.45±1.278
95 (0.205(2.06-5.16,
(475-1810, (424-821,
0.390,
N=5)
N=3)
N=3)
N=5)

ND

ND

ND

ND

1270±257 0.396±0.16 3.85±1.12
3 (0.226(2.58-4.69,
(10200.552,
N=3)
1540, N=3) N=3)

ND

ND

ND

ND

952±748

Selection
S2(2)-F3in vitro
3D7 A10
2.2
C1

Selection
S2(2)-F3in vitro
3D7 A10
2.2
C2
(Anguloparental
Barturen parental
line (in
et al.,
line
vitro)
2008)

3D7
(0097/N9)

Selection
3D7
in vitro
S3-F2-C1
3
(0087/N9)

F227Y

>500nM,
F227Y

1
(N=5)

WT

G181C

1

0.676±0.18
4.57±0.873 9.08±2.41
36.6±22.0 27.85±4.20 8.30±1.31 8.69±1.87
0 (0.456- (2.55-3.3,
(3.60-5.77, (6.71-11.8,
(11.2-60.8, (23.0-32.2, (6.66-9.38, (6.54-9.92,
0.891,
N=2)
N=5)
N=5)
N=4)
N=4)
N=4)
N=3)
N=4)

1

0.734±0.09
75.3±5.80 166±56.8
19 (0.637(68.6-79.0, (101-208,
0.844,
N=3)
N=3)
N=4)

ND

29.1±12.09 31.4±6.17 9.27±2.35 12.1±4.02
(18.2-44.1, (26.4-40.3, (5.85-11.1, (7.80-16.1,
N=4)
N=4)
N=4)
N=4)

ND

19.8±6.36 29.0±10.9 8.81±0.411 11.7±1.52
(12.7-26.5, (20.8-45.1, (8.37-9.32, (10.6-13.9,
N=4)
N=4)
N=4)
N=4)

in vitro

Selection
3D7
S3-F2-C2
3
(0087/N9)

G181C

1

0.609±0.28
61.3±21.3 139±76.2
7 (0.356(43.5-84.9, (59.8-211,
1.014,
N=3)
N=3)
N=4)

in vitro

Selection
3D7
S3-F2-C3
3
(0087/N9)

G181C

1

65.6±25.6 134±58.6 0.717±0.23
(44.2-94.0, (74.9-192, 1 (0.517N=3)
N=3)
1.05, N=4)

ND

37.0±17.6 30.9±7.71 7.08±1.86 8.24±2.11
(17.6-52.1, (24.5-39.5, (5.49-9.13, (6.06-10.3,
N=3)
N=3)
N=3)
N=3)

in vitro

Selection
3D7
S3-F2-C4
3
(0087/N9)

F227Y

1

5361±2832 3260±1721 0.382±0.12
(3130(19302 (0.1728550, N=3) 5730, N=4) .468, N=5)

ND

19.3±6.98 40.7±7.21 5.66±1.31 10.0±1.05
(12.4-28.6, (31.7-48.6, (3.96-7.07, (8.28-11.1,
N=5)
N=5)
N=5)
N=5)
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Table S2.2 (Continued)
Selection
3D7
in vitro
S3-F3-C1
3
(0087/N9)

Selection
3D7
in vitro
S3-F3-C2
3
(0087/N9)

Selection
3D7
in vitro
S3-F3-C3
3
(0087/N9)

Selection
3D7
in vitro
S3-F3-C4
3
(0087/N9)

Selection
3D7
in vitro
S3-F3-C5
3
(0087/N9)

Selection
3D7
in vitro
S3-F3-C6
3
(0087/N9)

Selection
3D7
in vitro
S4-F1-C1
4
(0087/N9)

L531F

L531F

L531F

L531F

L531F

L531F

V532G

1

39.7±12.3 122±49.4 0.649±0.26
(30.6-53.7, (71.0-170, 5 (0.428N=3)
N=3)
1.03, N=4)

ND

1

0.671±0.09
42.8±11.7 159±25.0
67 (0.598(32.4-55.5, (131-179,
0.813,
N=3)
N=3)
N=4)

ND

20.9±13.9 29.3±4.58 9.00±1.88 8.81±3.96
(8.77-40.8, (22.8-33.2, (7.09-11.4, (6.32-13.4,
N=4)
N=4)
N=4)
N=3)

1

0.640±0.19
39.2±7.50 163±75.3
1 (0.515(30.8-45.3, (76.1-211,
0.860,
N=3)
N=3)
N=3)

ND

17.6±3.09 29.9±10.0 7.70±2.72 10.4±2.80
(14.1-19.5, (23.3-41.4, (5.12-10.5, (7.23-12.3,
N=3)
N=3)
N=3)
N=3)

1

0.746±0.13
50.4±11.6 186±71.6
9 (0.614(37.6-60.1, (103-229,
0.890,
N=3)
N=3)
N=3)

ND

43.3±17.8 9.68±2.69 14.7±4.92
(14.3-15.3,
(25.6-61.1, (6.58-11.3, (11.1-20.3,
N=2)
N=3)
N=3)
N=3)

1

0.547±0.10
34.0±7.78 139±53.5
5 (0.417(23.6-41.5, (65.2-189
0.666,
N=4)
N=4)
N=4)

ND

28.6±21.4 26.5±5.77 7.65±1.94 10.5±1.56
(11.2-52.4, (21.3-33.9, (5.93-10.4, (8.82-11.9,
N=3)
N=4)
N=4)
N=3)

1

45.3±14.5 146±61.6 0.864±0.30
(29.1-57.0, (95.3-214, 3 (0.606N=3)
N=3)
1.21, N=4)

ND

41.9±44.1 38.3±9.18
(14.4-92.8, (29.9-48.1,
N=3)
N=3)

1

495±221 1010±413 0.429±0.11 5.52±2.80
5 (0.297(261-701, (498-1480, 0.539, (2.28-7.15,
N=4)
N=3)
N=3)
N=4)

186

ND

ND

31.0±5.53 8.59±1.19 8.69±0.901
(25.8-36.8, (7.52-9.87, (7.87-9.66,
N=3)
N=3)
N=3)

9.22±2.42
12.1±3.65
(6.66(8.19-15.4,
11.46,
N=3)
N=3)

31.6±8.72 10.3±6.14
(8.17-10.0,
(23.9-41.1, (6.48-17.4,
N=2)
N=3)
N=3)

Table S2.2 (Continued)
1

627±163 0.367±0.08 4.80±3.51 41.6±25.7 31.1±8.26 10.6±4.29 10.1±1.79
20 (0.292(1.63-8.57, (20.9-79.2, (21.1-40.4, (7.57-16.8, (8.83-12.8,
(222-446, (407-754,
0.455,
N=3)
N=4)
N=4)
N=4)
N=4)
N=3)
N=4)
N=3)

1

690±178 0.390±0.05 5.24±2.95 17.2±10.6 28.7±8.64 8.14±1.49 9.85±2.25
17 (0.343(1.31-8.35, (8.90-29.2, (22.9-43.5, (6.49-10.2, (8.36-13.7,
(305-471, (531-921,
0.462,
N=4)
N=3)
N=5)
N=5)
N=5)
N=4)
N=5)
N=4)

V532G

1

846±207 0.487±0.08 5.64±1.80 31.7±14.7 32.4±6.81 11.1±5.08 9.28±1.39
79 (0.436(322-577, (551-1040, 0.589, (3.80-7.40, (15.1-42.9, (24.1-40.5, (7.10-18.5, (7.39-10.5,
N=3)
N=3)
N=4)
N=4)
N=4)
N=3)
N=4)
N=3)

WT

1

22.0±4.39 25.0±4.73 1.21±1.13
(15.1-26.8, (20.0-30.8, (0.353N=5)
N=5)
2.78, N=5)

317±116

in vitro

Selection
3D7
S4-F1-C2
4
(0087/N9)

V532G

363±73.4

Selection
3D7
in vitro
S4-F1-C3
4
(0087/N9)

V532G

463±129

Selection
3D7
in vitro
S4-F1-C4
4
(0087/N9)
(Anguloparental
Barturen parental
line (in
et al.,
line
vivo)
2008)

3D7
(0097/N9)

ND

19.7±2.18
(16.3-21.6,
N=5)

ND

ND

ND

ND

21.9±5.01
(16.3-28.2,
N=4)

ND

ND

ND

1

684±169 1.01±0.407
(426-978, (451-819, (0.6281.53, N=4)
N=4)
N=4)

ND

18.0±2.22
(15.5-20.4,
N=4)

ND

ND

ND

1

1070±104 966±314 0.95±1.053
(971-1210, (676-1285, (0.289N=4)
2.50, N=3)
N=4)

ND

27.7±7.08
(19.1-35.4,
N=4)

ND

ND

ND

ND

18.8±1.77
(16.9-21.1,
N=4)

ND

ND

ND

634±286

3D7
in vivo Group A
RPA-C1
(0087/N9)

C276F

1

655±317 1.46±0.902
(225-890, (284-1060, (0.8892.50, N=4)
N=4)
N=4)
732±241

3D7
in vivo Group A
RPA-C2
(0087/N9)

3D7
in vivo Group A
RPA-C3
(0087/N9)

C276F

R265G

737±201

3D7
in vivo Group A
RPA-C4
(0087/N9)

R265G

1

669±238 0.417±0.32
(625-1040, (437-905, 2 (0.147.830, N=4)
N=4)
N=4)
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Table S2.2 (Continued)
3D7
in vivo Group B
RPB-C1
(0087/N9)

G181N

3D7
RPB-C2
(0087/N9)

G181N

in vivo Group B

(2200(33002390, N=2) 3530, N=2)

(0.4000.500,
N=2)

ND

1

(2120(29202420, N=2) 3430, N=2)

(0.4000.500,
N=2)

ND

(0.4000.500,
N=2)

1

(18.6-21.4,
ND

ND

ND

(18.2-19.5,
N=2)

ND

ND

ND

ND

(19.5-33.1,
N=2)

ND

ND

ND

N=2)

3D7
in vivo Group B
RPB-C3
(0087/N9)

G181N

1

(2420(32702660, N=2) 3430, N=2)

3D7
RPB-C4
(0087/N9)

G181N

1

(2370(30302440, N=2) 3170, N=2)

(0.4000.500,
N=2)

ND

(23.2-24.3,
N=2)

ND

ND

ND

(0.4000.400,
N=2)

ND

(24.3-27.2,
N=2)

ND

ND

ND

in vivo Group B

3D7
in vivo Group D
RPD-C1
(0087/N9)

G181N

1

(2307(29632371, N=2) 3156, N=2)

3D7
RPD-C2
(0087/N9)

G181N

1

(2070(24303020, N=2) 4300, N=2)

(0.4000.600,
N=2)

ND

(15.4-19.9,
N=2)

ND

ND

ND

(0.4000.500,
N=2)

ND

(25.9-26.2,
N=2)

ND

ND

ND

(0.4000.500,
N=2)

ND

(30.4-43.6,
N=2)

ND

ND

ND

ND

206±33.2 11.3±5.04 13.4±3.88
(5.35-5.61,
(178-242, (8.06-17.1, (10.5-17.8,
N=2)
N=3)
N=3)
N=3)

in vivo Group D

3D7
in vivo Group D
RPD-C3
(0087/N9)

G181N

1

(1860(31502500, N=2) 3340, N=2)

3D7
RPD-C4
(0087/N9)

G181N

1

(1110(17101690, N=2) 1890, N=2)

1

3.46±1.07 3.92±2.00 0.338±0.09
42 (0.229(2.68-4.69, (2.57-6.23, 0.395,
N=3)
N=3)
N=3)

in vivo Group D

N/A

N/A

N/A

Dd2-2D4

WT
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Table S2.2 (Continued)
in vitro

Lukens et
al. 2014

3D7

previously
selected

Ross et
previously
in vitro
Dd2 2D4
al. 2014
selected

Ross et
previously
in vitro
Dd2 2D4
al. 2014
selected

Ross et
in vitro
al. 2014

Dd2

previously
selected

E182D

I263F

F188I

F227I

Ross et
previously
in vitro
Dd2 2D4
F227I/L527I
al. 2014
selected

CRISPR
-edited

CrisprE182
3D7 A10
D

E182D

1

0.423±0.25
97.1±20.9 174.4±53.7
3 (0.150(73.0-109, (119-226,
0.651,
N=3)
N=3)
N=3)

1

0.231±0.07
3.62±0.786 231±51.4 18.8±7.45 12.8±1.70 7.29±1.65
>200 nM > 200 nM 84 (0.143(3.06-4.17, (169-283, (11.5-29.1, (10.9-14.2, (5.40-8.72,
(4)
(4)
0.332,
N=2)
N=4)
N=4)
N=4)
N=4)
N=4)

ND

14.8±2.18
6.17±2.52 4.33±1.34
(29.9-33.6,
(12.3-16.5,
(3.36-8.23, (2.96-5.63,
N=2)
N=3)
N=3)
N=3)

1

0.426±0.08
1.30±0.441 8.96±4.52
13 (0.357(3.57-16.8
(1.00-2.10,
0.541,
N=6)
, N=6)
N=4)

1

0.227±0.08
31.5±10.9 51.6±30.3
3.61±0.658
46 (0.112(22.2-49.2, (23.5-100,
(2.88-4.17,
0.312,
N=5)
N=5)
N=3)
N=5)

ND

ND

ND

ND

1

0.284±0.13
71.0±41.7 99.6±51.7
2.90±0.727
5 (0.166(21.4-132, (49.1-178,
(2.11-3.55,
0.489,
N=5)
N=5)
N=3)
N=5)

ND

ND

ND

ND

1

47.3±34.6 54.3±33.0
(9.62-77.6, (17.0-79.7,
N=3)
N=3)

ND

ND

ND

ND

0.225
(N=1)

ND

1.66 (N=1)

270±80.1 11.3±1.90 14.9±4.79 6.72±1.75
(181-337, (8.51-12.5, (11.1-21.9, (5.11-8.58,
N=3)
N=4)
N=4)
N=3)

ND, No data; N/A, Not applicable
DHA, dihydroartemisinin; CQ, choroquine; MQ, mefloquine; AQ, amodiaquine; AM, artemether
Note that the EC50’s for all parasite lines selected in vitro were determined in serum-free conditions, while the EC50’s for the in vivoselected lines were determined in the presence of serum
*Whole-genome sequencing indicated that S2(1)-F3-C3 was a mixed population with both the L531F (57%) and wildtype (43%)
alleles
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Table S2.3. Statistics for whole-genome sequencing

Clone
name
S1-Parent
S1-F1-C1
S1-F1-C2
S1-F1-C3
S1-F3-C1
S1-F3-C2
S1-F3-C3
S1-F3-C4
S2-Parent
S2(1)-F3C2
S2(1)-F3C3
S2(2)-F2C1
S2(2)-F2C2
S2(2)-F3C1
S2(2)-F3C2
S3-Parent
S3-F2-C1
S3-F2-C2
S3-F2-C3
S3-F2-C4
S3-F3-C1
S3-F3-C2
S3-F3-C3
S3-F3-C4
S3-F3-C5
S3-F3-C6
S4-Parent
S4-F1-C1
S4-F1-C2
S4-F1-C3

Total Reads

Aligned
Reads

Percent
Aligned

Total Base
Pairs
Sequenced

25584600
22222076
24212432
21909052
22633158
22888962
27291700
27149122
27504000

25544634
22028617
24166279
21866712
22501444
22810997
27214448
27108796
27463230

99.8
99.1
99.8
99.8
99.4
99.7
99.7
99.9
99.9

1877118462
1740632491
1886451454
1698230905
1771906727
1739793615
2140628005
2051763633
2094360978

Mean
Sequencing
Depth (Fold
Coverage)
80.45
74.6
80.85
72.78
75.94
74.56
91.74
87.93
89.76

22858802

22776548

99.6

1736328093

74.42

97.5

27394814

27323058

99.7

2099955847

90

98.2

21630920

21591081

99.8

1767752006

75.76

97.7

25536060

25488016

99.8

1954078100

83.75

97.5

24750472

24698157

99.8

1943750723

83.31

97.2

24448922

24387794

99.8

1909158169

81.82

97.3

43677642
25378000
26809348
32118982
33695684
33217558
31848850
36549302
33017976
29778184
32017616
24422286
21102250
26629518
16245070

43040051
25264965
26718890
32063848
33620098
33156073
31763890
36487963
32956981
29733206
31942970
24198370
20928741
26463436
16200593

98.5
99.6
99.7
99.8
99.8
99.8
99.7
99.8
99.8
99.8
99.8
99.1
99.2
99.4
99.7

3420757941
1945561154
1981360858
2445876974
2612788408
2580040807
2429747991
2742976068
2522698021
2270220563
2451115782
1941943292
1706172266
2001141019
1363707185

146.61
83.38
84.92
104.83
111.98
110.58
104.13
117.56
108.12
97.3
105.05
83.23
73.12
85.77
58.45

99
99
97.8
99.3
99
99.3
98.8
99.4
99.4
99.3
99.3
98.1
97
97.6
94.9

186

% bases
above 5
reads
97.9
97.2
97.7
97.5
97.6
97.2
98
98.1
98

Table S2.3 (Continued)
S4-F1-C4
in vivo
Parent
(bulk)
RPARound 1
RPARound 2
RPARound 3
RPBRound 1
RPBRound 2
RPBRound 3
RPBRound 4
RPDRound 1
RPDRound 2
RPDRound 3
RPDRound 4
RPDRound 5
in vivo
Parent
(clones)
RPA-C1
RPA-C2
RPA-C3
RPA-C4
RPB-C1
RPB-C2
RPB-C3
RPB-C4
RPD-C1
RPD-C2
RPD-C3
RPD-C4

22095224

22005093

99.6

1736293255

74.41

97.6

43677642

43040051

97.1

3420757941

146.61

99

33900118

31922511

94.2

2558064514

109.63

97.9

43173288

41784570

96.8

3451767210

147.94

97.8

33706668

32976137

97.8

2794411005

119.76

97.7

44514798

41928187

94.2

3428539302

146.94

97.5

21751422

20980922

96.5

1827689919

78.33

95.3

23675070

22951190

96.9

2016517391

86.42

96.7

28175224

27088517

96.1

2344566323

100.48

96.3

15621950

14674379

93.9

1254470100

53.76

94.8

41306478

40011807

96.9

3270124443

140.15

97.3

34097496

33020190

96.8

2733678987

117.16

97.1

48333940

46320555

95.8

3407107441

146.02

96.2

24129312

23325785

96.7

2019447341

86.55

96

13867680

13833351

99.8

1204116005

51.6

92.5

18142434
16041492
21429166
22270360
19495090
19241934
13200874
16306700
15053746
19430454
14934060
28224232

18092731
16014224
21378070
22181686
19464783
19210829
13179921
16279670
15026903
19383203
14910163
28151953

99.7
99.8
99.8
99.6
99.8
99.8
99.8
99.8
99.8
99.8
99.8
99.7

1572990539
1420556557
1839674636
1872658572
1682442380
1651201594
1174884281
1440789258
1332956708
1695011547
1320905645
2269431088

67.4
60.88
78.8
80.3
72.1
70.8
50.4
61.8
57.1
72.6
56.6
97.3

95.3
95.9
96.3
96.9
96.7
94.8
95.6
96
95.5
96.1
95.8
98.5
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Table S2.4. Characteristics of P. falciparum DHODH mutant lines reported in (27, 28)
PfDHODH
Mutation

Parent
Background

Selecting Agent(s)

E182D

3D7*

Genz-666136

I263F

Dd2

Genz-669178 + GSK3

F188I

Dd2

Genz-669178

F227I

Dd2

Genz-666136

F227I/L527I

Dd2

Genz-666136 + IDI6273

*P. falciparum strain 3D7 (MRA-151) obtained from BEI Resources.
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Table S2.5. Population-level sequencing of the PfDHODH gene after in vivo resistance
selections
Sample
Name

Gene

RPA-Round 1

PF3D7_0603300

RPA-Round 2

RPA-Round 3

RPA-Round 4

Position

Amino
Acid
Change

Ref
Allele

Alt
Allele

Alt
Allele
Count

Alt
Allele
%

Total
Reads

131246

R265G

T

C

8

3%

288

131212

C276F

C

A

0

0%

271

131246

R265G

T

C

217

97%

223

131212

C276F

C

A

10

5%

212

131246

R265G

T

C

409

93%

439

131212

C276F

C

A

24

6%

412

131246

R265G

T

C

255

89%

286

131212

C276F

C

A

27

12%

229

PF3D7_0603300

PF3D7_0603300

PF3D7_0603300

RPB-Round 1

PF3D7_0603300

131497

G181D

C

T

1

1%

128

RPB-Round 2

PF3D7_0603300

131497

G181D

C

T

0

0%

86

RPB-Round 3

PF3D7_0603300

131497

G181D

C

T

48

91%

53

RPB-Round 4

PF3D7_0603300

131497

G181D

C

T

69

99%

70

RPB-Round 5

PF3D7_0603300

131497

G181D

C

T

62

100%

62

RPD-Round 1

PF3D7_0603300

131497

G181D

C

T

0

0%

74

RPD-Round 2

PF3D7_0603300

131497

G181D

C

T

0

0%

34

RPD-Round 3

PF3D7_0603300

131497

G181D

C

T

1

1%

100

RPD-Round 4

PF3D7_0603300

131497

G181D

C

T

77

100%

77

RPD-Round 5

PF3D7_0603300

131497

G181D

C

T

76

100%

76

RPD-Round 6

PF3D7_0603300

131497

G181D

C

T

41

100%

41

*Note that for this population analysis, heterozygous calls were not filtered
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Table S2.6. Oxygen Consumption Rate (OCR) from seahorse bioenergetics assay
Cell Line

5mM

10mM

20mM

Biorep
Biorep 2
1
0.108
0.104 0.0799 0.158
0.214
0.107
0.217
0.148
3D7 A10 (0.128, (0.100, (0.0613, (0.178, (0.342, (0.10, (0.206, (0.156,
0.0889 0.107) 0.0985) 0.139 0.0859) 0.110) 0.228) 0.139)
0.0783 0.0575
0.218 0.0778 0.0983 0.206
0.175
DHODH
(0.0816, (0.0844,
(0.250, (0.0753, (0.102, (0.261, (0.128,
C276Y
0.0751) 0.0305)
0.186) 0.0802) 0.0948) 0.151) 0.223)
3D7
0.0376 0.0188
0.0899
0.0541
0.0415
A10E182D
0.0383
0.134
(0.0375, (-0.0092,
(0.119,
(0.0500,
(0.0199,
CRISPR(0.0383)
(0.134)
0.0377) 0.0468)
0.0612)
0.0583)
0.0632)
edited
Biorep 1 Biorep 2 Biorep 3 Biorep 1 Biorep 2 Biorep 3

40mM
Biorep
1
0.181
0.259
(0.159, (0.292,
0.203) 0.226)
0.121
0.216
(0.105, (0.267,
0.136) 0.165)

Biorep 3

Biorep 2
0.255
(0.269,
0.241)
0.166
(0.177,
0.156)

80mM
Biorep
3
0.177
(0.160,
0.195)
0.137
(0.105,
0.169)

Biorep
1
0.280
(0.214,
0.345)
0.181
(0.219,
0.142)

0.166
0.229
(0.157, (0.252,
0.176) 0.207)
0.150 0.0911
(0.191, (0.0609,
0.109) 0.121)

0.0780 0.233 0.150 0.195
0.106
0.127
0.238
(0.0627, (0.256, (0.158, (0.180,
(0.148, (0.144,
(0.238)
0.0933) 0.210) 0.142) 0.211)
0.0633) 0.110)

Each bioreplicate is given as the average of two technical replicates. Technical replicates values in parentheses
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Biorep 2 Biorep 3

Table S2.7. Additional primers used for Sanger sequencing of the dhodh locus
Primer
Name

Sequence

F1A

GTGTGATAGATAGCTCCAGTCG

R1B

CGTTTGGCCCCTTGGGGTTATGG

F2A

TTGATGGTGAAATATGTCATGACCTT

R2A

CCAAGGGCTTCTTTTTTGTTGTATTAAACC

F3A

GTCACATGATGAAAGATGCTAAGG

R3B

CGCACTTATGTGTCGCCCG

Table S2.8. Primers and probes for high resolution melt (HRM) assay
Oligo

Sequence

C276Y_HRM1_ForwardPrimer

AACGGGTAATGCAAAACCAC

C276Y_HRM1_ReversePrimer

TTCTGTAACTTTGTCACAACCC

C276Y_HRM1_Probe

ATAAATTCATGTGGCTTTAACC
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Table S3.1. Screening results
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Table S3.1 (Continued)
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Table S3.1 (Continued)
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a)

b)

E182D/WT ratio

100
10
1
0.1
0.01

Figure S3.1: Screening cascade and correlation between enzyme and cell-based
assays. A) Schematic representation of screening workflow resulting in 23 cherry-picked
secondary hits for further study. Approximately 130,000 compounds from select GSK
libraries were screened against both the WT and E182D mutant PfDHODH enzymes
resulting in 113 primary hits. Primary hits were tested for cellular activity resulting in 81
secondary hits. From this set, 23 cherry-pick compounds were selected for further followup based on potency and compound availability. B) The ratios of mutant/wildtype IC50
(enzyme based screen) or EC50 (cell based screen) are plotted for hit compounds with full
dose-response data in both assays. Hit compounds from the enzyme based primary screen
were classified as either equally potent (black lines), mutant active (blue lines), or
wild-type active (red lines). Most compounds fall into the same groupings in the cell-based
assay, though some exceptions were observed. The black arrows point out two compounds
which were classified as equally potent in the enzyme based screen and clearly
demonstrated wild-type selective activity in the cell based screen. The red arrows
highlight two compounds which changed from a “wild-type active” classification in the
enzyme assay versus to “equally potent” designation in the cell-based assay.
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Figure S3.2. Structures of 23 secondary hit compounds clustered by chemotype. The
structures of the 23 secondary hit compounds are clustered based on structural similarity. Five
chemotypes (A-E) had multiple analogs within the hit set. An additional five molecules within
the set represented unique scaffolds.
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Table S3.2: Activities of 23 secondary hits in wild-type (Dd2-attB) and scDHODH-expressing
transgenicparasites (Dd2-scDHODH)

Table S3.3. Complex III enzymatic activity of compound 21
Compound

Mitochondrial Cybc1 complex IC50 (µM)

Atovaquone

0.0002

21 (TCMDC-136129)

0.040

DSM1

>1

Artemisinin

>1
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Table S3.4. DHODH mutant cell lines used in this study

PfDHODH Mutation

Parasite Background

Selecting compound(s)

Citations

E182D
F227I
L531F
I263F
L527I

3D7
Dd2
Dd2
Dd2
Dd2-F227I

DSM74
Genz-666136
DSM74
Genz-669178 + GSK3
IDI-6273

[1-3]
[1-4]
[1, 2, 5]
[1-4]
[1-4]

[1] Lukens, A. K., Ross, L. S., Heidebrecht, R., Javier Gamo, F., Lafuente-Monasterio, M. J.,
Booker, M. L., Hartl, D. L., Wiegand, R. C., and Wirth, D. F. (2014) Harnessing
evolutionary fitness in Plasmodium falciparum for drug discovery and suppressing
resistance, Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A 111, 799-804.
[2] Ross, L. S., Gamo, F. J., Lafuente-Monasterio, M. J., Singh, O. M., Rowland, P.,
Wiegand, R. C., and Wirth, D. F. (2014) In vitro resistance selections for Plasmodium
falciparum dihydroorotate dehydrogenase inhibitors give mutants with multiple point
mutations in the drug- binding site and altered growth, J Biol Chem 289, 17980-17995.
[3] Booker, M. L., Bastos, C. M., Kramer, M. L., Barker, R. H., Jr., Skerlj, R., Sidhu, A. B.,
Deng, X., Celatka, C., Cortese, J. F., Guerrero Bravo, J. E., Crespo Llado, K. N.,
Serrano, A. E., Angulo- Barturen, I., Jimenez-Diaz, M. B., Viera, S., Garuti, H., Wittlin,
S., Papastogiannidis, P., Lin, J. W.,Janse, C. J., Khan, S. M., Duraisingh, M., Coleman,
B., Goldsmith, E. J., Phillips, M. A., Munoz, B., Wirth, D. F., Klinger, J. D., Wiegand, R.,
and Sybertz, E. (2010) Novel inhibitors of Plasmodiumfalciparum dihydroorotate
dehydrogenase with anti-malarial activity in the mouse model, J Biol Chem 285, 3305433064.
[4] Skerlj, R. T., Bastos, C. M., Booker, M. L., Kramer, M. L., Barker, R. H., Jr., Celatka, C. A.,
O'Shea, T. J., Munoz, B., Sidhu, A. B., Cortese, J. F., Wittlin, S., Papastogiannidis, P.,
Angulo-Barturen, I., Jimenez-Diaz, M. B., and Sybertz, E. (2011) Optimization of Potent
Inhibitors of P. falciparumDihydroorotate Dehydrogenase for the Treatment of Malaria,
ACS Med Chem Lett 2, 708-713.
[5] Gujjar, R., Marwaha, A., El Mazouni, F., White, J., White, K. L., Creason, S.,
Shackleford, D. M., Baldwin, J., Charman, W. N., Buckner, F. S., Charman, S., Rathod,
P. K., and Phillips, M. A. (2009) Identification of a metabolically stable
triazolopyrimidine-based dihydroorotate dehydrogenase inhibitor with antimalarial
activity in mice, J Med Chem 52, 1864-1872.
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Table S3.4. Cross-resistance profiling of mutant cell lines
Mean EC50 (nM) ± standard deviation
ID

Name

3D7

Dd2

3D7-E182D

Dd2-I263F

Dd2-L531F

Dd2-F227I

Dd2-F227I/L527I

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Atovaquone
DHA
Mefloquine
Genz669178
GSK3
IDI6273
N16306-26-3
TCMDC-123545
TCMDC-123555
TCMDC-123566
TCMDC-123620
TCMDC-123647
TCMDC-123823
TCMDC-123826
TCMDC-124402
TCMDC-124417
TCMDC-124736
TCMDC-124788
TCMDC-124801
TCMDC-124849
TCMDC-125162
TCMDC-125331
TCMDC-125334
TCMDC-125433
TCMDC-125436
TCMDC-134843
TCMDC-136129
TCMDC-136379

0.450 ± 0.13
3.56 ± 0.70
20.3 ± 4.9
6.73 ± 3.9
166 ± 81
590 ± 280
1.83 ± 0.4
88.5 ± 14
-66.6 ± 8.8
126 ± 7.0
143 ± 27
2.25 ± 0.3
39.4 ± 7.1
96.5 ± 20
106 ± 27
--313 ± 84
-336 ± 81
-98.3 ± 19
140 ± 21
356 ± 78
96.3 ± 21.4
9.82 ± 1.5
--

0.284 ± 0.15
2.28 ± 0.4
8.03 ± 3.0
5.95 ± 1.3
147 ± 79
493 ± 250
1.80 ± 0.43
92.0 ± 33
282 ± 39
74.8 ± 22
155 ± 57
162 ± 44
2.27 ± 0.54
35.6 ± 12
102 ± 28
104 ± 32
133 ± 11
42.0 ± 2.1
261 ± 87
154 ± 19
375 ± 81
140 ± 18
114 ± 47
151 ± 45
421 ± 60
114 ± 51.9
11.7 ± 5.0
381 ± 35

0.904 ± 0.23
2.67 ± 0.44
16.3 ± 6.4
78.7 ± 22
3050 ± 970
164 ± 110
22.5 ± 6.0
1570 ± 720
-590 ± 140
37.5 ± 6.0
90.8 ± 68
31.2 ± 7.6
3220 ± 1300
3350 ± 2000
7420 ± 6800
--2090 ± 560
-6320 ± 3200
-68.6 ± 49
85.8 ± 54
>5μM
53.5 ± 7.9
125 ± 32
--

0.437 ± 0.32
3.49 ± 1.2
10.6 ± 4.5
41.1 ± 4.8
6500 ± 1800
444 ± 140
79.0 ± 33
4030 ± 1500
459 ± 66
5290 ± 2500
104 ± 37
185 ± 94
83.2 ± 15
4450 ± 1800
>10μM
>10μM
>1μM
121 ± 24
623 ± 470
246 ± 30
4660 ± 2000
53.6 ± 10
84.8 ± 24
152 ± 90
1600 ± 350
69.1 ± 20
56.5 ± 33
30.5 ± 4.1

0.309 ± 0.07
2.07 ± 0.15
9.07 ± 3.0
1.17 ± 0.38
202 ± 207
946 ± 340
1.58 ± 0.74
14.8 ± 7.0
143 ± 65
216 ± 97
286 ± 64
323 ± 150
1.10 ± 0.53
72.7 ± 23
346 ± 88
511 ± 130
119 ± 50
11.1 ± 3.1
58.9 ± 15
44.2 ± 15
1080 ± 500
19.6 ± 5.1
12.0 ± 4.5
147 ± 33.5
979 ± 330
111 ± 25
4.20 ± 1.3
459 ± 100

0.274 ± 0.068
3.62 ± 1.0
13.5 ± 3.2
31.0 ± 9.0
34.2 ± 11
81.1 ± 28
0.273 ± 0.082
10.0 ± 3.7
109 ± 19
85.4 ± 46
23.0 ± 7.7
167 ± 88
0.423 ± 0.12
380 ± 91
523 ± 80
483 ± 59
42.5 ± 14
33.9 ± 5.1
373 ± 190
59.5 ± 15
240 ± 100
24.6 ± 2.1
29.9 ± 10
71.3 ± 38
792 ± 190
154 ± 90
21.1 ± 4.1
1030 ± 160

0.377 ± 0.11
2.74 ± 0.27
12.7 ± 4.5
19.9 ± 4.9
18.7 ± 4.3
78.3 ± 21
0.292 ± 0.096
9.74 ± 3.7
-64.4 ± 18
26.9 ± 6.1
847 ± 440
0.291 ± 0.048
394 ± 130
1110 ± 510
714 ± 320
--224 ± 79
-366 ± 170
-26.4 ± 6.2
45.3 ± 16
1230 ± 290
190 ± 110
22.5 ± 9.2
--

23

TCMDC-140907

339 ± 73

604 ± 30

546 ± 220

635 ± 400

245 ± 80

332 ± 110

502 ± 130
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Figure S4.1 Treatment with 1µM TCMDC-125334 selects for moderately resistant parasite
populations with copy number variation at the dhodh locus A) Schematic of selection
protocol. Genetic characterization revealed that parasite populations exhibited 2x copy number
variation of the dhodh locus after the first round of treatment with TCMDC-125334, and 5-to-8
fold copy number variation of the dhodh locus after the second round of treatment B) Dose
response of parasite populations selected with TCMDC-125334. Shown are average EC50’s with
standard deviation, and sample number (N) defined as number of individual bioreplicates.
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Figure S4.2 Copy number variation of the dhodh locus in 3D7 A10 parasites selected with
TCMDC-125334. Copy number was detected by quantitative PCR and calculated using the
ΔΔCT method, normalizing to the 3D7 A10 parent and the 18s rRNA target. Seryl tRNA
synthase is shown as a control. 2x DHODH is control gDNA isolated from parasites with
confirmed copy number duplication.
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Figure S4.3 Control selection with DSM265. A) Table describing selection procedure. Three
25mL flasks of approximately 108 parasites were treated with 30nM of DSM265 for nine days. In
all three flasks, parasitemia was observed seven days post drug treatment. B) Dose response
assay of in vitro selected bulk populations
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Figure S4.3 Control selection with DSM265. A. Table describing selection procedure. Three 25mL
flasks of approximately 108 parasites were treated with 30nM of DSM265 for nine days. In all three
flasks, parasitemia was observed seven days post drug treatment. B. Dose response assay of in vitro
selected bulk populations
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Figure S4.4 Copy number variation of the dhodh locus in DHODH C276Y parasites selected with
TCMDC-125334. Copy number was detected by quantitative PCR and calculated using the ΔΔCT
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Figure S4.4 (Continued)
method, normalizing to the 3D7 A10 parent and the 18s rRNA target. Seryl tRNA synthase is shown as a
control. 2x DHODH is control gDNA isolated from parasites with confirmed copy number duplication.

Figure S4.5 Copy number variation of the dhodh locus in 3D7 A10 parasites selected with
DSM265 + TCMDC-125334 simultaneously. Copy number was detected by quantitative PCR
and calculated using the ΔΔCT method, normalizing to the 3D7 A10 parent and the 18s rRNA
target. Seryl tRNA synthase is shown as a control. 2x DHODH is control gDNA isolated from
parasites with confirmed copy number duplication.
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Figure 4.6 Dose response phenotype of mixed cultures over time in competitive growth
assay. 3D7 parent and DHODH V532A mutant parasites at 1% ring stage parasitemia were
mixed at equal ratio and separated into three independent flasks. Mixed cultures were grown for
four weeks. Dose response assays were conducted at Day 0, Day 17 and Day 28. Upper and
middle panels show the dose response for DSM265 and TCMDC-125334, which differ between
the 3D7 A10 wildtype and DHODH V532A strains. The bottom panel shows the dose response
for dihydroartemisinin (DHA) as a control.
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Table S4.1 Dose response of all clones tested for cross-resistance against the Tres Cantos
Antimalarial Set (TCAMS) panel reported as EC50 (nM) with standard deviation and
sample size (N) reported.
Compound

3D7 A10

DHODH F227L

TCMDC-123566
TCMDC-125334
TCMDC-124402
TCMDC-124417
TCMDC-140907
TCMDC-123545
TCMDC-123823
TCMDC-125436
TCMDC-136129
TCMDC-123620
TCMDC-123647
TCMDC-125433
N16306-26-3
TCMDC-134843
TCMDC-124801
TCMDC-125162
TCMDC-123826
DSM267
IDI6273
Genz-669178
DHA
Mefloquine

59.9±23.1 (5)
112.2±42.9 (5)
99.0±49.2 (5)
99.3±48.6 (4)
>500 (4)
94.2±33.1 (5)
3.11±0.447 (3)
282±61.1 (4)
10.1±2.81 (5)
3270±1116 (5)
147±48.8 (5)
131±66.8 (5)
1.87±0.767 (5)
134±58.2 (5)
246±114 (5)
469±265 (5)
45.1±17.5 (5)
2.77±1.32 (5)
359±20.5 (3)
3.86±0.132 (3)
2.86±0.645 (3)
17.5±2.50 (3)
0.500±0.0244
(3)

33.3±3.96 (4)
28.0±4.68 (3)
551±191 (4)
556±30.1 (3)
>500 (4)
10.8±1.27 (4)
0.540±0.111 (3)
894±129 (3)
49.3±20.1 (4)
298±73.4 (4)
46.0±5.35 (4)
23.5±1.73 (4)
0.351±0.133 (4)
66.5±2.76 (4)
181±14.0 (4)
269±51.3 (4)
251±23.1 (4)
25.4±7.74 (4)
240±28.8 (3)
20.8±3.20 (3)
3.10±1.20 (3)
16.8±1.74 (3)

DHODH
F227L/L531F
96.9±21.7 (4)
16.9±3.29 (3)
5905±3065 (4)
15667±8088 (3)
>500 (3)
12.4±2.69 (3)
0.522±0.0799 (2)
11987±2284 (3)
44.6±18.16 (4)
1244±341 (4)
713±266 (3)
53.4±10.70 (4)
0.819±0.0770 (4)
268±53.5 (4)
78.2±20.8 (4)
3148±338 (4)
1088±254 (4)
>500 (4)
1183±288 (3)
18.0±2.63 (3)
3.16±0.799 (3)
18.6±3.60 (3)

0.395±0.0512 (3)

0.310±0.0226 (3)

Atovaquone
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DHODH C276Y
15.5±1.039 (3)
9.05±0.240 (3)
769±254 (5)
549±185.8 (4)
>500 (4)
44.3±13.17 (5)
1.80±0.0666 (3)
281±5.20 (3)
42.6±10.33 (5)
83.8±26.0 (5)
10.7±2.47 (5)
2.98±0.356 (3)
0.814±0.259 (5)
5.83±1.467 (5)
75.8±14.41 (5)
3234±1103.4 (5)
573±144.0 (5)
31.2±15.77 (5)
33.3±3.86 (3)
15.6±0.404 (3)
2.80±0.688 (3)
16.9±2.25 (3)
0.472±0.0540 (3)

Table S4.3 Number of reads calling the wildtype vs. DHODH V532A allele in wholegenome sequencing of competitive growth assay samples.
Flask 1

Flask 2

Flask 3

WT
Reads

V532A
Reads

%
V532A

WT
Reads

V532A
Reads

%
V532A

WT
Reads

V532A
Reads

%
V532A

Day 0

136

112

45%

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Day 8

189

206

52%

193

204

51%

191

217

53%

Day 17

164

198

55%

227

258

53%

229

269

54%

Day 28

233

196

46%

204

173

46%

249

216

46%

Table S4.4 Primers used for PCR amplification and Sanger sequencing of dhodh locus
Primer Name
DHODH F1A
DHODH R1B
DHODH F2A
DHODH R2A
DHODH F3A
DHODH R3B

Primer Sequence
GTGTGATAGATAGCTCCAGTCG
CGTTTGGCCCCTTGGGGTTATGG
TTGATGGTGAAATATGTCATGACCTT
CCAAGGGCTTCTTTTTTGTTGTATTAAACC
GTCACATGATGAAAGATGCTAAGG
CGCACTTATGTGTCGCCCG
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Appendix 4: Supplementary Materials for Chapter 5

Figure S5.1. Summary of previously published selections with DSM265. A) in vitro selection
resulted in resistant parasite populations after pulse-treatment with DSM265. B) Parallel
selections in a mouse model of in vivo selection. Diagram shows idealized data for treatment
failure occurring after n rounds of treatment. In every experiment, four independent groups of
mice were carried through rounds of treatment and recovery, with the goal of identifying a
resistant population. Resistant populations emerged after three to seven rounds of treatment. C)
Crystal structure of DHODH with mutations that confer resistance to DSM265 highlighted.
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Figure S5.1 (Continued)
Purple residues were selected by DSM265/267 in vitro. Blue residues were selected by DSM265
in vivo. Red residues were selected both in vivo and in vitro. Yellow residues were selected by
other DHODH inhibitors in a previous study (Ross et al., 2014).

Figure S5.2. Establishing the therapeutic dose for in vivo selection of resistance with
Genz669178. Mice received treatment of DSM265 for 4 consecutive days at varying doses, from
1-150 mg/kg. A) Efficacy studies to characterize parasite clearance B) Concentration of
Genz669178 in blood of mice over time. C) Recrudescence studies showing that only the highest
dose of 150 mg/kg was able to achieve full parasite clearance followed by recrudescence.
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Figure S5.3. Evolution of partial resistance to Genz669178 in Plasmodium falciparum
mouse model of infection. Four mice (initial animals for four experimental groups A, B, C, and
D) were infected with Pf3D7008/N9 parasites Mice were treated with 150mg/kg of Genz669178.
Parasitemia was monitored until parasites recrudesced (Round 1). Parasites recovering from
treatment were used to infect naïve mice (Round 2). Consecutive cycles of infection, treatment
and recovery were continued for eight rounds. Parasite populations were passaged as
independent lineages within each group A-D. Selected populations from each group are indicated
as “RP” (resistant population). A) Results from Group C mice are shown as representative in
vivo selection. For the indicated treatment round, top row panels show efficacy over the four-day
treatment period, and bottom row panels show parasite recrudescence over time. For each round
of treatment, two mice are treated with Genz669178 (individual mice M1, M2, represented by
open blue symbols). Two mice are treated with vehicle alone (represented as an average by
closed blue symbols). Control infections with naïve wildtype 3D7 parasites are represented by
red symbols (drug-treated by open symbols, vehicle-treated by
209

Figure S5.3 (Continued)
closed symbols). In Group C, treated parasites are not cleared in Round 1. However, while time
to recovery decreased by Round 8, resistance is only partial, and treatment is never completely
ineffective at reducing parasitemia (compare drug-treated to vehicle treated B) Dose response
phenotype of clonal lines representing each unique genotype identified. Most clones had
mutations in the electron transport protein NDH2. Clone 9D of Group C had a DHDOH F227L
mutation.

blu

Figure S5.4. in vivo dose response of all four resistant populations selected with Genz669178

after the eighth round of treatment. Four mice (initial animals for four experimental groups A,
B, C, and D) were infected with Pf3D7008/N9 parasites. Mice were treated with 150mg/kg of
Genz669178. Consecutive cycles of infection, treatment and recovery were continued for eight
rounds. Parasite populations were passaged as independent lineages within each group A-D.
Selected populations from each group are indicated as Genz-RP (resistant population). Shown is
data from Round 8 of treatment. For each group of mice, two were treated with Genz669178
(open symbols) and two were treated with vehicle (closed symbols). 3D7 data parasites in red are
naïve, wildtype parasites that had not been previously selected with Genz669178.
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Figure S5.5. Assessing the resistance phenotype of Genz-RPC to varying doses of
Genz669178. Parasites from Group C mice that recrudesced after Assay 8 were used to infect
eight new mice. Two were treated with Genz669178 at 10mg/kg, two at 25mg/kg, two at
50mg/kg, and two at 150mg/kg. Compared to wildtype mice, mice from Resistant Population C
(Genz-RPC) did not respond to treatment at the 10, 25, or 50mg doses. In response to the
150mg/kg dose, parasites stopped replicating during the four-day treatment period, then
recrudesced without falling fellow the limit of detection.
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Figure S5.6. Copy number variation of in vivo Genz669178-selected bulk populations. Copy
number variation (CNV) was detected by quantitative PCR and calculated using the ΔΔCT
method, normalizing to the 3D7 A10 parent and the 18s rRNA target. Seryl tRNA synthase is
shown as a control. CNV of initial parasite populations shown in solid fill, CNV of populations
after Treatment Round 8 shown in hatched fill.

Figure S5.7. Copy number variation of in vivo Genz669178-selected clones. Copy number
variation (CNV) was detected by quantitative PCR and calculated using the ΔΔCT method,
normalizing to the 3D7 A10 parent and the 18s rRNA target. Seryl tRNA synthase is shown as a
control.
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Table S5.1 Comparison of pharmacological parameters for DSM265 vs. Genz669178
Parameter

DSM265*

Genz669178

ED90

3.6 mg/kg

41.7 mg/kg

AUC0-23h

6.06 ug*h/mL

19.2 ug*h/ml

Time to Recrudescence

14 days

6 days

Treatment dose chosen

50 mg/kg

150 mg/kg

*Previously reported in Mandt et al., 2019
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